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SIMULATION OF VERTICAL QUARTER CAR MODEL
WITH ONE AND TWO DOFs
Prof.Asoc.Dr. Bruqi M. 1, Prof.Asoc.Dr.Likaj R. *. 1, Prof.Asoc. Dr. Shala A.1
Faculty of Mechanical Engineering – University of Prishtina “Hasan Prishtina”, Kosovo 1
*Corresponding author: rame.likaj@uni-pr.edu
Abstract: this paper deals with the simulation of vertical displacement vehicle car body with one and two DOFs by using and
comparing results of two softwares Working Model and MatLab. The aim of this paper was to show that is very easy is to solve the
differential equations that describe both models of vehicle system with one and two DOFs. The results simulations performed with
both software’s are almost the same for calculating displacement and velocity of sprung and unsprung mass and for different road
excitations. The results of simulations have been analysed in terms of stability and road holding since sprung mass or vehicle body
oscillations have direct impact on the passenger comfort.

Key words: WORKING MODEL, SPRUNG MASS, UNSPRUNG MASS, DOF.

1. Introduction
The dynamics of vehicle suspensions is usually highly
nonlinear.

2. Quarter car model with one DOF
The model of the quarter-car is adopted by considering as the
sprung mass the mass of vehicle car body, shown in Fig 1. Car
body mass mk is connected to a spring with a stiffness coefficient cv
and damping coefficient of shock absorber kv. Mass of tire is ma ,
which is considered as a solid body, while its deflection is zr,
displacement of sprung mass or vehicle body is zk.

Fig. 2 Quarter car model simulation with one DOF in Working Model

The road excitation is taken in sinusoidal form with the
maximum amplitude ±0.1m. In Fig. 2 are shown the diagrams
for displacement, velocity and acceleration of vehicle body and
the road excitation from 0 to 14s.

3. Quarter car model with two DOFs
The model of the quarter-car with two DOFs is adopted by
considering as the sprung mass the mass of vehicle car body,
shown in Fig 3. Car body mass mk is connected to a spring with
a stiffness coefficient cv and damping coefficient of shock
absorber kv. Mass of tire is ma, is considered as elastic body
with a stiffness coefficient cp. For the simulation in Working
Model have been used values shown in Table 2, which belong
to the VOLVO S400.

Fig. 1 Quarter car model with one DOF

For the simulation in Working Model have been used values
shown in table 1, which belong to the VOLVO S400.

Table 2: Simulation parameters for a quarter car model with two
DOFs
Tire mass
ma = 33 kg
Body mass
mk = 250 kg
Spring stiffness
cv = 9000 N/m
Damping coefficient
kv = 1861 Ns/m
Tire stiffness
cp = 177500 N/m

Table 1: Simulation parameters for a quarter car model with one DOF
Tire mass
ma = 33 kg
Body mass
mk = 250 kg
Spring stiffness
cv = 9000 N/m
Damping coefficient
kv = 1861 Ns/m

The adopted model with one DOF in Working Model is shown
in Fig.2. It should be emphasized that during the design of the
model in the Working Model, this task is carried out with
constructive data of the model. The method of gaining results by
this software is based on solving the differential equations, describe
the model oscillations, which are not necessary to describe. After
performing the simulation, the results can be exported and stored as
a Media File - Film.

While its deflection is zr, displacement of sprung mass or
vehicle body is zk.
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mk
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Fig. 3 Quarter car model with two DOFs

Results of simulation for the adopted model with two DOFs in
Working Model are shown in Fig.4.

Fig. 5. Listing of subprogramme for solving differential equations of to
DOFs.

The simulation results in MatLab are shown in figures 6, 7, 8
and 9.

Fig. 4 Quarter car model simulation with one DOF in Working Model

The road excitation is taken in sinusoidal form with the
maximum amplitude ±0.1m. In Fig. 4 are shown the diagrams for
displacement, velocity and acceleration of vehicle body and the
road excitation from 0 to 14s.

4. Solving differential equations of the vertical body
oscillations with two DOFs in Matlab/Simulink

Fig. 6. Simulation results for sprung (--) and unsprung mass (--)
displacement with sinusoidal road excitation.
.

In the following figures are shown the results of simulation of the
vehicle car body with two DOFs

Fig. 4 Main Simulink model for solving differential equations
Fig. 7. Simulation results for sprung (--) and unsprung mass (--)
velocity with sinusoidal road excitation.
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Fig. 8. Simulation results for sprung (--) and unsprung mass (--)
displacement with white noise road excitation.

Fig. 9. Simulation results for sprung (--) and unsprung mass (--) velocity
with white noise road excitation.

4. Conclusions
From the simulation results obtained with Working Model 3D,
both quarter car models with one DOF and two DOFs we have
observed the following:
-Oscillations of the unsprung mass are very small, so their impact
on driving comfort is very small, which might justify the fact that
this DOF is not considered, but it should not be forgotten the fact
that maintaining a constant wheel contact to the road surface is
very important factor for the safety and stability of the vehicle
under all driving conditions.
- Oscillations of the sprung mass represent the main oscillations of
the vehicle and have direct impact to the comfort of the vehicle, but
for the design of the sprung mass, should be a solution that would
ensure optimum comfort but also optimal road holding.
- From the characteristic example of the used data of the
constructive parameters of the VOLVO S400, we have proved that
these extreme types of road excitations are very successful. After
the interruption of the road excitation for about 1 second, the
stabilization of the vibration of the sprunged mass is achieved,
while for the unprunged mass is reached for 0.5 seconds.
For the forced vertical oscillations of the model quarter car with
two DOFs, the solution of the second order of differential equations
performed in Matlab / Simulink, are almost the same with solutions
that have been obtained with working model.
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INFLUENCE OF COMPONENT POSITION ON THE TABLE DURING ANGULAR
ROBOT MACHINING ON ACCURACY IN AUTOMATED SYSTEMS
M.Sc. Kusa M. PhD.1, M.Sc. Barta J. PhD.1, M.Sc. Matusova M. PhD. 1, M.Sc. Hruskova E. PhD.1, M.Sc. Bucanyova M. PhD. 1
Faculty of Materials Science and Technology in Trnava, Slovak University of Technology in Bratislava, Slovak Republic1
martina.kusa@stuba.sk
Abstract: Use of an industrial robot in the automatic production process as a spindle carrier is currently an interesting topic. However,
if the stiffness of the robot is not sufficient, various imprecisions may occur during machining. The article deals with monitoring and
evaluation of the impact of cutting conditions and positions of the workpiece in the working area on machined surfaces oriented in
orthogonal planes. The aim of the experiment is to analyse the precision of simple planar surfaces milled using a robot.
Keywords: SYSTEM, POSITION, ANGULAR ROBOT, MACHINING

the cutting forces. The cutting tool deviates from its programmed
toolpath. The amount of deviations is affected by the cutting forces
that are generated during the machining process. The forces are
further transmitted to the robot frame (free-play in the joints,
stiffness of the whole structure, etc.).

1. Introduction
The current trends in the machining of various materials as a
part of the automatization manufacturing process bring the need for
continuous improvement of productivity, economic efficiency and
quality of workpieces. Such a requirement, along with the
continuous development of robotics, information systems and
technologies, constantly offers new insights into not only the use of
robots in the assembly, but also in the machining process. In
addition to the use of robots for the purpose of workpiece handling
and welding, there is an effort to engage a robot directly for
machining. The disadvantage of conventional CNC machines is
their limited workspace and the resulting restriction in the
production of components of various complex shapes. Industrial
robot can meet the needs of manufacturing industries, which are
now, and also will be in the future, imposed on it and which include
for example costs, working time, efficiency and flexibility during
the processing of materials (Pires, J. N.).

Real toolpath

Tool
Planned toolpath

Fig. 1 Toolpath scheme (Rong-Shine, L.)

The aim of the experiment, based on the observation and
measurement of selected parameters, was to monitor the impact of
the workpiece position on the table on the achievable precision of
machined surfaces and determination of measured inaccuracies
rising from a load of the robot according to the surface of the
machined part.

Robots in automatized system should serve as a multi-purpose
facility. They should be able to machine and, after the detachment
of the spindle and automatic fitting of a gripper, to handle a
machined part.

The following input parameters were defined for the planned
experiment:

In addition to this valuable benefit, the robot should be able to
cooperate with the positioner, and thereby achieve flexibility and
access to the entire workpiece.

- Rotational speed n,

Due to this capability, the robots could in many cases replace
the large and expensive cutting machines and CNC centres. On the
basis of market requirements, the companies have launched not only
use of already developed types of robots with end-effectors.
However, current trends suggest development of special design
robots designed specifically only for machining. Various analyses
have further showed that one of the additional obstacles to a greater
acceptance of the robots designed for machining is not just
the design of robot, but it was and still is also a general lack of
knowledge of the end users when it comes to the information about
the benefits of robots in machining in terms of their control
(www.robotics.org). Based on this fact, the world's leading
manufacturers of industrial robots started to provide robots with the
corresponding software.

- Cutting depth ap,
- Feed rate of the cutting tool clamped at the end of the robot
arm vr,
- Machined surface of the component,
- Distribution of monitored workpieces at different locations on
the table (Fig. 2).

2. Materials and methods of research
The design of current experiment was based on the theoretical
knowledge of planned experiments. The role of the experiment
based on definition of the input process parameters was in
monitoring and analysing the accuracy during the production of
simple planar surfaces by milling. The analysed surfaces were
machined by angular robot, i.e. the tool is carried by robot. The plan
of the experiment was based on the condition that the workpiece is
firmly positioned and fixed on a table via an adapter. Toolpath is
provided by the movement of the arm of the angular robot.
According to the authors (Rong-Shine, L.), movements during
manufacturing the general surface, as shown in Fig. 1, is affected by

Fig. 2 Model of position distribution on table.
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high speeds, they are especially suitable for wood, aluminum,
PVC.( OPISEngineering k.s.)

The aim of the experiment was to create maps of precision of
the table for a defined speed of the arm as a tool carrier. The map
will be a graphical representation of achieved accuracies depending
on the position of workpieces on the table and the plane with
corresponding machined surface with respect to the robot
coordinate system for two types of materials.
Experimental samples were cuboidal in shape with square
cross-section and characteristic dimensions of 50x50 mm and height
of 85 mm. The material of workpieces used in the experiment was
ERTACETAL-C (POM-C) and AA2024 alumina alloy.
The aim of the experiment was to monitor machined surfaces in
three orthogonal planes for the same technological parameters with
a tool attached to the spindle at the end of the angular robot arm.

Fig. 3 The high speed motor and its clamping mechanism

The conditions of the experiment:
- Rotational speed n, n = 10 000 rpm-1,

2.3 Methods of research
As the tool is carried by robot, toolpath is defined by the
movements of the robot arm. Its positioning was defined by the
method of online programming in each of the planes defined in the
coordinate system of the "World" robot. Path of the tool clamped at
the end of the robot arm was programmed by consecutive definition
of all tool targets. The program was developed successively for the
three perpendicular planes x-y, x-z, y-z.

- Cutting depth ap, ap = 0,5 mm,
- Feed rate of the tool attached to the robot arm in different
planes vr, vr20= 20 mm.s-1,
- Distribution of sample positions on the table (Fig. 3).
Surface area of the workpiece was machined by a milling tool
with diameter d = 8 mm and label 512XL080Z2 SIRON-A of the
Secco Company. The priority task of the robotic workstation which
was used in the experiments is laser welding. Exchange of the endeffector on the arm allowed the robot to be used for sample
machining. High-speed motor C41-47 of Teknomotor was used as
a spindle for machining with an industrial robot of Fanuc M-710iC /
50.

We began with the assumption that the guaranteed positioning
accuracy is the same for all planes in the coordinate system of the
robot as declared by the manufacturer of robots. Regarding this fact,
only single-plane machining was executed on each sample (Fig. 4),
while neglecting other symmetrical planes. The planes defined for
milling are shown in Fig. 4.

3.1 Robot Fanuc M-710iC/50
z

The main purpose of the robotized workplace development is to
take into account the requirements for such a specific type of
equipment. The Fanuc M-710iC / 50 Robot is capable of carrying
50 kg of load and is suitable for large workpieces such as glass
sheets and steel panels. In its class, it has the highest speed of
movement in individual axes, which makes it possible to handle
larger and heavier workpieces and thus reach the pallets. Due to its
high mechanical rigidity, it is appropriate to use this type of robot
for applications requiring constant forces (eg polishing, machining,
deburring) and for process applications (eg arc welding, spot
welding, laser welding, gluing, handling, cleaning of
components...). Its installation in the working process is possible on
the floor or on the ceiling, allowing for easier access to the serviced
equipment and, of course, the maximum utilization of the robot
workspace. The air and electric lines to the J3 and J1 axes and their
interconnection are standardly integrated, providing a short
connection to the tool and increasing cabling reliability. By being
installed from the factory, its reliability is also checked. There are
no electrical components on the wrist of the robot as all wrist
movement motors are mounted on the J3 arm. This position reduces
the risk of wrist motor damage due to high temperatures or the
working environment. Another advantage is the compact design that
allows access to narrow spaces, and last but not least, such storage
affects the quality of engine cooling by air, allowing for high load
and high number of duty cycles. The used robot has the option of
turning the J3 axis, which shortens the cycle time, and allows the
flexibility of the working cell. Its working space is not limited by
the robot's mechanical unit (Fanuc Robotics).

y

x

Fig. 4 Identification of sample and plane distribution on the table for
planned experiment

vr20

vr20

4.2 High-speed motor C41-47
The high-speed C 41-47 engine from Teknomotor (Fig. 3) was
designed for the experiment. The rotation speed of this engine is
from 7000 to 18000 rpm, with the prevailing radial load.
Fig. 5 Scheme of toolpath in x-y plane, manufacturing of x-y plane

The motors of this series are designed for the highest
performance, with the smallest dimensions. For these properties and
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In each plane (x-y, x-z, y-z), the feed rate of machined surfaces
vr20= 20 mm.s-1 was defined in the program of the robot. Tool axis
was always oriented perpendicular to the work surface. Toolpath
overlay of two opposite directions was 1 mm.
The movement of the tool in the x-y (Fig. 5), x-z, y-z plane was
defined in the program for speed of the arm with the tool as shown
in Fig. 6. Successive definition of target positions defined the entire
toolpath.

Roughness meter Surtronic 3+ is particularly suitable for measuring
surfaces in holes and in inaccessible areas where conventional
measuring instruments cannot be used. (Zimmerman)

vr20
.
Fig. 7 Surface roughness measurement using roughness meter Surtronic3+

3.2 Evaluated values

a)

A

In terms of applications of each of the machining equipment, it
is important to monitor and define the required degree of accuracy
for simple as well as complex machined surfaces. It follows that it
is important to what degree of accuracy a component can be
produced using monitored robotized workplace. On the basis of the
partial measured and evaluated values, the table map of robotic
workstation was developed. The table map includes the division of
the table to the areas. Based on literature data (Medvecký, Š. et al.),
the average surface roughness values Ra of each area were assigned
with the degree of accuracy that can be achieved. Fig. 8 shows
a precision map of flat work table of robotized workplace for
Ertacetal-C material for feed speed vr20 without taking into account
the partial contributions of individual planes. The graph shows that ,
with technological parameters which were defined and the feed rate
vr20= 20 mm.s-1 of robot arm motion, in which the tool is clamped, it
is possible to produce parts in the precision grades from IT8 to
IT10. After processing the measured values and their evaluation it
was found out that the most suitable position for machining the
Ertacetal-C material appears to be position no. 6. This is the most
distant point in the center line of the table. The disadvantage of this
position is that the robot end effector does not reach the component
in the y-z plane averted from the robot.

90°

A

b)

Ra [µm]

c)
Fig. 6 a) Scheme of toolpath in X-Z plane
b) Image of the X-Z plan production, c) Image of the Y-Z plane production

IT10
IT8IT9

3. Measured and evaluated values
A machining experiment using a tool carried and led by a robot
arm was used to machine in total 52 separate samples made of two
different materials. Samples were containing in case of each
material a total of 81 machined surfaces divided into three groups
according to the plane orientation relative to the robot coordinate
system: x-y, x-z, and y-z on Ertacetal-C and alloy AA2024. The
roughness of the Ra surfaces in the x-y, x-z and y-z planes was
evaluated on the produced surfaces.

IT7

3.1 Characterization of measurement procedures
and instruments – surface roughness measurement

Fig. 8 Graphical map of table with assigned precision grades for vr20 and
Ertacetal-C material

Measurement of surface roughness on observed machined
surfaces was performed using a Surtronic 3+ roughness meter from
fy. Taylor Hobson (Fig. 7). Roughness meter Surtronic 3+ combines
advanced measurement technology with high precision to get
effective measurement of different surfaces, whether in the
workshop or in the laboratory.

In a similar manner, all the experimental data obtained after
machining the AA2024 alloy workpieces were analysed and
evaluated. The average values of surface roughness Ra
corresponding to positions on working table 1-9 were evaluated in
the form of a graphical map of the working table of the robotic
workstation. Graphical map for AA2024 alloy and speed vr20 is
shown in Fig. 9.
The surface quality of machined planes is, however, strongly
influenced by the fact that the machining takes place while robot
arm is moving in the direction outwards or towards the robot base,

The roughness meter output is available from the built-in LCD
display. Operation of this roughness meter is very simple, and when
measuring, the advantage is that the measurement cycles are short.
Control of the roughness meter is through the keypad membrane
located on its panel. The instrument can be used to measure surface
roughness for horizontal, vertical or even oblique surfaces.
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making the macroscopic steps between toolpaths on the machined
surface at the constant processing parameters.

Zimmerman. [cit. 2014-03-04]. Available online:
http://www.zimmerman.com.tw/uploads/sur3005-salesbrochure.pdf
Medvecký, Š. et al., 1999. Technical drawing basics. Žilina: EDIS –
publisher of University of Žilina in Žilina. ISBN 80-7100-547-9.
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Fig. 9 Graphical map of table with assigned precision grades for vr20 and
AA2024 material

It is possible to conclude that the experiment of machining of
three orthogonal surfaces oriented in x-y, x-z and y-z planes shows
that the robot is able to manufacture surfaces within predefined
precision grades and taking into account all process parameters.
When machining the Ertacetal - C material and the AA2024
material at the feed rate of movement of the robot arm vr20, the
precision grade from IT7 to IT10 can be achieved depending on the
position of the workpiece on the table and the resulting arrangement
of the robot joints.
The experiment has shown that achieving the highest degree
of precision on a machined part is related to the specific position on
the work table and hence the resulting configuration of the robot
joints.

4. Conclusions
Machining by industrial robots has a capability to improve the
efficiency of machining operations. Today, however, there is still
non-standard utilization of industrial robots in manufacturing
facilities. Their high degree of flexibility and wider ranges for
defining a workspace can overcome conventional cutting machines.
Having more degrees of freedom, they may also be used for more
machining operations. Another advantage of using robots in the
field of machining is that they offer the possibility of dual use.
Robot arms may either carry the spindle with cutting tool or
workpiece clamped in the end-effector of the robot in conjunction
with an extended range of the external device. Robots, however,
have also disadvantages compared to the machining by CNC
machines, especially in terms of accuracy, repeatability and
handling during the machining process. The main disadvantages of
robots are currently being compensated via the development of
advanced simulation techniques and intelligent programming
software.
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DEVELOPMENT OF SCHEMATIC DESIGN MODEL OF GANTRY CRANE FOR
DYNAMIC ANALYSIS AND REGULATION OF TRAVEL MOTION
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Abstract: This paper deals with Dynamic analysis of Gantry Crane using Method of Schematic Design which implements schemes with
block diagrams to analyze machines and their parts during work process. This procedure is new to analysis of Gantry crane dynamics and
consists of crane model development of interconnected elements that represents crane parts, 3-D visualization and motion of crane. Dynamic
analysis will be carried through simulations and solution of Euler differential equations of second order gained from schematic design.
Simulations will be planned and applied for regulation of travel motion with hanging load. Diagrams with results of main dynamic and
kinematic parameters will be presented for main parts of crane as the solution results of the analyzed system. Results gained will be used to
get conclusions about dynamic behavior, optimal motion regulation and safety during work. Analysis will be done using modeling and
simulations with computer application MapleSim.
Keywords: GANTRY CRANE, SCHEMATIC DESIGN, DYNAMIC ANALYSIS, TRAVEL MOTION, REGULATION, MODELING,
SIMULATIONS
- Rigid body frames (bars): Basement Link Bars- Lb1, Lb2, rb1,
rb2; Crane Legs – ll1, ll2, lu1, lu2, lmu1, lr1, lr2, ru1, ru2, rmu1;
Front Girder – Grl1, Grr1; Rear Girder – Grl2, Grr2; Cart bars –
bm1, Bm2, bm3, bm4; Traverse- Tr1, Tr2; Hanging cables – ro1.
- Concentrated masses – Basement Masses – mwl1, mwl2, mlb,
mwr1, mwr2, mrb; Crane Legs – mll1, mll2, mlr1, mlr2; Front
Girder – ml1, mr1, m1, m3; Rear Girder – ml2, mr2, m2, m4;
Cart- c1, c2; Pulley – P1, P2; Traverse – mtr; Load-Q;

1. Introduction
Gantry crane is modeled based on manufacturer Kren vinç KR 12H (Fig.1)[1]. Crane is mounted in rails in basement. Max
carrying load Q = 10000 kg. Total Length of girders L = 16+6=22
m (Fig.2). Height of girders H = 7.8 m. Weight of each of 2 girders
3000 kg. Weight of one leg 2400 kg. Distance between legs: 16 m.
Height of legs 8 m (Fig.2). Velocity of crane vcr = 0.25 m/s.
Diameter of crane wheels Dv = 200 mm. Crane is moving on 4
wheels per each leg. Before simulations, weight Q (workload) is in
the position of relative rest at the height H = 3 m from basement.
Simulations will be done for crane traveling - translational motion
for time t = 15 s, which converts to travel length l = 3.75 m.

Fig.3. Block Diagram of gantry crane with travel motion

Fig.1. Gantry crane with parts [1]

- Fixed Frames – Basement of crane – Rw1, Rw2, Rw3, Rw4;
- Revolute joints- R1, R2, R3, R4; Spherical joint- Hook - S1;
- Pistons: Lifting Boom piston- P1; Telescopic Boom piston - P2;
- Lifting cables - are created with link beams lro1, lro2, Spring and
dumping elements - Sd1 & Sd2, and translational joints T5, T6.
Together with Load Q, Hanging cables – ro1, Traverse – Tr1, Tr2,
and Hook – S1 are modelled in the form of double pendulum.
- Velocity generators – vl, vr; Ramp functions- Rfn.
In Fig.4. is presented discrete-continuous model of crane used
for model view and simulation. This model is 3-D visualization
created by software recurring from Block diagram on Fig.2. On this
model simulations will be performed in time frame of 0< t < 10 s.
During this simulation time, crane will lift up Boom and Load Q.

Fig.2. Gantry crane main dimensions [1]

2. Schematic design of Gantry crane

3. Differential equations of Gantry-crane motion

In Fig.3 is presented schematic design and block diagram of
Gantry crane created with software that enables topological
representation and interconnects related components [5]. Schematic
diagram is created in order to create model, generate differential
equations, apply simulations and make analysis [4],[5].
Crane parts are designed with these schematic elements, starting
from left (index l) to right (index r) (Fig.3):

To formulate dynamics of this system, standard Euler-Lagrange
methods are applied, by considering the crane as a multi-body
system composed by links and joints. For a controlled system with
several degrees of freedom (DOF), the Euler-Lagrange equations
are given as [2], [4], [6]:
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d  ∂E k

dt  ∂q i

 ∂E p
 +
= Qi
 ∂q i

(i=1 ,2...n)

around its axis (z); SD2 _s_rel(t) – Relative length of lifting cables
SD2.

(3.1)

3.1. Differential equations

Where: qi - are generalized coordinates for the system with n
degrees of freedom, Ek is Kinetic Energy, Ep is Potential energy, Qi
is the n-vector of external non-conservative forces acting at joints.

19 Differential equations that represent lifting motion of crane
are very long, and we will be presented in short form:

−

1
𝑑𝑑 𝑑𝑑
1
𝑑𝑑 𝑑𝑑
( R2_θ(t)))+
( R3_θ(t)))= 0
10000 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
10000 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑

...(3.1.1)

d

-T5_F(t)-300000·T5_s(t)-4000·( T5_s(t)) = 0

...(3.1.2)

dt

-T3_F(t)- sin(R2_θ(t))· T6_F(t)+cos(R2_θ(t))· T6_F1(t)
+5800·

𝑑𝑑

𝑑𝑑

( vr_s(t)) = 0

...(3.1.3)

𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑

cos(R1_θ(t))· T5_s(t))· sin(R2_θ(t))- T5_s(t))· cos(R2_θ(t))·
sin(R1_θ(t))+3· cos(R1_θ(t))· sin(R2_θ(t))- 3· cos(R2_θ(t))·
sin(R1_θ(t))+ cos(R2_θ(t))·vr_s(t) = 0
...(3.1.4)
1
𝑑𝑑 𝑑𝑑
( R2_θ(t)))+ T6_F(t))· cos(R1_θ(t))· T5_s(t))·
10000 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑

sin(R2_θ(t))- T6_F1(t))· cos(R1_θ(t)) T5_s(t))· cos(R2_θ(t))+3·
T6_F1(t))· cos(R1_θ(t))· sin(R2_θ(t))-...- T6_F1(t))· sin(R2_θ(t))·
vr_s(t) =0
...(3.1.5)
45000· sin(ξ(t)·cos(𝜉𝜉(t))·(

𝑑𝑑

𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑

η(t))· (

cos(ζ(t))·sin(𝜉𝜉(t))·cos(η(t))·(

- T1_F(t))+30000· (
Kinetic energy for mechanical systems is in the form:

Ek (q, 𝑞𝑞̇ ) = 2 𝑞𝑞 𝑇𝑇̇ ∙ 𝑀𝑀(𝑞𝑞) ∙ 𝑞𝑞̇

∂q

𝑑𝑑

𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑

𝑑𝑑

𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑

R1_θ(t)))· cos(R1_θ(t))𝑑𝑑

𝑑𝑑

...(3.1.6)

𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑

𝜉𝜉(t))2· sin(ζ(t))· cos(𝜉𝜉(t))+30000· sin(η(t))·
𝑑𝑑

𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑

𝑑𝑑

𝑑𝑑

sin(η(t))+...+ 15000· sin(𝜉𝜉(t))· cos(η (t))· cos(ζ(t) ·( ( η(t)))

(3.2)

𝑑𝑑

+15000· sin(η(t))· cos(ζ(t) · sin(𝜉𝜉(t)) ( ζ(t))2=0
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
….

M(q) - is a symmetric and positive matrix of inertias. [6]
Modern software’s calculates physical modeled systems
through mathematical methods, numeric methods and Finite
Elements Method. These calculations are based on Euler-Lagrange
Equation (3.1), and forces applied for control of force/moments
acting on crane. The crane dynamic equations can be written in the
following second order differential equation:

M (q ) ⋅ q + C (q,⋅q )q +

𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑

𝜉𝜉(t))+30000·

( η(t))2· sin(ξ(t)· cos(ζ(t))+ 15000· cos(ζ(t))· ( 𝜉𝜉(t))2· sin(ξ(t)·

Ep(q) – is potential energy that is a function of systems position.

∂E p

(

𝑑𝑑

...+22500· sin(𝜉𝜉(t))·cos(η(t))· cos(𝜉𝜉(t))·( ( ζ(t)))= 0

Fig.4. Discrete-continuous model of gantry-crane

1

𝑑𝑑

𝑑𝑑

𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑

𝑑𝑑

( (v𝑙𝑙_v(t))= v𝑙𝑙_a(t)
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
𝑑𝑑

𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑

SD2_s_rel(t) = −
1

...(3.1.13)
1

4000

·T6_(F(t)-75· SD2_s_rel(t) ...(3.1.14)

v𝑙𝑙_a(t)=100·( tanh(t-3)+
v𝑙𝑙_v(t)= (

= Q(q,⋅q ) − B T u (2.3)

𝑑𝑑

𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑

8

(v𝑙𝑙_s(t))
1

1

8

v𝑟𝑟_a(t)=100·( ·tanh(t-3)+

where M is the nx n generalized mass matrix, C ( q,⋅q ) is nxn
matrix of Corriolis Forces, δEp/ δq is the vector of gravity, Q is nvector of generalized applied forces, and BT is the nxm matrix of
influence of control inputs u on the generalized force vector fu = BTu created by speed generator [6].
After completion and testing of model, Software Maplesim has
powerful module for symbolic generation of differential equations
[3]. There are 19 DOF for crane model (Fig.3), which gives 19
differential equations. Variables in differential equations given in
time dependency are:

v𝑟𝑟_v(t)= (

𝑑𝑑

𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑

8

...(3.1.7)

...(3.1.12)

( (vr_v(t))= v𝑟𝑟_a(t)
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
𝑑𝑑

𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑

(v𝑟𝑟_s(t))

- v𝑙𝑙_v(t))·π
1

8

- v𝑟𝑟_v(t))·π

...(3.1.15)
...(3.1.16)
...(3.1.17)
...(3.1.18)

SD2_s_rel(t) = cos(R1_θ(t))· T5_s(t))· cos(R2_θ(t))+ T5_s(t))·
sin(R2_θ(t))· sin(R1_θ(t))+3· cos(R1_θ(t))· cos(R2_θ(t))- 3+3·
sin(R1_θ(t))· sin(R2_θ(t))- sin(R2_θ(t))·vl_s(t)
...(3.1.19)

4. Experimental measurements
Measurements in crane are done in place of work, where crane
is mounted, in one local company (Fig.1). They will be used for
validation of results. Main measured parameter was force in
hanging ropes – Fh (Fy). It was measured with dynamometer type
Dini Argeo attached to the Hook [8], during motion of crane (Fig.5).
There were 5 measurements achieved, and results are shown in
Table.1:

ζ(t) – Position of load Q around x axis; η (t) – Position of load Q
around y axis; ξ(t) – Position of load Q around z axis; T1_F(t) –
force in translational joint T1; T3_F(t) – force in translational joint
T3; T5_F(t) – force in translational joint T5; T5_s(t) – motion in
translational joint T5; T6_F(t) – force in translational joint T6;
T6_F1(t) – force 1 in translational joint T6; vl_a(t) – acceleration
caused by left speed generator vl; vl_v(t) – velocity caused by left
speed gjenerator vl; vl_s(t) – travel caused by left speed generator
vl; vr_a(t) – acceleration caused by left speed generator rl; vr_v(t) –
velocity caused by left speed generator vr; vr_s(t) – travel caused
by left speed generator vr; R1_θ(t) – Rotation of Revolute joint R1
around its axis (z), (Euler Angles); R2_θ(t) – Rotation of Revolute
joint R2 around its axis (z); R3_θ(t) – Rotation of Revolute joint R3

Time (s)
1
5
8
11
15

Force in hanging cables - Fh (N)
112000
103000
96000
97500
99000

Table 1. Results of Fh (Fy) with dynamometer in hanging cables
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Fig.7 represents vertical force Fy in hanging cables ro1. Force
F(y) is Componential Force towards y axis. It has medium values of
F(y) ≈ |-98000| N, which validates results with measurements in
Tab.1. In this case values of other Forces F(x) or F(z) are very small
and will not be shown in graphs. In Fig.8 and Fig.9 are shown
kinematic parameters for load Q. In Fig.8, velocity components v(y)
and v(z) shows that load Q has irregular motion and irregular
oscillations. v(y) is very intense at the start of motion, due to
swinging of load toward y axes, but after time t≈11 s it has low
oscillations. v(z) is velocity towards motion of crane – z axes, and
has oscillations with medium periods.
Fig.5. Measurements with Dynamometer during motion of crane

5. Graphical results for main parts of crane
Based on model created, differential equations gained, and
simulations, results are achieved for main dynamic parameters [4],
[7]: Velocity (v) (m/s), Acceleration (a) (m/s2), Angular velocity (w)
(1/s), Angular acceleration (aa) (1/s2), Force (F) (N), Force
Moment-Torque (T) (Nm). Results are achieved after simulations
applied on designed system, Fig.3 & Fig.4. Simulations are planned
to reflect real travel of crane in order to achieve reliable results and
comparable with measurements. Simulation has three phases (Fig.6)
[4],[7]:
First phase – Initial travel. Velocity of crane vt = 0…0.03
m/s. Time of travel 0 s <t < 2 s. Second phase – Velocity increase of
travel, vt = 0.03…0.25 m/s. Time of travel 2 s <t < 6 s. Third phase
– constant velocity of travel vt = 0.25 m/s . Starts after second
phase, lasts between time 6 s <t< 15 s, which is end of simulation.
Simulation of crane travel is achieved with adjustment of travel
velocity with ramp function Rfn (Fig.6, Fig.3). In practice, this
velocity is not entirely constant, but close to the curve in Fig.6.
Regulation of travel motion is achieved through numerous tests to
implement planned simulation and achieve velocity vt ≈ 0.25 m/s, in
order to get best results with less oscillations [4], [7]. This is the
main process of regulation and control in this paper. Other
parameters important for regulation are for hoisting mechanism elements SD1, T5, and SD2, T6, in order to minimize effect of
vibrations which appears in lifting cables and girders during motion
[7]. Spring constant for SD1 and SD2 is determined with values k =
3·105 N/m and Damping constant is d = 4000 Nm/s [4].
Next will be presented graphical results for main parts of crane,
where horizontal axis is time (t = 0…15 s) and vertical axes are
corresponding values of dynamic and kinematic parameters. Only
most significant graphs will be shown.

Fig.8. Load Q – Velocity v(y) and v(z)

Fig.9. Load Q – angular velocity w(x) and angular accel. α(x)
Fig.9 represents angular velocity w(x) and angular acceleration
α(x) of load Q. Graph shows dynamic form of these parameters, in a
form of sinusoids, with medium periods, and oscillations with
medium frequencies and amplitudes.

5.2. Results for lifting cables

Fig.10. Lifting cables – Force F(y) and Acceleration a(z)
Fig.6. Ramp function Rfn
of speed v(z)

Fig.7. Force Fh (Fy) in hanging
cables (ro1)

5.1. Results for hanging cables ro1 and Load Q
Hanging cables (or ropes) - ro1 and load Q are connected and
are components being carried by crane. Load Q makes swinging
motion and oscillations during travel motion. This behavior
influences directly and indirectly other parts of crane. Results of
main parameters are shown in Fig.7, 8, 9. It is important to identify
dynamic behavior of carried load in order to understand dynamic
occurrences that affect other parts of crane.

Fig.11. Lifting cable - Velocity v(z) and angular velocity w(z)
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on Load Q and cables are passed in other parts of crane with similar
form of curve, periods, and frequencies.

In schematic model (Fig.3) there are two lifting cables with
objects R1, R2, lro1, lro2, T5, T6, R3, R4. They are the link between
Cart (c1 and c2) and traverse Tr. In Fig.10. are shown graphs of:
vertical force in one cable - F(y), Acceleration a(z). Graph of Force
F(y) has dynamic occurrence with amplitudes up to λFy ≈1.4·104 N,
and frequencies ν ≈ 1.2 Hz, which drops significantly after t=10 s.
This is the intention of regulation of force in cables. Velocity v(z)
and Angular velocity graphs w(z) (Fig.11) are similar as for load Q.

5.3. Results for Crane’s Base and wheels
Wheels are mounted in base of crane, and are used for motion
of crane (Fig.1). In diagram (Fig.3) Base and wheels are represented
with elements T1, T2, T3, T4 and masses mwl1, mwl2, mlb, mwr1,
mwr2, mrb. In Fig. 12 is shown graph of vertical Force F(y) in front
left wheels–T1. Values for other wheels are similar. Based on
Fig.12, maximal value of force is Fymax =63000 N, and medium
value is Fy =53000 N. We can conclude that Base and wheels
undergo heavy and irregular oscillations, with high amplitudes at
the start, up to λFy ≈1·104 N, and drops after t=10 seconds to almost
λFy≈0. This is the intention of regulation of travel motion.
In Fig. 13 is graph of Force F(z) in Front Left wheels T1
towards z axes. There should be no F(z) in wheels while there is
free motion towards z, but due to swinging of load Q and hoist, the
F(z) will appear with small intensity, but dynamic in form of
sinusoid, with amplitude λFy =1500 N. In Fig. 14 is graph of Torque
around x axes-T(x). It has max value: Txmax ≈ 5.8·104 Nm at the start
of process. Oscillations are heavy, with amplitudes that are high up
to λTx ≈8000 N, with high frequencies, and drops after until t≈7 s
with less but irregular frequencies. In Fig. 15 is graph of
acceleration a(z) on left wheels. Max value is a(z)max ≈ 0.13 m/s2
reached at time t≈ 3 s, and then drops at zero after t=6 s.
Acceleration is result of the velocity regulation.

Fig.12. Force component F(y)

Fig.16. Torque T(x) and T(z) in Crane’s Front Girder

Fig.17. Vertical force component F(y) Fig.18. Girder Velocity v(z)

6. Conclusions
The main problem in gantry cranes during travel are oscillations
as dynamic occurrences. It is important to identify and regulate
them. To do this we created crane model with schematic design and
3-D visualization. Important part of analysis is finding proper
simulations plan that reflects real crane’s travel motion, so that
results are reliable. Results are gained for main dynamic parameters
and compared with experimental measurements. From results can
be concluded that oscillations in all parts of crane are heavy and
mostly with irregular occurrence. They occur in different planes.
Oscillations have high intensity at the start of travel process, and
small values at end of process [7]. Minimizing oscillations was
achieved through planning of travel velocity, parameters of hoisting
mechanism, and numerous simulations, in order to find optimal
travel [4], [5]. This is done with the aim to optimize the velocity of
crane that is main parameter for regulation and optimization. This
work is also important for safety at work with gantry cranes. It can
be used also for further optimization analysis, and in the future can
be used for other work processes like load lifting and cart travel.

Fig.13. Left wheels–Force F(y)
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Fig.15. Acceleration a(z)

5.4. Results for Crane’s Girders
Girders are considered most important part of Crane (Fig.1). On
girders is mounted Cart that travels in rails, which has also mounted
hoisting mechanism and load Q. Dynamics and oscillations from the
load Q and hoisting mechanism are passed on girders. In Fig.16 to
Fig.18 are shown graphical results for Front Girder. Results of Rear
Girder (Fig.4) are similar with ones of Front girder. Conclusions
based on graphs Fig.16, 17 are similar to ones for Crane’s base and
wheels. Another important conclusion is that oscillations occurring
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EXAMINING THE PARAMETERS OF A SYSTEM FOR SUPPLYING SPARE PARTS
WITH CONTINUOUS STOCK FILLING
Miho Yankov Mihov
Institute of Soil Science, Agrotechnology and Plant Protection "N.Poushkarov", Sofia
Abstract: The structure of the system for supplying spare parts for tractors and self-propelled agricultural equipment has been
examined. A centralized system of continuous inventory replenishment has been investigated and the influence of the basic parameters of the
supply system on the probabilities of refusal of execution of requests is determined.
It has been shown that the most significant impact on performance indicators of the spare parts supply system is the demand flow
intensity.

ti - The average delivery time of the element in the i-th
regional warehouse from the central warehouse, h;
θ - The average delivery time of the element in the central
stock from the source to fill the stock, h;
xi - the initial level of the stock of elements in the i-th
regional warehouse, number.;
у - The initial level of the stock of elements in the central
warehouse, number.

The mass inflow of highly productive and expensive machinery in
agriculture, on one hand, and climate change, requiring a reduction
in the timeframe for the implementation of major technological
operations in crops, on the other hand, led to an increase in machine
load and loss during their standown. The annual load of universal
tractors with a capacity of 80 to 110 hp. Has reached 700-800 motor
hours, and those with more than 150 hp. exceeded 1,200 hours. This
imposes new stricter requirements on the structure and organization
of activities to maintain the working ability of self-propelled
agricultural machinery. Its main element is the supply and
distribution of spare parts (aggregates, assemblies, parts) and
consumables.
Machine manufacturers build a system to supply equipment owners
to ensure timely delivery of spare parts and consumables. A
pyramidal sourcing system is normally applied, i. The agricultural
producers' warehouses (farms, agricultural organizations) are loaded
from regional warehouses, from the official importer for the country
and from the central warehouse of the company-producer.
A pyramidal supply system is a hierarchical model where several
lower-level warehouses are attached to a warehouse from a higher
hierarchical level, and they serve a group of warehouses at the
lowest level. The following basic features are inherent in such a
system:
- Impact of the stock level on a higher hierarchical level on the
ability to meet demand at lower levels;
- total costs depend not only on the total stock but also on its
distribution among the components of the end-user supply system
with spare parts and consumables.
Reviewing a centralized system for supplying consumers with
homogeneous items (aggregates, assemblies, details) and
consumables made up of a replenishment source (warehouse of the
company-producer) of the stock and a two-tier network of
warehouses - central (warehouse of the official representative of a
producer for the country ), To which are attached several regional,
directly serving users under the following assumptions:
A) the flow of orders entering into any regional warehouse is a
simple stream of flux with known parameters [1,2];
B) after an element of the regional warehouse is sold, an order for
filling of the warehouse with another element of the central
warehouse is filed;
(C) after the central warehouse element is taken, a request shall be
made and it shall be filled in by the charging source;
D) if the stock level in the regional warehouse is zero, the reserve
element is taken from the central warehouse and the order from the
regional warehouse ceases to be waiting in the queue;
(E) if the level of stock at the central warehouse is zero, the
consumer shall be supplied with a spare charging source element
and the request to the central warehouse shall cease to exist.
Based on these assumptions, and using the Mass Warehouse
Theory, we can deduce dependencies to determine the average wait
time for the supply of a spare element - T, [3,4]
To formalize the task, we enter the following characters:
n - Is the number of regional warehouses;
λi - The flow rate of the user requests from the i-th
regional warehouse, i=1, …, n;
hi - Average delivery time of the user item from i-th
regional warehouse, h;



В съответствие с направените допускания:
the central warehouse is a y-linear mass service system
with losses with a simple incoming flow and a parameter
n

λ = ∑ λi

θ. Then,

And average service time

i =1

according to the mass service theory [3,4], the probability
of refusal to request a reserve element from the central
warehouse is
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r=λ.θ.
i-th regionanal warehouse xi - Linear mass service system
with losses with a simple input stream, parameter λi and
average service time θ i = ti + P( y) θ .
Then the probability of refusal to execute a request from
i-th
regional
warehouse
is

P( y, xi ) =
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Thus, the average wait waiting period to serve the user
request for a reserve element brought to the i-th regional warehouse
will be:

[

H ( y, xi ) = hi + P( y, xi ) ti + P( y) θ

].

For the time T in the i-th regional warehouse are
submitted on average λiТ Requests, and the total wait time for users
will be average
n

Tî áù = ∑ λi TH ( y, xi ) .
i =1

The main parameters of the system are: the probability of
refusal to execute a request from the central warehouse Р(у);
average delivery time for a spare item in the central warehouse θ
From source of element feed; Probability of refusal to execute an
application from the i-th regional warehouse P(y,xi); Average
duration of execution of the request for a backup element of the user
who has applied to the i-th regional warehouse H(y,xi); Total wait
time for user for specified period Тобщ.
When changing the intensity of requests for spare
elements coming from the i-th regional warehouse, the change in
the basic parameters P( y) , θ i , P( y, xi ) and Тобщ it is shown
in Figure 1. the graph shows that the change is more significant
P( y) and P( y, xi ) when increasing λi , Тобщ varies
proportionally to the query intensity, while the average time for
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example on P( y) only affects θ and у, and the other parameters
hi, ti, do not affect it at all. Here we find that the most important and
complex is the influence of query intensity λi over P( y, xi ) ,

delivery of the element to the central stock from the source to fill
the stock ( θ i )Is almost a constant value up to

λi < 1.0h−1 .

On figures 2÷4 the graphical dependencies of the basic
parameters of the supply system are given depending on the
delivery time ti, The initial level of the stock of elements in the i-th
regional warehouse xi, the average delivery time of the i-th
warehouse user item hi, The average delivery time of items in the
central warehouse from the source of stock replenishment θ and the
initial stock in the central warehouse у. From the analysis we find
that some of the system parameters are not interconnected, for

θ i , P( y)

and Тобщ.
By modifying the number of regional warehouses n
functionally connected to the central warehouse, it reduces the
probability of refusal to execute an application from the i-th
regional warehouse P( y, xi ) fugure 5. and figure 6.

Fig.1. Character of change of the basic parameters
of the system for supply with continuous filling of
the stocks in function of the flow intensity of the
requests λi : P(y) - The probability of cancellation
of the order from the central warehouse; Р(y,xi) The probability of refusal to execute a request from
the i-th regional warehouse; θi - Average request
service time; Тобщ - Total wait time for users.

Fig. 2. Modification of the
probability of refusal of request from
the central warehouse Р(y,xi) and
average service time θi depending
on the average delivery time of the
item in the i-th regional warehouse
from the central warehouse ti and the
initial Stock level xi in it.
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Fig. 3. Changes in the user's average request time
for requesting spare parts H(y,xi) and the total wait
time of the user Тобщ in dependence on the average
time of supply of the user element From the i-th
regional warehouse

Fig.4. Change of the probability of refusal of a
reserve item request from the central warehouse
P(y) depending on the average time of arrival of
the element in the central stock from the charging
source θ and the initial level of the stock of
elements in the central warehouse (y)
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Figure 5. Changing the probability of
refusal of an order from the i-th
regional warehouse Р(y,xi) depending
on the number of regional warehouses
(n) with: λi = const ; ti=const;
xi=const.
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Fig.6. The nature of the change in
the probability of executing an
application from the central
warehouse P(y), the probability of
fulfilling an application from the ith regional warehouse P (xi), the
time of delivery of the items to the
consumer H (y, xi) And the total
wait time for users Тобщ, depending
on the flow rate of the queries λi
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1. The impact of basic parameters( λi , xi , ti , θ , y n ) has
been investigated of the supply system with continuous filling of
stocks with spare elements on the probabilities of refusal to
execute the requests from the i-th regional warehouse Pi(xi) and
from central warehouse Р(у).
2. It has been proven that the most significant impact on the
performance indicators of the spare parts supply system is the
demand flow intensity λ j and losses due to waiting for spare
items α.
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Since there is no algorithm for solving intelligent tasks, it
is proposed to make a choice between many variants in a context of
uncertainty. Thus, it is obvious that freedom of choice is an
essential feature of intelligent tasks.
The goal and control actions are formed in such systems
on the basis of knowledge of the external environment, control
object and on the basis of modeling situations in the actual system.
Systems of artificial intelligence with databases and
knowledge pools are aimed at solving applied problems. Among
them, an important role is played by industrial-purpose expert
systems of artificial intelligence, which are already used today, for
example, to develop recommendations for the selection of
components and the layout of flexible automatic manufacturing.
The main challenge of assessing the effectiveness of production
processes on the basis of probabilistic dependencies is the
ambiguity of the law of distribution of the occurrence probabilities
of certain events. And this is due not to the lack of sufficient
statistics, but to the limitations of the methods of classical
probability theory themselves, the use of which is permissible when
events are repeated under identical conditions.
Now there are expert systems (ES), or knowledge-based systems,
without which it is impossible to imagine any modern intelligent
technological system [1]. Therefore, under the artificial intellect of
manufacturing facilities, we will mean the algorithmic and software
support of their adaptive control systems, which makes it possible
to automate technological operations of an intellectual nature.
Flexibility of manufacturing systems, especially in
multiproduct manufacture, is ensured by their structure in the form
of a complex combination of machine tools with numerical program
control, other process equipment and industrial robots controlled by
microprocessors, with computer-aided manufacturing systems.
According to experts, the optimal development strategy is
the decentralization of intelligent equipment systems. This means
that it is necessary to “provide with intelligence” every component
of an electrical or hydraulic system, rather than creating a single
intelligent automation system. Thus, the basis of equipment
management is a decentralized intellectual model, which intends to
make all sensors and executing devices intelligent. Intellectual
production implies a shift from centralized production to
decentralized production. Production machines no longer simply
“pass” the product through automatically - the product interacts
with the machine, tells it what to do.
The basis of intellectualization of such flexible
technological systems is the elements of the lower level of the
structure - the functional elements of flexible production modules
and robotic technological complexes. The allocation of the active
functional elements of the technological system as the main
resource for managing distributed intelligence and its use for
efficient solution of the task of coordination of operating actuators
essentially simplify the structure of the control system, increase its
speed and reliability. In order to implement the concept of
intelligent production, simple components such as functional
modules and control units in machines and systems must be
transformed into intelligent devices that efficiently transfer data in
real time.

1. Introduction
The historical experience of industrial development
demonstrably shows that the traditional system of industrial
manufacture is not capable of ensuring a stable and harmonious
development of the national and world economy. It is now
becoming apparent that large-scale manufacturing, designed for the
stable production of a narrow range of products, is becoming
obsolete in the face of growing competition. In order to maintain
science-based industries it is necessary to develop adaptive
manufacturing systems with a high level of flexibility to the
changing market demand. Industrial technologies have become
predominantly oriented towards flexible production with a wide use
of automatic machine systems. We are now on the verge of the
fourth industrial revolution, which unites computer-aided
manufacturing and elements of artificial intelligence. Thus, a new
element - the artificial intelligence system – is added to the chain –
the computer-aided manufacturing system and the electronic
computer system. Such a combination has taken the name of an
intelligent manufacturing system, and its elements – intelligent
technologies and intelligent manufacturing facilities. The intelligent
system is understood as an adaptive system that allows executing
programs of expedient activities to solve the assigned tasks on the
basis of a specific situation that is currently developing in their
environment. The advent of a new era in industry is characterized
by the fact that the equipment of the future will consist of intelligent
devices capable of transmitting information, reaching local
solutions and communicating among themselves.

2. Prerequisites and approaches for the task
In this connection, the works on creation of integrated
adaptive manufacturing systems and intelligent control technologies
of the next generation occupy a dominant place in the scientific
development of industrial manufacturing tasks. Today, this
direction of research has evolved into a cause celebre in response to
the real needs of the industry and is now being carried out by large
international consortia on the initiative of the governments of the
leading industrialized countries. For instance, "Industry 4.0" is the
German strategic initiative for taking the leading role in the field of
industrial information technologies, which are currently inverting
the industrial sector.
Such a transition requires for the necessary element intelligent devices in the equipment that can locally perform certain
functions and exchange data with all stakeholders of the
manufacture.

3. Principles of developing intelligent production
systems
The range of tasks solved by intelligent systems includes
the tasks that, as a rule, have the following features.
1. In these tasks, an algorithm for solving them is unknown (they
are called intelligent tasks);
2. In such tasks, there is a choice.
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Controls machine D and helps
diagnose, test and repair it in
case of failure

Controls machines B, C and D
and plans actions in case of
failure of any of them
Expert system
A

Expert system
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Expert system
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Expert system
D

Machine B
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Machine D

Intellectual
system В

Intellectual
system С

Intellectual
system D

Intellectual system А

Fig. 1. Hierarchical intelligent diagnostic system

4. Application of modern technological
equipment with elements of artificial intelligence in
packaging production

Products manufactured under the conditions of intellectual
production will "inform" by themselves the equipment as to how,
where and by whom they should be manufactured.
The utilization of intellectual production systems allows
to improve significantly the quality of products due to automating
the majority of operations, including those that until recently were
considered to be unsuitable for full automation, for instance, highprecision adjustment of technological equipment [2].
Modern MES-systems (MES - Manufacturing Execution
System) allow creating quit detailed production schedules, for
instance, for each type of work on each machine, with the
appointment of a particular worker to a particular machine at a
certain point in time. Using RFID technology, such systems allow
obtaining any necessary information, recording the exact state of
each work and each resource.
The data obtained from the diagnostic system can be used
to detect a regular delay in the implementation of transitions,
overloading of equipment components and timely elimination of the
issue. This helps to increase the speed, accuracy and repeatability of
operations, which increases the speed of the production process and
reduces the number of failures. This built-in intelligent diagnostic
system simplifies traditionally complex control methods and
improves the reliability of the machine. It becomes possible to
combine various elements: functional modules, loading/unloading
mechanisms, sensors and actuators of control and signaling devices
and programmable logic controllers (PLCs).
A pragmatic approach gives satisfactory results in the case
of modeling relatively simple, well-organized technical systems.
With regard to the analysis of complex, weakly structured systems,
the use of previously obtained formalized knowledge and methods
of solving analytical problems, such approach becomes inefficient,
because with their help it is impossible to find an optimal solution
to the emerging issues.

One of the disadvantages of equipment creating process is
the traditionally adopted sequence, when the mechanical part is
initially constructed, then for the developed mechanics a control
system is selected that provides the required laws of movement and
technological processing modes. In doing so, we obtain a system in
which the optimal but separately projected parts do not always turn
out to be optimal for the whole system as a whole. Thus, the main
trend of development of modern technological equipment is the
unity of mechanics and management.

Fig. 2. Simplified structure diagram of the combination weight
batcher [3]
1 - loading device, 2 - front bunker, 3 - distributor, 4 - vibrating
feeder, 5 - pockets, 6 - weighing cells, 7 - bunker, 8 - dampers, 9 –
packing machine (no connection to batcher design).
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Modern high speed computer technology allows a new
approach to the creation of a technological machine. The control
system in conjunction with the information sensors is able to correct
the "disadvantages" of the mechanical part of the technological
machine.
Therefore, the technological machine must be considered
as a single system, including mechanical part, technological process
and control system itself.
Optimization of the weight during dosing (using the
weight selection algorithm) (Fig.2). The work of the multihead
weight batcher is as follows: during the weighing process, the
computer calculates all possible combinations between the obtained
values and chooses the one that is closest in its value to the given
dose. After that, the content of the cells, whose indices entered the
selected combination, are dropped into the packaging machine.
With the use of such combined weight batcher, the products are
packaged in a container without significant deviation of the package
weight from the specified one. Also such dosing algorithm allows to
significantly increase the productivity of the weight batcher itself.
With a large production volume, the high cost of the multihead
weight batcher is compensated by high productivity and reduced
losses for overexpenditure of product.
Optimization of the periods of corrective adjustment of
automatic devices (analysis of change in the quality parameter
and selection of corrective adjustment points). Applicable in the
case where the operation of the technological system can be
characterized by such a quality parameter of the product, the value
of which is easily measured and controlled during operation. Such
parameters may be one of the exact dimensions of the part during
mechanical processing, or the weight of packages during automatic
dosing, etc. Therefore, this method is also called the product quality
statistical regulation method.
The method is based on in-line analysis with the help of
instant samples of the researched indicator of the accuracy of
technological complex. The method assumes constant monitoring of
statistical parameters of instant samples (for example, mean
absolute and mean square deviation), which allows timely warning
of the appearance of rejection by determining the moments of
equipment corrective adjustment. And the system determines the
moments and values of the corrective adjustment by itself.
The algorithm of the statistical regulation plan provides for
determination of the sampling periods and the sample size for the
given values of the control limits. When the method is carried out,
the nature of the influence of systematic errors is also determined,
leading to a disruption of the normal course of the process.
Smart cassette for details. With robotic loading, the parts
are installed on the cassette pins by an industrial robot. In case of
inaccurate delivery of a detail-glass to the cassette's pin, in the
control system of the robot model "Electronics NC-TM-01" there is
a three-fold repetition of the attempt to install the part. Repeated
execution of the installation of the part can be carried out under the
same conditions as that which led to failure using the probabilistic
principle of non-repetition of the same combination of elementary
errors that led to failure, or can be performed with an adjustment of
the reciprocal position of the receiving element and the part.

Fig. 3. Receiving element of the smart cassette with auto-correcting
when loading the part
A further increase in the probability of successful coupling of
the detail to the cassette pin was achieved due to using cassettes with
pins changing their position in the direction of reducing the
misalignment error of the pin with the position of the detail. The
developed version of the smart cassette, (Fig. 3) is based on the use
of repeated movement of the delivery of the detail for autocorrection. The detail 10 (Fig. 3, a) is located on the receiving pin 6
of the cassette. If the gripper axis 11 does not match with the axis of
the part, the gripper bump into the end of the detail (Fig, 3, б). The
pin 6 and the support 3 with the lower spherical end are connected to
each other by the elastic element 7, they are returned under the
influence of the grip action in opposite directions of the contact of
ring stops 8 and 9, which can be adjusted on the pin 6 and the support
3. After retraction of the gripper 11 without the detail, the elastic
element 7 is straightened and returns the pin 6 relative to the support
3 in the direction of the grip axis, reducing the misalignment error
(Fig 3, в, г).
4.1. Levels of integration of intelligent production
systems
Thus, the usual software technological complex, operating directly
with details or blanks, is the lowest link in the intellectual
production complex. It follows that the intellectual production
system can be conditionally divided into two modules "mechanical" and "intellectual". As a rule, a mechanical module is
understood as either an automated robotic complex or a certain
flexible production system.
As the main classification feature in the intellectual
production system (Fig. 4), it seems reasonable to accept the level
of functional complexity of the constituent elements.
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Image. 4. Integration levels of an intelligent production system
Intelligent elements of the first level are functional
modules that perform one simple function, but with the option of
implementing it depending on external influences (signals from
products, neighboring modules or a higher-level control system). A
typical example of an element of the first level can be a
combinatorial dispenser, or a cassette for details with a changeable
position of the receiving pins.

5. Conclusion
One of the essential requirements of intellectual
production is the use of data transmission and analysis technologies.
The use of RFID technology for this purpose has high perspectives,
since it will allow the machines to independently report information
about their condition, and its components will automatically warn
about the timing of maintenance or repair. To implement such
concept, as preliminary studies have shown, details, machines,
nodes, controls should be able to exchange information with each
other and with the personnel.
We have shown that currently there are many complex
devices with their own electronics that meet these requirements.
Such devices are common in the packaging industry, which
develops quite dynamically. However, a large number of simple
components, such as operating elements, moving and feeding
mechanisms, signaling devices, switches, sensors and actuators, are
for the most part not included in the network of the production line.
.

.
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Abstract: Flexible Manufacturing Systems provide a fast reaction possibility to the changes in production conditions. As
production conditions change, other changes in the final product like changes of the product variants, or other unpredictable events may
be also expected. Nowadays most of the products are designed by using the CAx software. The product design 3D model contains not
only the geometrical data of product, but may contain a part of the process plan and technological data as well.
This fact is a reason to quick reaction time possibilities in the manufacturing system settings.
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1.

Introduction

At our faculty we build the new laboratory of flexible
manufacturing system as a part of the project „OPVaV2008/2.2/01-SORO – 26220220055”. The main target of this
project is building the laboratory equipped by flexible
manufacturing system and directly interconnect it to our CAD
laboratory. The direct connection between these two laboratories
enable realization the jointed design and manufacturing system.
The main advance of this system is a possibility of manufacturing
fast reaction to design changes without a manufacturing
documentation on paper form. This is a model of a new „digital“
manufacturing. [1]
Currently is automation very important tools to ensure higher
production quality and flexibility. This is the way to improve the
manufacturer competitiveness in the globalized market.
A today trend in manufacturing is characterized by
production broadening, innovation cycle shortening, and the
products have new shape, material and functions. The production
strategy focused to time need change from traditional functional
production structure to production by flexible manufacturing cells
and lines. Production by automated manufacturing system (AMS)
is a most important manufacturing philosophy in last years[2]
Improvement of the manufacturing responsibility we can
achieve by several ways. One of them is shortening the time
needed to preparation of the manufacturing. Important part of
manufacturing preparation time are consumed by preparing the
drawings and process plans. Integration of design model with
process and scheduling information in real-time is necessary in
order to increase product quality, reduce the cost, and shorten the
product manufacturing cycle.[3]
Traditionally, drawings are used for communication in
industry because they are the clearest way to tell someone what to
make and how to make it. They are considered as a graphic
universal language. The fundamental purpose of an engineering
drawing is to carry, control and maintain a product’s definition in
a precise and clear way with no risk of misinterpretation or
assumption. Technical drawings provide a means to communicate
complexity in a comprehensible and effective manner thanks to
visual abstraction . A set or working drawings convey all the facts
fully and explicitly. [4]
In base of drawings and knowledge about a manufacturing
technologies, manufacturing devices, tools and fixtures, we can
do the process plan for the given part manufacturing. The
manufacturing process plan creation is so complex task. This
complex operation can be realized easier and faster by use of
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some ideas from field of group technology. The base idea is in
preparation of imagined part (most complex part MCP) which
contain the all surface what is possible to manufacture by given
combination of machine, tools and fixtures. For this MCP we can
prepare the process plan template. In this template will by placed
the operations, manufacturing conditions and other variables
needed to manufacturing each surfaces.
All real part will contain only subset of the MCP surfaces.
And all real process plan will be only subset of the MPC process
plan.
In this article we subscribe this process for the turning
machine from our flexible manufacturing system. (Fig. 1)

2.

Turning machine EMCO TURN 105

Turning machine EMCO TURN 105 is a part of flexible
manufacturing system (FMS) which is at our laboratory.
Flexible manufacturing systems with robotic operation for
environment of drawing less production (therein after only FMS)
will be represented by the model CIM (Computer Integrated
Manufacturing) in the conditions of our institute. It is a systemic
approach to planning, management and production itself. The
target is to gain experience in these fields at the level of a
manufacturing system as a unit.
The whole FMS (all manufacturing and handling devices)
must therefore contain a communication structure based on
modern industrial standard that is compatible also with other
industrial facilities to enable trouble free data transfer. One of
marginal conditions for definition of FMS characteristics is the
ability to cooperate with CAD system CATIA available in our
institute. In addition, this system will also have to cooperate with
other CAD software systems. This cooperation is extremely
important in a term of final project objective: „drawing less
production“.[1]
The turning machine is operated by industrial robot. As a
fixture is used the hydro pneumatic vice with clamping diameter
28-31 mm. This lathe are equipped by 8 position revolver head for
tool changing. Maximal turning length is 240 mm, but the real is
smaller, only (121 mm) because the revolver head must be able
change the axial tools (drills) too. Maximal turning diameter is
140 mm.
We must take a mind for this physical limitations of machine
in time of preparing the process plan for real manufactured part.
Other limitation are the tools what are equipped in the revolver
head.

3.

Possibilities to surface creation by cutting

All parts consists of the final number of defined surfaces. In
order to produce a specific part, we must take into account the
appropriate combination of machine tool - motion and cutting
tool. In some cases of surfaces, it is necessary to adjust another
surface (such as thread cutting). Therefore, it is essential to pay
increased attention to production order of surface in the
production process
The surfaces creation at the part by turning processes are
possible three ways [5]:
•
Point + movement – usually longitudinal turning the
rotational surfaces, transverse turning the heading surfaces
Fig. 1: The flexible manufacturing system

The revolver head are equipped by tools only in position 1-5.
In position 1, 2 are two different kind of turning tools, in position
3 are equipped by centering drill, position 4 is the helical drill,
and position 5 are occupied by countersink drill. (Fig. 2)

•

edge + movement – usually grove turning

•

surface + movement – drilling operations in general

In the Table 1 we can see the general cases of surface
creation by turning operation by given combination of machine
and tools
The first tool able to create the surfaces only as a point (tool tip) +
movement. This tool are used for longitudinal turning, or for face
turning.
The second tool can create the surface usually as a
point+movement. This case is usable for longitudinal turning, but
this tool can use a grove turning too. This case is the edge+move
and final surface are footprint of edge shape, in this case is the V
grove. This means, that the tool geometrical characteristics are
partially copied into geometrical characteristics of machined part.
The third, fourth and fiveth tool are drilling tools, so they create
the new surface by method surface+movement. This means that
the geometrical characteristics of tool are almost fully copied into
geometrical characteristics of created surface.

Fig. 2: Revolver toolholder head at turning machine

Table 1. Surface creation by several tools at turning machine

Tool

Surfaces
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By combination of all manufacturable surfaces from table we
create the MCP. (Fig. 3)This part contain all of the possible
surfaces what we can realize by given machine and given tools.
This part is only imaginal, all real part will contain only a subset
of surfaces from this imaginal part.

4.

Group technology and MCP process plan

Group Technology (GT) is a methodology which utilizes the
similarity among parts or machine features. As such, the relevant
features of the parts have to be considered in order to get the best
grouping. In addition, GT methods require that the information is
known in advance and remains constant. Contemporary
manufacturing, on the other hand, advocates flexibility with less
commitment to the features used for clustering. [6]
By using the methods of GT we can prepare the process plan
template for manufacturing the all real part on base of the MCP.
This template will contain the manufacturing data for all surfaces
in the MCP. These data in the template contain specification of the
surface, specification of the tool and turning operation.
In case of manufacturing the real part (subset of MCP) we
select from this template the appropriate subset of surfaces (subset
telling about the surfaces, what are content in our real part) as a
raw process plan, and fill the real part specific data.

Fig. 3: Model of the most complex part (MCP)
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The raw process plan contain the sequence of operations for
creating the real part by a given machine and given tools. But in
this raw process plan are not determined the real part specific
data. These data such as the cutting conditions or part dimensions
will be filled in the next three steps.
In first step we fill the part specific geometrical data such as
a dimensions and positions of the each surface (type of surfaces
are given in the raw process plan).
In second step we give the technological specific data. They
are data about part material, cutting material and other technology
specific data. These technological data must be chosen carefully.
For example see the [7].
In third step are calculated the specific cutting parameters on
base of filled data. All of the filled and calculated parameters are
filled into the part specific process plan.

5.

Conclusion

Currently, due to shortened product life cycle, market
liberalization, a great competitive pressures and constantly
dynamically changing demands of customers, enterprises are
forced to gradually rebuilding the nature of its production to mass
production and small series with a wide range of products. This
phenomenon relates with many problems especially with
inventory planning, organization of production, rationalization of
work. This approach corresponding with the idea of lean
manufacturing too. [8], [9]
This paper give a very short overview about a possibilities of
using the base of theory the surface creation by cutting and the
idea of group technology in the modern flexible manufacturing
systems.
The paper creates a basis for a broader research project that
encompasses the migration to more intelligent manufacturing
systems and smarter production preparation in these systems.
Further research ideas are related but not limited to the
improvement of what was described herein and the use of
simulation to explore the different scenarios.
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CLASSICAL PROBLEMS OF THE TURBULENT BOUNDARY LAYER
Prof. Zaryankin A.Y.
Russia, Moscow, Krasnokazarmennaja, 14
Abstract: Traditional concept about the boundary layer structure, technique of the theoretical determination of a velocity profile in this
layer, developed in first half of the 20th century, does not experienced, basically, any changes, although, on their close analysis a number of
questions and even problems arises requiring their solution.
First of all, it is referred to physical causes of the occurrence of turbulence in the boundary layer, conservation of its near-wall region,
conformance of a classical logarithmic velocity profile to experimental data, the appropriateness of introduction of such definition as “a
laminar sublayer in the turbulent boundary layer”. All these outstanding problems are considered in the following materials.

Keywords: turbulence, boundary layer, laminar sublayer, “floating” coordinates, deformation conditions,
angular velocity.
gases lays in the capacity of examined media to have a small
deformation of their “fluid” elements.
Such property has been reflected in known Helmholtz theorem,
according to which (in contrast with solid bodies) the motion of
fluid, in general, consists of not two, but three motions –
translational, rotational and deformation motion. (The last is absent
in the solid body motion).
In the case of plain flow the translational motion is determined by a
velocity vector
, the rotational motion is characterised by an
angular velocity , and the deformation motion of a plain fluid
element is determined by an angular deformations velocity .
In the limits of the boundary layer , it may be assumed (with a
small inaccuracy) that ω and δ are equal to , , accordingly.
Change in a transverse velocity gradient in any section of the
boundary layer causes a change in angular deformation velocity δ
of a common fluid element. In this case, due to deformation motion
the rotation center of the considered fluid element attempts to
maintain its primary position, and the center of an elementary mass
shifts relatively to the rotation center by a value . Schematically
this process, in respect to a plain “fluid” element, is illustrated in
Fig. 1.

1. Introduction
While the integral calculation methods were used, which
always were controlled by the physical experiments at the
relevant models upon development of new units, the issues
concerning the boundary layer structure and the physical
model of the laminar flow destruction in this layer were to a
great extent of the theoretical interest.
Situation was fundamentally changed due to the rapid
development of the numerical calculation methods of
complex aerodynamic challenges, and there was an illusion of
the possibilities of calculation of flow fields without division
of their fields into zones mentioned by L.Prandtl. The
confidence in accuracy of such calculations was proved to be
so high and the calculation cost was so lower that a physical
simulation of the real objects was replaced quite quickly by a
mathematic simulation and this confidence, basically, has
stopped development of the theoretical fluid and gas
dynamics.
However, wide and common usage of the continuous
calculation methods of the velocities and pressures fields
allowed identification of several tasks, where the calculation
results did not comply with known experimental data and
physical flow patterns.
In general, nonconformity of calculation with experimental
data was found in those tasks where a flow pattern in the
boundary layer had impacted crucially the whole flows field.
This circumstance has created several clarifying theories of
the turbulence that are used to close the incomplete Reynolds
equation system being the basis for all existed calculation
programs. However, in such a way the flow features in the
boundary layer can hardly be accounted.
Accordingly, it would be desirable to consider the boundary
layer structure and impact of the Reynolds number on this
structure, and those concepts about a flow pattern in the
boundary layer which came up almost 100 years ago.

Y

dR

dy

a,b

e

b1
ωz

2. Mechanical model of turbulence occurrence
In case of formation of turbulent flows the link between the
occurring additional stresses in the turbulent flow and the averaged
velocity components is a fundamental task of the fluid and gas
dynamics. All classical and many new turbulence theories are
dedicated to determination of this link.
At that, physical mechanism of the turbulence occurrence remains,
basically, discreet.
This situation is most clearly reflected in papers of G.V. Shubauer
and M. Chen [4], and can be summarized by saying that:
1. Mechanism of transition from the laminar to turbulence flow is
not outside, but inside of the flow itself.
2. The turbulence occurrence is spontaneous.
3. The presence of shear flows is a necessary condition of the
turbulence occurrence. [3]
On the basis of given conclusions there are all grounds to consider
that the reason for existence of two shapes of the flow in fluids and

dx

X

Fig. 1: Scheme of the fluid element deformation
If at the initial moment the “fluid” element has a shape of an
elementary rectangle with sides dx and dy, and its center of rotation
(point a) is congruent with the center of mass (point b), then in the
presence of angular velocity (ω ≠ 0), due to rotation and
deformation, after time dt a rectangular shape of the selected fluid
element will change its configuration (in Fig.1 new configuration is
outlined by dashed lines). As a result of this, the rotation center
(point a) will remain its position and the center of mass (point b)
will shift to position b1 by a distance e, and centrifugal force dR
will occur, which equals to
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dR
= dm ⋅ ω2 e

(1)
At small velocities of an angular deformation δz (at small
transverse velocity gradient du/dy) the originating eccentricity e is
eliminated due to viscosity forces, and natural “balance” of the
rotating elementary fluid particles takes place. In this regard, the
laminar conditions represent a condition of the “balanced” flow. In
case of the high angular deformations velocities of the elementary
“fluid” volumes the occurred additional force dR can not be
compensated by the molecular shear forces, and the concerned
“fluid” element will be displaced from its fluid flow line capturing
at that some portion of fluid situated inside a circle, which is
described by the mass center (point b in Fig. 1) at its rotation about
the rotation center (point a in Fig. 1). At plain flow, the fluid
situated inside the circle of radius e forms the initial vortex core,
which is rotating so far by the law of a solid body. (In the real 3dimensional flow this is already the initial volumetric vortex core).
In case of a plain flow, an elementary fluid mass dm, given in Fig.
1, will be equal to

Fig. 2: Velocity profiles at different turbulence values
It is apparent that in the near-wall area all experimental velocity
values are grouped near one curve and then, due to increase in
physical thickness of the boundary layer, the experiment points
form three different profiles while the external turbulence increases.
[6]
Experimental data, given in Fig. 3, on distribution of relative shear
forces ( – shear force on the wall) in the transverse section of the
gradientless boundary layer, obtained in the rectangular channel of
the uniform cross-section when the turbulence number E0 changes
from 0.3% to 4.7%, is more evident. [7]

dm = ρ ⋅ dxdy ⋅ l (2)
dR = ρ ⋅ dxdy ⋅ l ⋅ ω2 e , and an additional force τ

Then, force
will occur at the small areas paralleled to plane x-z, which is equal
to

τ=

dR
= ρ ⋅ e ⋅ dyω2z
dx ⋅ l

1 du
ωz =
2 dy
dy
= const =
⋅e l

As

,

and

(3)

assuming that

a linear

value

, we formally obtained the Prandtl formula
for turbulent forces in a shear flow
2

 du 
τ = ρl   (4)
 dy 
=
l const ⋅ e
In this case, linear dimension
2

is a direct function
of angular deformation velocity δz and, therefore, contrary to the

“mixing length” l in the Prandtl formula in respect to the
boundary layer, it reaches a maximum value near the wall and goes
to zero at the outer edge of the mentioned layer.
3. The physical interpretation of conservation of the near-

Fig. 3: Distribution of relative shear forces in the transverse
section of the gradientless boundary layer

wall area of the turbulent boundary layer
The examined mechanism of turbulence generation allows to
explain known experimental data according to which the near-wall
part of the turbulent boundary layer, determining the interaction
nature of moving media with streamlined surfaces, found to be
conservative in relation to many external influences.
Thus, in [5] it is mentioned that “the turbulence of an external flow
has no influence on processes occurring in so called area of
production and dissipation of turbulence, and the transverse and
longitudinal gradients of the pressure and surface curvature have no
influence on them also”. (1956)
Velocity profiles, given in Fig.2, obtained in the gradientless flow at
three values of the turbulence number E0 in the approach flow,
which are equal to E01 = 1.7%; E02 = 4.6%; E03 = 6.8%, clearly
demonstrate the correctness of this statement.

In this case, a relative shear force value is not changing
when the turbulence number changes at a distance from the wall
equal to 40% of the boundary layer thickness .
If we will be based on the above mentioned mechanism of the
turbulence generation according to which especially the near-wall
area is an area of the intensive turbulence generation where directly
near the wall, as per the experimental data [3], the turbulence
numbers are reaching 8÷10%, then above given experimental data
(Fig. 2 and Fig. 3) allows to assume that until disturbances from the
side of an external flow will exceed 8÷10% the near-wall part of the
turbulence layer shields reliably the streamlined surface from
mentioned external disturbances.
4. The laminar sublayer – favorable theory or physical

reality
Idea about the laminar sublayer, introduced to make a physical
meaning of the logarithmic velocity profile, happened to be a
“fruitful” theory, and in the most literary sources there are no
doubts in this regard.
Papers [2,3,4,9] expressly stated about the impossibility of
existence of velocity pulsations in the laminar sublayer and,
therefore, on the wall. In other words, the laminar sublayer provides
near the wall the layered flow pattern without velocity pulsations
and, thus, pressures.
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However, direct pressure measurements made directly on the walls
of the plane and axiosymmetrical channels of a uniform crosssection always fix the significantly large amplitudes of pressure
pulsations.
Apart of this, probability of existence of the laminar sublayer itself
creates the several questions without response.
First, according to the concerned double-level structural model,
there should be no pulsation components of velocity and pressure in
the laminar sublayer as if they exist, the relation associating a
molecular shear force
( τл

= µ⋅

∂u
∂y

where

τл
µ

layer. Finally, when the static pressures are measured directly on the
wall using quick-response transducers, the pressure pulsations,
typical (by frequency amplitudes) especially for the near-wall
turbulence, are always fixed at transition to the turbulent flow.
Expressed reasons disregard the hypothesis about physical existence
of the laminar sublayer rather than support it.
5. Conclusion
It is shown that the demonstrated in the scientific literature, the
brilliant coincidence of the logarithmic velocity profile in a
cylindrical pipe in turbulent flow with the experimental data is the
result of the use of "floating" coordinates, changing their maximum
values when changing the Re numbers, resulting in matching at the
specified coordinates of the experimental point in a fixed coordinate
system generally belong to different (height) cross-sections of the
boundary layer.
First formulated and proved in experiments the position of the
shielding properties of a turbulent boundary layer, which ensures
the conservativeness of the local coefficients of resistance with
respect to the degree of turbulence outside the boundary layer.6.

with a transverse velocity gradient
- viscosity factor), which is used for

uл

determination of velocity

on the outer edge of the laminar

sublayer, cannot be used.
However, as it follows from [3] and our experimental data, the
significantly large pulsations of pressure and as well as velocity are
fixed in close proximity from the wall and on the wall itself
Thus, a turbulent shear in the near-wall area cannot be ignored and
here

∂u
τ = µ ⋅ + (−ρu 'v ' )
∂y
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As a result of this, if there are turbulent shear forces in the laminar
sublayer, the binding edge line of the conventional laminar sublayer
with the remaining (turbulent) part of the boundary layer cannot be
accurately determined.
Second, when the laminar sublayer conjugates a turbulent part of
the logarithmic velocity profile, dynamic velocities
layers are taken equal. In other words, v*т
As

 du 
v =щ y  
 dy 
2
*т

2

2

= v*л

v*

in jointed

.

2

(formula 2), and in the laminar

sublayer:

v*л2 = ν

du
dy

then, from equation of mentioned dynamic velocities it follows that

ν =щ 2 y 2

du
dy

Meaning that a physical constant – kinematic viscosity – becomes a
position function of the corresponding section in the boundary
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GRAPHENE SUPPORTED CATALYST FOR ENHANCED BIOMASS HYDROLYSIS
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Nanotechnology, Bar Ilan University, Ramat Gan, 52900 Israel
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Abstract: The present work reports on a new silicotungstic acid catalyst supported on graphene (HSiW/G). The deposition was
performed by sonochemical method proven as an effective technique for the synthesis of the supported catalysts. The catalyst (HSiW/G) was
characterized using a variety of physico-chemical methods as TEM, HR SEM, DLS, FTIR and Raman spectroscopy. Homogeneous
distribution of HSiW on the surface of graphene was demonstrated. Hydrolysis of biomass for the production of glucose was studied. The
hydrolysis of glycogen was performed with a HSiW/G catalyst by hydrothermal treatment. The yield of glucose (65 wt%) obtained was about
8 times higher than that obtained with the same amount of bare HSiW. Stability of the HSiW/graphene even after 3 repeated uses was
confirmed. The mechanism of enhancement of the catalytic activity was discussed in terms of a special interaction between the graphene
support and HSiW and also the appearance of hydrophobic cavities on the surface of graphene.
Keywords: SONOCHEMISTRY, NANOPARTICLES, GRAPHENE, GLYCOGEN, HYDROLYSIS

inductively coupled plasma (ICP) analysis, and dynamic light
scattering (DLS).

1. Introduction
Biomass is a sustainable source of organic carbon, which is
considered as part of the solution for producing biofuels and
chemicals.1,2 Biomass is obtainable world-wide in the form of
organic materials such as grass, wood, agricultural crops and
glycogen. Many studies have been done on the hydrolysis of
biomass to glucose with mineral acids,3-5 but the large scale use of
acids causes several problems such as reactor corrosion, further
degradation of monomers, recovery of catalysts, and requires
special treatment of the acid residue producing much waste.6
Solid acid catalysts have various advantages over liquid acid
catalysts, such as: simple product separation, possible recycling,
and less damage to the reactor. Lately, HPAs have been widely used
as homogeneous catalysts for biomass conversion. Shimizu et al.
reported H3PW12O40, H4SiW12O40 for selective hydrolysis of
cellobiose and cellulose to glucose in an aqueous phase.7 The
heteropoly acids could be separated from the homogeneous solution
and recycled by extraction with diethyl ether,6 but this process takes
a long time, and the extraction is not complete. Some traces of the
catalyst remain in the product.
Graphene has received much attention from researchers in the
past few years due to its exceptional electronic, mechanical, and
optical properties, high surface area, and biocompatibility.
Graphene supported catalysts have also demonstrated high activity
in biomass conversion.3, 8 Kitano et al. reported on the enhancement
of the hydrolysis of β-1,4-glucan on graphene-based amorphous
carbon bearing SO3H, COOH, and OH groups. Their results
suggested that the synergistic combination of high densities of the
functional groups bonded to amorphous carbon causes the efficient
hydrolysis of β-1,4-glucan including cellulose.9
Glycogen, a water soluble polysaccharide of glucose, is a better
feedstock for glucose production than lignocellulosic biomass as it
needs no additional pre-treatment. The synthesis of glycogen from
CO2 by photosynthesis and its subsequent hydrolysis to glucose
with high selectivity make glycogen an abundant and renewable
feedstock for the production of glucose.10 Even though animal
remains are the only source of glycogen as of now, currently
immense research is underway to produce glycogen from
cyanobacteria whereas CO2 is used as feedstock for glycogen
synthesis.10 Owing to such possibilities, strategies need to be
developed for the effective conversion of glycogen to glucose,
which was the objective of this study.
In this article we report on a new silicotungstic acid catalyst
supported on graphene (HSiW/G). The catalyst preparation was
performed by a sonochemical method.11,12 The catalytic activity of
HSiW/G was studied for the hydrolysis of glycogen. This supported
catalyst could be easily separated from the reaction mixture. The
properties of the catalysts were studied by the following methods:
X-ray diffraction (XRD), transmission
and, high resolution
scanning electron microscopy (TEM and HR-SEM), N2 isothermal
adsorption–desorption (BET), FT-IR and Raman spectroscopy,

2. Experimental Procedure
Catalysts Preparation
Tungstosilicic acid hydrate (H4SiW12O40·nH2O, HSiW, 99%),
and glycogen from bovine liver were purchased from SigmaAldrich Co. The graphene nanoplatelets (6–8 nm thick ×15 microns
wide) were purchased from STREM chemicals, Newburyport, MA,
USA. An ultrasound-assisted method was used to prepare the
supported HSiW/G catalysts. Typically, the procedure was
followed: HSiW was first dissolved in ethanol then graphene was
added. The sonochemical irradiation was performed in a glass
beaker reactor with 1 cm2 Ti horn immersed the (Sonicator 20 kHz,
Sonics & Materials, VCX-750) for 1 h. The product was then
separated by centrifugation and dried in a vacuum overnight.
In addition to the sonochemical route, the conventional
impregnation method was also used for the preparation of the
HSiW/G catalyst. The mixture of the reagents was kept for 4 h of
stirring. Then the solvent was evaporated using a water bath
followed by drying of the catalyst under vacuum overnight. The
catalysts prepared in the two aforementioned routes were compared
in the glycogen hydrolysis reaction.
Glycogen hydrolysis reaction
For the glycogen hydrolysis process a stainless steel
homemade autoclave of 50 mL volume was used. Typically, 1 g
glycogen and 1 g catalyst were dispersed in 20 mL water and placed
in the autoclave for hydrothermal treatment. Reaction parameters
such as time, temperature of heating, weight ratio of the catalyst and
glycogen were varied to optimize the hydrolysis process. After the
reaction, the catalyst was separated from the solution by
centrifugation and dried under vacuum overnight. The catalyst was
used for a second run without regeneration under identical
hydrothermal reaction conditions. The reusability was tested for 3
times.
The progress of the glycogen hydrolysis reaction was
monitored using 13C NMR spectroscopic analysis on a Bruker
Avance DPX 300 instrument. D2O was used as the solvent. The
water soluble products of catalyzed hydrolysis reactions were
analyzed by HPLC (Merck-Hitachi LaChrom System L-7000
equipped with L-7455 Diode Array Detector and Schambeck SFD
RI 2000 Refractive Index Detector, Bad Honnef, Germany).
Analyses were carried out using a 300 × 7.8 mm Rezex-ROA ion
exclusion chromatography column (Torrance, CA, USA) equipped
with a matching guard column. The mobile phase was 0.005 N
H2SO4 under isocratic elution for 45 min at a flow rate of 0.5 mL
min−1 at ambient temperature, with an injection volume of 10 μL.
EZ Chrom Elite v. 3.1.7 software was used for data acquisition and
processing, with the RI signal acquired using an external analog
input.
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3. Results and discussion

The FT-IR spectra of the bare graphene, HSiW and HSiW/G
catalyst are shown in Fig. 4. The FT-IR spectrum of HSiW
demonstrated four characteristic peaks at 1020, 982, 921, and 798
cm−1 assigned to the stretching modes of Si–O, W=O, W–Oe–W,
and W–Oc–W, respectively.13 In the spectrum of HSiW/G the peaks
in the region of 1020–780 cm−1 are very weak and slightly shifted to
lower wavelengths. This shift indicates a strong interaction between
graphene and the catalyst, causing the weakening of the various
bonds. A similar effect was observed by Chen et al13 upon
stabilization of HSiW by organic molecules. The FT-IR results
clearly demonstrated the fact that HSiW was effectively deposited
on graphene and its strong interaction with the support.

3.1. Catalysts characterization
The morphology of the catalyst HSiW/G was studied by using HRSEM. Sheets with layered structures were observed in the case of
commercial graphene (Fig. 1a). The HSiW/G catalyst showed
randomly oriented spherical particles of HSiW, in the range of 100–
250 nm, on the graphene sheets (Fig. 1b). It could be seen that the
original smooth surface of graphene was partly changed after
deposition of HSiW, but the layered structure of graphene was not
destroyed. The amount of HSiW on graphene was found to be 2.5
wt% by ICP analysis.

Fig. 1. HR-SEM images of (a) commercial graphene and (b) graphene
coated with HSiW using the sonochemical method.

The influence of sonication on the morphology and size of
HSiW was studied by TEM and DLS analysis. The TEM image
indicated that after 1 h of sonication of HSiW in ethanol without
graphene, spherical HSiW nanoparticles were formed with sizes in
the range of 100–400 nm (Fig. 2b). After the same period (1 h) of
regular stirring of HSiW in ethanol the spherical particles of a
slightly larger size in the range of 200–500 nm were found (Fig.
2a). Besides the large particles, very small particles were also
observed in both treatments.

Fig. 4. FT-IR spectra of graphene, HSiW/G and HSiW.

The Raman spectra of the bare graphene, HSiW and HSiW/G
catalyst are shown in Fig. 5.

Fig. 2. TEM images of the HSiW after (a) 1 h stirring and (b) 1 h sonication.
images of (a) commercial graphene and (b) graphene coated with HSiW
using the sonochemical method.

In addition to TEM, DLS analysis was also employed to
measure the particle size of HSiW upon different treatments (Fig.
3). The results were in agreement with the TEM images. It was
found that with an increase in the sonication time from 15 to 60 min
the average particle size decreased from 380 to 340 nm. Such a
reduction of particle size results in an improved catalytic
performance of HSiW/G in the hydrolysis process.

Fig. 3. DLS plot depicting the size distribution of HSiW particles after 15
and 1 h sonication and 1 h stirring.

Fig. 5. Raman spectrum of graphene in full range (a), and Raman spectra
of graphene, HSiW and HSiW/G (b). Dashed blue lines are eyeguides.
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The most prominent features in the Raman spectra of graphene are
the G-band appearing at 1587 cm−1 and the D-band appearing at
1353 cm−1 (Fig. 5a). The Raman spectroscopy technique was used
extensively for observing the Keggin structure of heteropoly acids
and also for proving its presence on the graphene.14-16 The Raman
spectrum of commercial HSiW (Fig. 5b) showed the most intense
bands at 1000, 974, 551 and 224 cm−1 assigned to stretching of
W=O, bending of W–Oc–W, O–Si–O, and WO3 vibrations,
respectively. These signals are typical of Keggin structure.14 The
Raman spectrum of HSiW/G is similar to that of the bare heteropoly
acid (Fig. 5b). The spectrum showed peaks at 998, 866 and 218 cm−1
for the W=O stretching, W–Oc–W bending mode, and WO3
bending, indicating the preservation
of the Keggin structure of the HSiW on the surface of graphene.
However, a shift in two bending modes from 879 to 866 cm−1 and
from 224 to 218 cm−1, respectively might be due to the strong
interaction of HSiW with the graphene support, which correlates
with the FT-IR result.
The Raman and HR-SEM studies indicated that the graphene
layers are not damaged during sonochemical synthesis of the
HSiW/G catalyst. Based on the Raman results it could also be
argued that the units of the HSiW were not destroyed during the
deposition and they are well dispersed on the surface of graphene.
The HSiW is homogeneously distributed on the surface of graphene
and strongly anchored to the support. Even after the catalytic
hydrolysis of glycogen, the bands corresponding to HSiW were
observed in the FT-IR spectra (Fig. 4). The sonochemical
deposition of HSiW on the graphene substrate is presented in
Scheme 1.

As suspected, no glycogen conversion was observed when
only graphene was used as the catalyst (Fig. 6a). With HSiW,
complete conversion of glycogen to glucose was obtained (Fig. 6c).
With the HSiW/G catalyst, in addition to glucose, some traces of
unreacted glycogen were also noticed (Fig. 6b), indicating that the
hydrolysis is not complete. This fact can be explained because of
the low content of the HSiW in the catalyst. According to the ICP
analysis, the content of HSiW in the HSiW/G catalyst was found to
be 2.5 wt%. In other words, the amount of HSiW in the 0.1 g
HSiW/G catalyst used for the hydrolysis reaction is 0.0025 g. It is
interesting to note that even at such a low loading of the solid acid,
the synthesized catalyst is effective for the hydrolysis of glycogen.
In addition, under the reaction conditions used, the hydrolysis of
glycogen
was
selective.
No
by-products
such
as
hydroxymethylfurfural (HMF), levulinic acid and formic acid were
formed.
For optimizing the glycogen hydrolysis process with HSiW/G
and detailed study, the reaction was performed in a larger reaction
batch of 20 mL at different reaction times, temperatures and
wt/wt% ratio of catalyst and glycogen. The products obtained under
various reaction conditions were analyzed by HPLC analysis, and
the results are presented in Fig. 7.

Fig. 7. Glucose yield (wt%) from glycogen hydrolysis as a function of
reaction time and temperature (reaction conditions: 1 g glycogen; 1 g
HSiW/G catalyst; 20 mL water).

Ther maximum yield of glucose (65%) was obtained at 150 °C with
prolonging the reaction time to 4 h.
The weight ratio of the catalyst (HSiW/G) to glycogen was
varied in the range 1–0.25. The yields of glucose generated from
hydrolysis of glycogen with various amounts of catalyst are
depicted in Fig. 8.

Scheme 1. Synthesis of the HSiW/G catalyst by the sonochemical method.

Our explanation of the ultrasound assisted coating is based on
the phenomena of cavitation, formation, growth and implosive
collapse of the acoustic bubbles in the liquids. The nanoparticles
(NPs) of HSiW created in the liquid under ultrasound waves are
thrown to the solid by microjets and shock waves which are the
after effects of the cavitation collapse.17,18 The speed and power of
the microjets are extremely high (>500 m s−1), causing the strong
anchoring of the NPs to the surface of the substrate.
3.1. Glycogen
conditions

hydrolysis

under

hydrothermal

reaction

The glycogen hydrolysis was carried out under hydrothermal
conditions in an autoclave. 13C NMR spectra of the products
obtained with three types of catalysts (bare HSiW, bare graphene
and HSiW/G) are shown in Fig. 6.
Fig. 8. Glucose yield from glycogen hydrolysis at different weight ratiosof
HSiW/G to glycogen (glycogen – 1 g; HSiW/G – 1, 0.5 and 0.25 g;time – 4 h;
temperature – 150 °C). *Bare HSiW – 0.025 g (this corresponds to the amount of
HSiW present in the HSiW/G catalyst at a ratio of HSiW/G to glycogen 1 : 1).

It was observed that at a hydrolysis temperature of 150 °C for 4 h,
the yield of glucose for all of the examined ratios of HSiW/G to
glycogen (1 : 1; 0.5 : 1 and 0.25 : 1) was almost the same (65 wt%).
When same amount of bare HSiW as that present in the supported
catalyst (HSiW/G) was used as a cata lyst, the glucose yield was
dramatically low (8.2%). Thus, the bare HSiW is about 8 times less
active than HSiW deposited on graphene. The increase of the
catalytic activity of the supported HSiW compared to the bare
HSiW could be due to the effective and uniform distribution of the
heteropoly acid on the surface of graphene. Moreover, the HSiW/G

Fig. 6. 13C NMR spectra of hydrolyzate obtained with (a) bare graphene,
(b) HSiW/G and (c) HSiW (reaction conditions: 0.1 g glycogen; 0.1 g
catalyst;2 mL water; 100 °C; 1 h).
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catalyst has a larger specific surface area (52 m2/g) compared to
bare HSiW (1.8 m2/g). The large surface area enables an effective
contact between the uniformly distributed acid sites on the graphene
surface and the glycogen that promotes the rapid and efficient
catalytic reaction.
The observed enhanced activity of HSiW/G could be due to the
strong binding of the heteropoly anions to the aromatic π-cloud on
the graphene surface (similar to π–π interactions) leading to higher
accessibility of the protons for the cleavage of the glycosidic bond
in glycogen. Kim et al. reported similar strong electrostatic
interactions between polyoxometalate and rGO.19 In contrast, in the
case of bare HSiW, the protons of the polyanion rotate freely in the
reaction medium and are in constant motion. As a result, the
probable interaction between the protons and the reactant
(glycogen) is low, resulting in lower yields of glucose.
We have further evaluated the stability of HSiW/G in the
hydrolysis of glycogen. After the first run under optimal
hydrothermal conditions (1 g HSiW/G, 1 g glycogen, 20 mL water,
150 °C, 4 h) the HSiW/G was separated from the aqueous product
mixture by centrifugation. The collected catalyst was dried under
vacuum overnight and subsequently reused for the second and third
runs under identical reaction conditions. The results as measured by
HPLC analysis are presented in Fig. 9.
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Fig. 9. Recyclability of the HSiW/G catalyst in the hydrolysis of glycogen
(reaction conditions: 1 g of glycogen; 1 g of the solid acid catalyst;
20 mL of H2O; 150 °C; 4 h). The catalyst was recovered by 9000 rpm
centrifugation for reuse.

The glucose yield after three reaction cycles was still high (63.3
wt%) indicating that HSiW can be reused without loss in catalytic
activity. Even after three repeated runs, the amount of HSiW on
graphene was found to be 2.2 wt%. This indicates that the catalyst is
not just a physical mixture but a supported system wherein the
active component (HSiW) is strongly adhered to the support
(graphene). The good catalyst stability could be due to the use of
the sonochemical deposition method which leads to the strong
adherence of HSiW to the support.20,21

4. Conclusions
Polyoxometalate (HSiW) was deposited on the surface of graphene
by the sonochemical method. Physico-chemical characterization of
the HSiW/G catalyst was done using HR-SEM, TEM and XRD,
which demonstrated a homogeneous distribution of HSiW on the
surface of graphene supports. The catalytic performance of the
synthesized catalyst was evaluated for the hydrolysis of the
glycosidic bond of biomass to glucose. The following conclusions
have been drawn: the catalytic activity of HSiW/G is significantly
higher than that of the bare HSiW. The hydrolysis process with
HSiW/G is selective, fast and green with a high yield of glucose (66
wt%). The sonochemical method provided strong anchoring of
HSiW to graphene and high stability of the catalyst. The reuse of
the HSiW/G catalyst in 3 cycles was demonstrated. The glucose
yield after three reaction cycles was not altered significantly,
showing that HSiW/G is a reusable, economically viable and green
catalyst.
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Abstract: The paper presents the results of testing of a high-performance method for decontaminating sewage, involving combination
of ultrasonic and ultraviolet exposure at the final step of water purification aimed at destroying pathogenic microorganisms and
thereby preventing the spread of infectious diseases.
A variation of the method was developed and patented by the authors and passed the test at one of the most advanced water
facilities in Russia which is the Vodokanal of St. Petersburg. The combined unit was manufactured at OOO Novotech-EKO and installed
at the South-West Wastewater Treatment Plant (SWTP) of Vodokanal of St. Petersburg.
The results of the test showed the efficiency of combined ultraviolet and ultrasonic wastewater treatment, both in terms of
intensifying disinfection and in terms of the stability of the plant operation by preventing biofouling and salt deposition on the surface of
the lamp casings. The latter fact was the basis for the pilot project of improvement of the existing system of UV waste water disinfection
at the SWTP.
KEY WORDS: SEWAGE, DISINFECTION, ULTRASONIC, ULTRAVIOLET, COMBINED TREATMENT.
1) crushing suspended particulates inside of which there
can be microorganisms [9], as well as crushing microorganisms
clusters [10] and breakdown of their cell structure [11, 12] and
further accessibility which results in significant increase in
microorganism sensitivity to ultraviolet (from this point of view
ultrasonic treatment should precede ultraviolet one);
2) intensive water mixing which provides delivery of
distant layers to the surface of lamp casings and as a result the
whole volume of feed water is treated uniformly;
3) prevention of biofouling and salt deposition on the
surface of lamp casings [3, 13] which provides the preserve of
original radiation intensity during the whole service life.
The joint use of ultrasonic and ultraviolet water
treatment results not only in increase of decontamination
efficiency but also in the increase in lamp service life as well as
in elimination of work pauses intended for casing cleaning [13].
It also eliminates the need for the use of acid solutions for quartz
casing cleaning and etching which allows to diminish servicing
costs and contributes to ecological safety. Some papers claim
that combined decontamination is preferable economically [2, 3,
6, 13].
In recent years a number of experiments with the use
of the mentioned above technology have been conducted [2, 3,
13-16] and showed its high efficiency. Moreover, in Russia
OOO Novoteh-EKO (Vologda) and ZAO Svarog (Moscow)
manufacture equipment for combined (ultraviolet and ultrasonic)
water decontamination. The technology developed by OOO
Novoteh-EKO involves using piezoceramic transducers. The
number of equipment units using this technology has made up
more than three hundred since 2006. The equipment operates
both in Russia and CIS countries.
The UOV-SV-5 unit (Fig. 1), designed and
manufactured by OOO Novoteh-EKO operates using the
technology mentioned above. The unit is a pre-cavitator
connected to a decontamination chamber and allows to treat
waste water with capacity up to 9 m3/h. With maximum waste
water flow the unit consumes: in the ultraviolet treatment mode
– 0,107 kW·h/m3, in the combined treatment mode with all
transducers on – 0,196 kW·h/m3.

Waste water of residential areas usually contains a
significant amount of pathogenic microorganisms
including agents of serious diseases. Their elimination
before discharge into water bodies is an important final
stage of water treatment preventing the spread of
infectious diseases.
With this end in view, chlorine and ozone treatment
technologies are used. They possess limited efficiency and can
produce toxic materials in the water under treatment [1].
Besides, more effective and safe ultraviolet treatment is applied
[2]. (Sometimes these technologies are combined.
One should note that the efficiency of ultraviolet
decontamination decreases in high colour and turbid medium
which is characteristic of waste water. What is more, according
to the research, pathogenic microflora resistance to ultraviolet
has increased 4 times for the recent 15-20 years [3]. Another
disadvantage decreasing the efficiency of this process is salt
deposition and biofouling of UV lamp casings [4], and as a result
it requires regular cleaning the casing surfaces.
Development of powerful ultrasonic sources allowed
their possible independent use in water decontamination. Special
effects appearing under ultrasonic treatment in liquid media,
which are high-speed microstreams > 1 km/s, powerful shock
waves > 1 GPa, local heating areas > 1000 K, free radicals [5],
being the result of cavitation bubbles collapse are undoubtedly
useful for pathogenic flora removal. However, the test showed
that if the exposure time is little or the transmitter power is low
the number of microorganisms even increases in a number of
cases [6, 7]. That is why, ultrasonic treatment is to be applied
only in combination with chemical dosing or, for instance,
ultraviolet treatment [2].
The joint use of ultrasonic and ultraviolet water
treatment is recommended by the authors of this article [8] and is
considered the most promising decontamination method due to
the combination of positive characteristics of both treatment
ways. It has been proved that this combination leads to
synergistic increase of decontamination efficiency due to the
following ultrasonic effects:
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Fig. 1. UOV-SV-5 unit installed in the testing facility

UOV-SV-5 was tested at South-West Wastewater Treatment
Plant (SWTP) of Vodokanal of St. Petersburg from October
2015 to December 2016. The unit was placed in the SWTP
ultraviolet treatment facility which receives the waste water after
primary and complete biological treatment. According to the
chemical analysis results, suspended solids made up 5,0-10
mg/dm3, and chemical oxygen demand was 20-40 mg/dm3. (It
should be noted that after the water treatment with the unit these
measures did not change significantly).
The water before the ultraviolet treatment was taken
from the canal basin with the pump, then it flew through the unit
and was discharged back into the canal. The bacteriological
analysis of water samples taken at the input and output of the
unit was conducted by ZAO Water Research and Control Centre
(St. Petersburg). The following factors were controlled:
coliphages, total coliforms, E. coli, enterococci, staphylococci.
Table 1. UOV-SV-5 operation modes at different testing stages
Mode

US
US-c
US+UV-1
US+UV-2
UV-c

The tests were in three stages. At the first stage (I) the
research was focused on different decontamination variants with
low sewage flow rate through the unit (0,5-0,7 m3/h). At the
second stage (II) the sewage flow rate was high (8-10 m3/h).
Finally, the third stage (III) involved studying the intensity of
biofouling and salt deposition on the UV lamp casings during
long-term operation under the conditions of low sewage flow
rate (0,5-0,7 m3/h), as well as evaluation of the biofouling
intensity decrease. The stage features are presented in Table 1.
At Stages I and II the water samples were collected in
45 minutes after the unit start in the appropriate mode. Thus, by
the time of collecting the UV lamp casings were clean (without
any traces of biofouling and salt deposition).
At Stage III the samples were collected after 30-50
days of uninterrupted operation in the appropriate mode.

Stage

Mode description

I

All ultrasonic transducers (8 pcs) are on (both in the pre-cavitator and in the
decontamination chamber).

II

III

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

Ultrasonic transducers are on only in the pre-cavitator (4 pcs).

+

Ultraviolet lamps and ultrasonic transducers are on only in the decontamination
chamber (4 pcs).
Ultraviolet lamps and all ultrasonic transducers are on (8 pcs).
Only ultraviolet lamps are on, all ultrasonic transducers are off.

+

The results of Stage I tests are presented in table 2 where there are either values of logarithmic inactivation factor (LIF) or it is
stated that complete cleaning was achieved for these indices. The LIF is calculated as a common logarithm of the living cells
concentration ratio in the waste water volume unit before and after its treatment.
Table 2. Stage I test results (flow rate 0,5-0,7 m3/h)

Index

Initial values
interval

LIF or operation result in the mode
US

US-c
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US+UV-1

US+UV-2

UV-c

Coliphages
Total coliforms
E. coli
Enterococci
Staphylococci

400-1000
PFU/100 cm3
32000-62000
CFU/100 cm3
29000-42000
CFU/100 cm3
15000-32000
CFU/100 cm3
45-150
CFU/100 cm3

0

0

Complete cleaning

0

0

1,85

2,78

2,34

0

0,23

2,18

4,51

4,62

0

0,32

Complete cleaning

1,65

0

Complete cleaning

likely to be a predominate mechanism. However, the low sewage
It is obvious that ultrasonic treatment alone does not
flow rate through the unit predetermined high efficiency of
produce any significant decontaminating effect. Slight
ultraviolet decontamination on its own and small contribution of
intensification of ultraviolet decontamination is noted under the
the ultrasonic treatment.
use of ultrasound, and the biggest contribution was made by the
That is why at Stage II it was decided not to use pure
pre-cavitator while the ultrasonic transducers in the
ultrasonic modes (US, US-c) as well as the mode without the
decontamination chamber even produced some negative effect.
pre-cavitator (UV+US-1) and to increase the flow rate through
Crushing suspended particulates and microorganisms clusters
the
unit. The results are presented in Table 3 and Figure 2.
which deprives them from protection from ultraviolet radiation is
3
Table 3. Stage II test results (flow rate 8-10 m /h)
Initial values
LIF or operation result in the mode
interval
Index
US+UV-2
UV-c
330-1200
PFU/100 cm3

Complete cleaning (> 3,08)

2,07

Total coliforms

30000-83000
CFU/100 cm3

2,25

2,75

E. coli

29000-49000
CFU/100 cm3

3,57

3,20

Enterococci

4700-25000
CFU/100 cm3

4,03

3,06

Staphylococci

140-270
CFU/100 cm3

Complete cleaning (>2,14)

2,09

Logarithmic Inactivation Factor

Coliphages

US+UV-2
UV-c

Enterococci

Coliphages Total coliforms

Staphylococci

Fig. 2. Stage II test results (flow rate 8-10 m3/h)
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It is obvious that ultrasonic waste water treatment going through the unit significantly (several-fold if absolute values are taken)
increases decontaminating effect of ultraviolet radiation almost for all the indices under study while at Stage I ultrasound itself did not
demonstrate disinfecting effect.
Stage III focused on ultrasound capability to prevent biofouling and salt deposition on the UV lamp casings. The flow rate was
again decreased to 0,5-0,7 m3/h, but the water samples were collected after 30-50 days of uninterrupted operation (see Table 4). Thus, the
operational stability of the unit was controlled. The flow rate was decreased to ensure the integrity of the test to eliminate any possible
washout of deposit and casing contaminants due to high linear flow rate. The results are presented in Table 4 and Figure 3.
Table 4. Stage III test results (flow rate 0,5-0,7 m3/h)
Initial values
interval

Index

LIF or operation result in the mode
US+UV-2 (50 days)

UV-c (30 days)

Complete cleaning (>2,99)

Complete cleaning (>2,76)

580-970
PFU/100 cm3

Total coliforms

110000-190000
CFU/100 cm3

4,11

3,70

E. coli

49000-72000
CFU/100 cm3

4,90

3,70

Enterococci

22000-56000
CFU/100 cm3

4,20

3,90

Staphylococci

45-270
CFU/100 cm3

Complete cleaning (>2,43)

Complete cleaning (>1,65)

Logarithmic Inactivation Factor

Coliphages

US+UV-2
UV-c

Coliphages

Total coliforms

Enterococci

Staphylococci

Fig. 3. Stage III test results (flow rate 0,5-0,7 m3/h, long-term uninterrupted operation in the appropriate mode)
The advantages of ultrasonic intensification were
confirmed at Stage III too: decontamination efficiency increased
a few times for all the microorganisms under study if absolute
values are taken into account.
Moreover, the UV lamp casings were visually
inspected after the long-term operation in each of the modes and
the gravity study of deposition rate was conducted. The second
index was measured in the following way: the deposits were
removed from the casings by wiping their surface with polyester

rayon fabric. The wiping was done after the determined
operation period of the unit in the appropriate mode. Biofouling
and salt deposition rate were estimated by the mass difference of
the dry fabric before and after the wiping of the UV lamp quartz
casings. This difference is proportional to the overall mass of
contamination and biofouling products which deposited during
the operation of the unit.
The total mass of air-dry deposits on three casings
related to 1 m3 of waste water cleaned in the UV+US-2 mode (all
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3 UV lamps and 8 ultrasonic transducers are on) made up 45
µg/m3, and in the UV-c mode (only 3 UV lamps are on) – 300
µg/m3. Thus, the ultrasonic treatment allowed to decrease the
rate of biofouling and saline deposition 6,7 times.
Thus, the test results proved the efficiency of the
combined ultraviolet and ultrasonic waste water treatment both
from the point of view of decontamination boost and in terms of
the unit operational stability by preventing biological slime and
salts from depositing on the lamp casing surfaces. The last fact
was used as a basis for a pilot project for improving the existing
system of UV waste water decontamination at the SWTP. The
implementation of combined decontamination technology at the
facility of the leading enterprise [17-19] will allow to
recommend it for a wider use.
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Abstract: Efficiency of some traditional chemical technologies in different areas could be significantly increased by adding ultrasonic
treatment. For example, ultrasonic treatment was found to improve make-up water systems, decontamination procedures, etc. Improvement
of traditional chemical technologies with implementation of ultrasonic treatment has allowed to significantly reducing water waste,
including harmful species and radioactive products.
The report shows the examples of the recent ultrasonic technology
development and application in Russian nuclear engineering. They are
as follows:
•
•
•
•
•

Preliminary cleaning of surfaces of in-pile parts (e.g. control
sensors) prior to their assemblage and welding
Decontamination of grounds and metal surfaces of
components with a complex structure
Decrease in sliding friction between fuel rods and grids
during VVER reactor fuel assembly manufacturing
Removal of deposits from reactor fuel surfaces in VVER440s
Increasing the density and strength of pressed sintered items
while making fuel pellets and fuel elements, especially
mixed-oxide fuel

Surface cleanness is very important for the fuel assembly
manufacturing, especially prior to welding. An ultrasonic technology
for surface cleaning (from graphite and other lubricants, oxides etc.)
was developed and implemented. The ultrasonic cleaning is applicable
to the parts having both simple shape and different holes. Ultrasonic
technology has allowed to improve the surface quality and
environmental safety.
Ultrasonic treatment appears to be expedient to intensify the chemical
decontamination of solid radioactive waste from grounds of different
fractions to metallic components. Ultrasonic treatment reduces the
decontamination process duration up to 100 times as much. Excellent
decontamination factor was received even for the ground fractions
below 1 mm. It should be noted that alternative decontamination
techniques (e.g. hydraulic separation) are poorly applicable for such
ground fractions. Parameters for ultrasonic treatment were optimized
based on both traditional cleaning fluids (acids, alkali, etc.) and modern
detergents.
Industrial tests showed that the ultrasonic fuel tube treatment has
resulted in fuel assembly rack shape improvement, stress mitigation,
and reduced assembly deformation during the manufacturing process.
Ultrasonic treatment has allowed reducing about up to twice as much
the forces occurring during insertion of tubes into spacer grids and fuel
rods into the assembly racks.
The crud deposition on fuel rod surfaces is a challenge for nuclear
reactors. An effective ultrasonic cleaning technology has been
developed for VVER fuel of the Novovoronezh NPP. Its use resulted in
higher reactor reliability and increased fuel assembly operation time.
Ultrasound application for moulding powder materials for pressing
increases the sintered ceramics density and strength, and improves the
surface quality. The technology was tested with zirconium oxide
powder and was recommended to be used to manufacture fuel pellets
with hard-to-press materials, e.g. MOX fuel. Moreover, ultrasonic
treatment appears to be expedient for manufacturing of fully filled fuel
elements.
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Introduction
Russia has significant experience of ultrasonic technologies
development and application in nuclear power engineering. A
wide range of problems was solved due to development and
implementation of unique ultrasonic equipment within the longterm cooperation between Alexandra Plus Ltd., OJSC NIKIET
(the organization of Reactor Assembly Engineering), OJSC
Concern Rosenergoatom (the organization operating Russian
NPPs) and other enterprises of the sector. The report covers
examples of successful application of various ultrasonic
technologies in domestic nuclear engineering including metal
nuclear waste and soil decontamination.
Widening of UST usage based on piezoelectric effect is very
promising in various industry sectors. The following results of
UST development and application in nuclear engineering is of
great importance:
•
•
•
•
•
•

preliminary cleaning of part surfaces prior to their
assemblage and welding;
decontamination of grounds and metal components of
complex structure;
decreasing sliding friction while manufacturing fuel
assemblies of VVER-1000 reactors;
removal of defective fuel elements from a fuel
assembly with minimum damage during the
operational period;
operational cleanings of VVER-440 fuel assemblies
aiming at removal of deposits from fuel elements
surfaces;
increasing density and strength of pressed sintered
items while manufacturing fuel pellets and fuel
elements, especially of MOX fuel.

Surface cleanness plays the key role in the assembling and
welding. Alexandra Plus has developed and implemented
technical processes of ultrasonic surface cleaning from various
contaminations, including lubricating fluids, graphite lubricants,
oxides, etc. Ultrasonic cleaning can be applied to items of simple
configuration as well as to items having internal hollows. It
should be mentioned that these processes allowed to improve the
quality of treated surfaces as well as to make a significant
contribution to environmental safety at workplaces due to nontoxic operational solutions. Ultrasonic treatment is very practical
for intensifying chemical decontamination process of metal parts
and grounds of different fractional composition.
Alexandra Plus has patents for all its inventions whose authors
are more than 50 leading experts both in the sphere of ultrasonic
technology and fields where this technology is applied. The
firm’s engineers have developed more than 100 ultrasonic heads
which are used in more than 400 types of equipment. The
equipment operates in 9 countries. The characteristic feature of

the firm’s developments is a wide use of resonance effects in ultrasonic
oscillation range which allows to increase significantly the equipment
efficiency and decrease power consumption. Among the firm’s clients
are leading industry enterprises from Russia and neighboring countries.
Alexandra Plus’s most prominent partners are Concern Rosenergoatom
and its branches including Novovoronezh, Beloyarsk and Kalinin NPP
as well as other enterprises of nuclear fuel cycle. Alexandra Plus
conducts active cooperation with Russian leading research centers and
supplies them with test ultrasonic equipment.
Main directions of ultrasonic technologies implementation include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

ultrasonic cleaning;
solid radioactive waste decontamination;
ore dressing;
drinking and waste water disinfection;
metal crystallization;
plant materials extraction.

fuel assemblies are cleaned. Cleaning of VVER-440 fuel
assemblies is complicated by presence of shrouds. Due to
intensive radiation cleaning is to be conducted in the at-reactor
fuel storage pool. The Novovoronezh NPP is supplied with a
resonance shroud head 3 m long and Ø 22 cm designed by
Alexandra Plus. It made possible removal of deposits from fuel
assemblies which provided their further reliable operation in the
reactor. This positive experience is significant for solving
similar problems at other NPPs with VVER. As it is known,
previous mass fuel assembly cleaning of VVER-440 was
conducted using western technologies at the Paks NPP,
Hungary, it was connected with a significant risk taking into
account emergency destruction of 30 fuel assemblies with
negative consequences. In comparison with foreign equipment
this unit reduces power consumption and cleaning duration of
shroud fuel assemblies.

Ultrasonic Cleaning Technologies
Ultrasound usage allowed to increase cleaning quality of various
equipment and separate elements in the spheres of general and nuclear
engineering as well as in many others. Equipment samples are shown
in figure 1.

Fig. 3. Ultrasonic cleaning equipment for NPP fuel assemblies
with VVER
Ultrasonic Technologies Implementation for Manufacturing
Fuel Assemblies
Ultrasonic technologies appeared to be very valuable for
improving nuclear reactors fuel manufacturing. Application of
ultrasonic oscillation on fuel element tubes provided
considerable friction reduction while assembling (figures 4 and
5).
Fig. 1. Ultrasonic cleaning equipment
In figure 2 one can see an equipment sample for ultrasonic cleaning of
wire for reed switches manufacturing. Five wire strings go
simultaneously through the ultrasonic section where the high quality
cleaning process at a speed of 400 m/m is intensified due to focused
ultrasonic exposure and resonance oscillation of the wire itself. A
similar cleaning unit for welding wire of titanium and special alloys
was supplied to NIKIET in 2006.

Fig. 4. Friction reduction due to ultrasonic treatment while
assembling

Fig. 2. Wire ultrasonic cleaning unit for reed switches manufacturing
Fuel Assembly Ultrasonic Cleaning Technology

The results of industrial testing of ultrasonic resonance treatment
of tubes showed better geometric structure of fuel assembly
racks, stress relaxation and lesser fuel assembly deformation
when in operation. The testing process included comparison of
force applied while assembling channel tubes with spacer grids
with ultrasonic treatment and without it. A similar technology
used for assembling fuel elements into a rack allowed to
significantly reduce force appearing while assembling (figure 5).

Nuclear reactor operation may possibly lead to deposit accumulation
on outside surfaces of fuel elements especially in case of imperfect
water chemistry systems. In order to provide reliable fuel operation,

Fig. 5. Ultrasonic equipment for friction reduction for fuel assemblies manufacturing
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Ultrasonic Technologies
Manufacturing

Implementation

for

Reactor

Fuel

include the use of big baths, submersible modules and contact
treatment.

Ultrasonic treatment provided better moulding quality for nuclear
reactor fuel manufacturing (figures 6 and 7).

Fig. 10. Cleaning methods of large radioactive parts
Fig. 6. Diagram of
fuel
pellets
moulding

Fig. 7. Ultrasound (US) influence on fuel
pellets strength characteristics while
moulding

Increase in density and strength allows to recommend ultrasonic
treatment for manufacturing fuel elements of difficult-to-extrude
materials, e.g. manufacturing pellets of MOX fuel. Besides, ultrasonic
treatment of fuel element tubes is very useful for manufacturing fuel
elements with full filling.
Ultrasonic Technologies Implementation for Metal Crystallization
Ultrasound efficiency in metal crystallization process is confirmed by
the results comparison of failure patterns fractographic studies (figure
8). Ultrasonic treatment increases zirconium alloy resistance to
intergranular corrosion. The main difficulty of this technology
implementation is ultrasonic oscillation transmission into a melt
through the walls of a copper Junker’s mould during vacuum arc
remelt.

Fig. 11. Pilot unit for ultrasonic
decontamination in the Andreeva
Bay

Fig. 12. Ultrasonic bath
for
irradiated
fuel
assembly
shrouds
decontamination

Ultrasonic technologies tests showed that initial beta
contamination of irradiated fuel assemblies decreased from
500—16 000 particle/(cm²×min) to less than 16
particle/(cm²×min) and the average decontamination factor was
850. This resulted in generation of only solid radioactive waste –
two 200-litre barrels with concrete compound for 25 t shrouds
and 1 filter-container (200 l) without any liquid waste. Due to
decontamination shroud metal becomes acceptable for further
use and remelting. Decontamination expenditures were 12
rub/kg at the scrap price of 40—50 rub/kg (in 2007). Figure 13
displays fragments of irradiated fuel assembly shrouds before
and after decontamination.

Fig. 8. Ultrasonic treatment (right) breaks oxide inclusions
Ultrasonic Technologies for Drinking Water Production and Waste
Water Disinfection
Joint application of ultrasound and ultraviolet rays is efficient in
drinking water production and waste water disinfection (figure 9). This
technology can be especially useful for water treating systems of
nuclear stations. Resonance effect use lifts restrictions on productivity
and equipment power consumption.

Fig. 13. Fragments of irradiated fuel assembly shrouds before
(left) and after decontamination (right)
Figure 14 dipicts a NO-145 decontamination unit produced for
NIKIET, which was used for solid radioactive waste tests at the
Beloyarsk NPP (figures 15 and 16).

Fig. 14. NO-145 decontamination unit used for solid radioactive
waste tests at the Beloyarsk NPP

Fig. 9. Joint treatment of drinking and waste water with ultrasound and
ultraviolet
Ultrasonic Technologies for Decontamination of Metal Parts and
Grounds
Ultrasonic technologies provided efficient decontamination of metal
parts, including spent fuel assembly shrouds (irradiated fuel
assemblies) (figures 10—12). Main cleaning methods of large parts
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Fig. 15. Behaviour of metal samples specific activity during test
decontamination at the Beloyarsk NPP

Ultrasonic treatment implementation allows to greatly shorten
decontamination process. Positive results were obtained during ground
decontamination of less than 1 mm fraction. Other methods (e.g.
hydroseparation) are unable to provide decontamination of such
fractions. The testing process included search for the best treatment
parameters using both conventional cleaners (acids, alkalis, etc) and
modern detergents with a wide range of pH index variation 2 ≤ рН ≤
12.

Fig. 16. Solid radioactive waste fragments before (top) and after
decontamination (bottom) using conventional technologies (left) for
112 h and ultrasonic treatment (right) for 2.8 h
The existing equipment provides a possibility to create a mobile unit
for decontamination or/and chemical cleaning of metal surfaces
including those of complex structure (figure 17).

Fig. 20. MO-92 ultrasonic bath in the Luninets locomotive depot
(Belarus)
In figure 21 one can see the biggest ultrasonic bath (MO-21) in
the world with the volume of 19 m³ operating in the Khabarovsk
locomotive depot for cleaning details of up to 5 m long and 7 t
heavy. Figure 22 depicts a MO-12 ultrasonic unit with joint
ultrasonic and spray cleaning, detergent heating and filtering for
parts with mass of 100 kg.

Fig. 21. MO-21 ultrasonic Fig. 22. MO-12 ultrasonic
bath for locomotive wheeled decontamination unit
carts in the Khabarovsk-2
locomotive depot
In figure 23 one can see an ultrasonic decontamination unit for
fluid radioactive waste storages. The remotely controlled
ultrasonic module is moved by currents created by ultrasonic
heads. As storage walls are cleaned, fluid radioactive waste level
is decreased; at the final stage decontamination of the pool’s
bottom is conducted due to the use of ultrasonic heads on the
unit’s bottom.

Fig. 17. Draft of a possible decontamination unit for metal parts
Figure 18 dipicts a MO-128 decontamination unit (mobile bath with a
detergent circulation system) supplied to the All-Russian Research
Institute for Inorganic Materials.
Fig. 23. Ultrasonic decontamination of fluid radioactive waste
storages
Figure 24 displays ultrasonic ground decontamination. The tests
were jointly conducted with NIKIET in the MosNPO Radon
(Scientific Production Association).
Fig. 18. MO-128 decontamination unit in the All-Russian Research
Institute for Inorganic Materials
Figure 19 displays a MO-152 unit with a 2.2 m³ ultrasonic bath
produced for the Kalinin NPP.

Fig. 24. NO-180
decontamination
Conclusions

Fig. 19. MO-152 decontamination unit at the Kalinin NPP
Figure 20 displays a MO-92 ultrasonic bath for parts with the mass up
to 350 kg.

pilot

ultrasonic

unit

for

ground

The analysis of the Russian experience of ultrasonic
technologies development and implementation in nuclear
engineering indicates high prospects of its application in such
spheres as: fuel assembly cleaning from deposits, equipment and
ground decontamination, fuel elements and assemblies
manufacturing, drinking water production, and waste water
disinfection.
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FEM 2D AND 3D DESIGN OF TRANSFORMER FOR CORE LOSSES
COMPUTATION
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Abstract: Accurate simulation and prediction of losses in power transformer is important during transformer lifetime but also during the
design stage. Paper presents the simulation model of transformer based of Finite Element Method that allows calculation of core losses and
magnetic flux density in transformer cross-section. Two different models are constructed for 2D and 3D simulation. Obtained results are
compared with experiments. Finally, flux density in both models is calculated and obtained results are presented for different time steps.
Keywords: CORE LOSSES, POWER TRANSFORMER, FEM MODELS, MAGNETIC FLUX DENSITY

and represent complicated geometry using irregular grids [8]-[9].
FEM solves the set of Maxwell equations for a given excitation and
frequency. Transient simulation is performed by domain
decomposition along time-axis (TDM-time decomposition method)
to solve all time steps simultaneously, instead solving a transient
problem time step by time step [7]. In both transformer models,
boundary conditions are defined on object outer geometry as well as
properties of all materials. Magnetic core is characterized with B-H
curve of magnetization and thin laminations. They are input in both
transformer models (Fig. 2). Specific core losses P are input as well,
and core losses are calculated for one specific frequency, in this
case 50 Hz (Fig. 3).

1. Introduction
Modeling of power transformers and their accurate simulation
has been always a challenging task for engineers worldwide. Power
transformers are the most expensive element in energy distribution
networks therefore accurate prediction of transformer operation as
well as possible malfunctioning has been always an issue among
engineers. Heindl et al. propose high frequency models of large
power transformers required for analysis of transient interaction
between the transformers and the power system [1]. Ozgonenel and
Kilic propose an algorithm and transformer model for identification
of different internal faults, which lead to transformer outage [2].
During recent years Finite Element Method (FEM) gained a
popularity for modeling various nonlinear materials and permanent
magnets under the variety of conditions, employing sinusoidal
waveforms and practically any other pulsed wave form of excitation
[3] –[5]. FEM has been used for calculating transformer parameters
in cases when partial discharge in transformer winding occurs [6].
In recent years, various powerful softwares have been developed for
calculation of transformer parameters, operating modes and
different type of losses [7]. Paper presents 2D and 3D model of
power transformer for calculating core losses and magnetic flux
density at transformer cross-section. Core losses are calculated at
no-load for 50 Hz voltage supply, therefore only the low voltage
winding is energized with rated voltage. Calculations are based on
data of three phase transformer 115/13.8 kV, 60 Hz and 30 MVA
with tested core losses of 23.7 kW.
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Fig. 2 B-H curve of core laminations

Fig. 1 Transformer 2D and 3D model

Computer animation has been used for presenting the magnetic
flux density in core cross section. Flux density is calculated for
different time intervals. Knowledge of flux density allows parts of
transformer core close to the point of saturation to be detected and
transformer construction to be modified in terms of avoiding
saturation of core, high losses and low efficiency factor.

Fig. 3 P-B curve of core losses versus flux density

Traditionally, core loss Pc has been divided into two
components: hysteresis losses Ph and eddy current losses Pe.
According to the Steinmetz equation, measurement and calculation
of core losses are normally made with sinusoidal flux density of
varying magnitude-B and frequency-f. These measurements and
calculations are based on the standard coil and frequently are
modeled by a two-term function of the form:

2. FEM models
Based on real transformer dimensions and geometry the FEM
models have been constructed for 2D and 3D simulation of low
frequency transient electromagnetic fields. The basic procedure of
transient simulation includes spatial and temporal discretization of
the physical equations. There are several approaches to do spatial
discretization: finite differences, finite elements and finite volumes.
The finite element method is widely used in engineering practice
because it can model complex inhomgeneous, anisotropic materials

Pc = Ph + Pe = k h fB n + k c f 2 B 2
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(1)

kh, kc and n are the coefficients which depend on the lamination,
material thickness, conductivity as well as other factors [10]. This
formula is applicable up to the maximum flux density of B of 1 T,
which is not the case in electrical machines and transformers.
In this paper, calculation of core losses is done according to:

Pc = Ph + Pe + Pexcess = K1Bm2 + K 2 Bm1,5

In order magnetic flux density B to be calculated, magnetic vector
potential A must be found. For that purpose, the whole object
geometry is divided into numerous elements, usually triangles,
where A is approximated by a simple function. Created mesh of
finite elements in 2D and 3D model is presented in Fig. 5.

(2)

Where the eddy current losses are:

Pe = k c ( fBm )2

(3)

The hystersis losses are:

Ph = k h fBm 2

(4)

and the excessive losses are:

Pexcess = ke ( fBm )1.5

(5)

Therefore:

K1 = k h f + k c f 2

(6)

K 2 = k e f 1.5

(7)

(a) Mesh at 2D model

The eddy-current loss coefficient is calculated as:

k c = π 2σ

d2
6

(8)

Where σ is the conductivity and d is is is the thickness of one
lamination sheet. Coefficients K1 and K2 are obtained from
minimization of function:

(

)

[

(

2
1.5
f K1K 2 = ∑ Pνi − K1Bmi
+ K 2 Bmi

)]

2

= min

(b) Mesh at 3D model
Fig. 5 Mesh at transformer models

(9)

Where Pνi, Bmi- the i-th point of the data on the measured loss
characteristic curve. The other two loss coefficients are:

(

The 3-D magnetic transient solver can calculate [7]:

)

k h = K1 − k c f 0 2 / f 0
k e = K 2 / f 01.5

(10)

-

the end-field effect as end-winding field effect and/or the
influence of different stack lengths on the overall losses.

-

core loss prediction due to a magnetic field component normal
to the lamination stack.

-

effect of time-controlled current/voltage wave forms on
operating point conditions.

-

eddy-current effects induced into conductive materials.

where f0 is the testing frequency for loss curve.
In this case, core losses are input in transformer models as total
losses for one specific frequency 50 Hz or 60 Hz (P-B curve). Since
the starting transformer model is for 60 Hz, besides changing the
model frequency to 50 Hz, the amplitude of input phase voltage

3. Results and discussions

( 13.8 ⋅ 2 / 3 kV) is reduced for factor 5/6, as well as power
rating of the transformer. This keeps the same currents in windings
and avoids transformer overheating when 60 Hz transformer is run
with 50 Hz voltage supply. For both frequencies, power losses are
calculated. For core losses, only a single energized winding needs to
be considered. An exponentially increasing voltage source is
applied in order to eliminate inrush current and the needs for an
unreasonably long simulation time (Fig. 4).
XY Plot 2

Maxwell2DDesign-3

10.00

Transient simulation is run for predefined time and time step.
Simulation results of core losses are obtained for two different
frequencies 50 Hz and 60 Hz and for 2D and 3D model. Core losses
are averaged over the time. For all above-mentioned variants, they
are presented in Figs. 6. and 7.
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(a) core losses at 50 Hz

Fig. 4 Input voltage at 50 Hz
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empirical formulas, gives only approximate values of the flux
density at different parts of the machine. Accurate predication of the
flux density at different parts of the machines is important in the
design process for predicting so-called week parts of the machine
where core material is close to the point of saturation (knee of the
B-H curve). Operation of the machine near to the point of core
saturation increases the losses, heat dissipation and reduces the
efficiency. Therefore, flux density is analyzed at different time
intervals for both models and both frequencies. Fig. 8 presents the
results for 2D model and Fig. 9 for 3D model respectively.
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Fig. 6 Core loses at 2D model
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Fig.8. Flux density distribution at 2D transformer model
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Fig. 7 Core losses at 3D model

Core losses are averaged over the time interval from 80 to 100 ms.
Their values in different models and frequencies are presented in
Table 1.
Table 1: Core losses at different models and frequencies
2D model
3D model
50 Hz
50 Hz
50 Hz
60 Hz
Core
losses
19.9
25.2
22.1
23.1
[kW]
(a) flux density at 50 Hz

Comparison of results from Table 1 shows that there is a slight
difference between the obtained values of core losses in 2D and 3D
model of the transformer. The tested core losses at 60 Hz are 23.7
kW. Obtained results in both transformer models are close to the
measured value of losses, which confirms the accuracy of presented
models. Models are simulated for both frequencies of supply
voltage 50 Hz and 60 Hz. As expected core losses are lower at
frequency 50 Hz i.e. they should decrease approximately by factor
5/6. FEM model cannot consider all of the physical and
manufacturing core loss effects in laminated core. These effects
include mechanical stress on laminations, edge burr losses, step gap
fringing flux, circulating currents, and variations in sheet loss
values [7].
Over the years, FEM proved to be a useful tool toll in numerical
calculation of different electromagnetic quantities. It is especially
useful in calculation of magnetic flux density in machines crosssection. Calculation of the magnetic flux density, based on

(a) flux density at 60 Hz
Fig. 9. Flux density distribution at 3D transformer model

From presented results in Figs. 8 and 9 it is evident that for both
frequencies and in both models, transformer operates at no –load,
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with flux density distribution in core cross-section well bellow the
saturation point (approximately 2 T- Fig. 2). As expected due to the
bigger core losses at 60 Hz, the flux density is higher at 60 Hz than
at 50 Hz power supply.
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Knowing the losses in electrical devices is important in terms of
the exploitation of the device but also in terms of its design.
Therefore, accurate simulation models for anticipating the losses are
helping the designers in their task to design energy efficient
devices. Simulation model of transformer based on FEM is
presented. Obtained 2D and 3D models allow calculation of core
losses for three-phase symmetrical power supply. Models are
powered with 50 and 60 Hz power supply. Due to lower frequency
losses are reduced at 50 Hz , compared to 60 Hz power supply. Flux
density distribution in transformer cross-section is calculated as
well. Obtained results in all models have proved that transformer at
no-load is operating well beyond the point of core saturation.
Further research will be focused on calculating the core and copper
losses for all operating modes and obtaining the efficiency factor of
the transformer, based on simulation models and analysis.
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Abstract: The objective of the present study was to investigate the effect of adhesive type on physical and mechanical properties of
particleboard. Three types of adhesives, urea-formaldehyde, melamine-urea formaldehyde adhesive, and acrylic adhesive, were used in the
production of lab scale particleboards with three layers. The particleboards produced with the acrylic adhesive had the best physical and
mechanical properties, followed by MUF adhesive, and UF adhesive, respectively. The lowest formaldehyde emission was observed for the
acrylic bonded particleboards, followed by MUF, and UF adhesive bonded particleboards, respectively. Based on the findings obtained from
the present study, the acrylic adhesive can be efficiently used in the production of particleboard.
Keywords: PARTICLEBIARD, ADHESIVE, SURFACE QUALITY, TECHNOLOGICAL PROPERTIES
(concentration: 25%) and dibenzoylperoxide were used as adhesive
hardeners for UF and MUF, and AR, respectively, and during the
blending process by about 1% based on the solid amount of
adhesives. No wax or any other additives were used for the panel
manufacture. Mats formed manually in a frame with a size of 55 x
55 cm were pressed in a hot press at a temperature of 150 °C using
a pressure of 25 kg/cm2 for 6 min. All panels were pressed to a
nominal thickness of 12.0 mm and an average target density of 0.65
g/cm3. The four different panel compositions are outlined in Table
1. Two panels were made for each group.

1. Introduction
The demand for particleboard representing 57% of the total
volume of wood-based panels has recently increased dramatically
throughout the world, especially for housing construction and
furniture manufacturing. Worldwide demand for particleboard has
been steadily growing since then at a rate between 2 and 5% per
annum [1].
As known, one of the most successful ways to improve
dimensional stability and mechanical properties of wood-based
panels is to increase adhesive content. Particleboard industry mainly
use urea formaldehyde (UF) adhesives as binding agents due its low
price, easy supply, low curing temperature and duration, colorless,
and good mechanical properties in dry environment. However, UF
adhesives have significant amount of formaldehyde emission
emitted from particleboard as compared to the melamineformaldehyde and phenol-formaldehyde.

Table 1. The experimental design of the study.
Panel
Type
1
2
3
4

A new kind of adhesive for wood based panels is acrylic
based adhesive. These adhesives differ from the standard acrylics
which are final polymers in that they are mixtures of acrylic
monomers usually with a synthetic rubber. They are catalyzed
during the bond formation by means of a peroxide or amine using a
free radical mechanism. They can be produced either as an
emulsion or solvent soluble form. They are used as pressure
sensitive adhesives, and for flooring, paper lamination, textiles,
flocking adhesives etc. These adhesives structurally similar to the
vinyls but have very different properties. Advantages are very fast
bond time, accurate metering of the catalyst is unnecessary, and
their ability to bond a wide variety of substances [2]. The objective
was the present study was to investigate the effect of adhesive type
on physical and mechanical properties of particleboard.

Adhesive Type
Urea Formaldehyde* (UF1)
Urea Formaldehyde ** (UF2)
Melamine Urea Formaldehyde (MUF)
Acrylic adhesive (AR)

* formaldehyde / urea mole ratio :1.09
** formaldehyde / urea mole ratio: 1.20

The panels were kept in a conditioned room with a relative
humidity of 65% and a temperature of °20 C until they reached
equilibrium moisture content. Physical; thickness swelling (TS) and
water absorption (WA) (EN 317, 1993), and mechanical; modulus
of rupture (MOR), modulus of elasticity (MOE) (EN 310, 1993) and
internal bond strength (IB) (EN 319, 1993), formaldehyde emission
(EN 120-1) of particleboards were determined for the produced
particleboards. 20 specimens were tested for each test property.
One-way analysis of variance, ANOVA, was conducted (p≤
0.05) to evaluate the effect of adhesive type on the quality
properties of the panels. Significant differences between the mean
values of the panel types were determined using Newman-Keuls’s
test.

2. Materials and method
Pinus sylvestries L. trees were harvested in Trabzon, Black
Sea Region of Turkey. The bark was removed before chipping.
After the foliage was trimmed, all the trees were chipped using a
ring type flaker before the chips were reduced into smaller particles
using a hammermill. The particles were dried to 3% moisture
content in a dryer. The dried particles were classified into two sizes
using a 3.0-1.5-0.5 mm openings vibrating screen for the core and
face layers. In the next process, adhesives were applied with a
pneumatic spray gun. Based on oven dry weights of particle weight,
9% and 11% urea formaldehyde (UF), melamine urea formaldehyde
(MUF) and acrylic adhesives (AR) with a solid content of 55%
were applied for core and surface particles, respectively. The ratio
of the face thickness to the total thickness of a panel known as the
shelling ratio was 0.40 for all samples. Ammonium chloride

3. Results and discussion
The physical and mechanical properties of the particleboards
are presented in Table 2. The physical and, mechanical properties of
the particleboards produced with the melamine formaldehyde
adhesive were found to be higher than those of the particleboard
produced with urea-formaldehyde adhesive. The melamin provides
the crosslinking and thus the heat resistance, strength properties and
water stability compared to urea. The incorporation of the
formaldehyde into the melamine is easier than urea. Amino groups
in the melamine adhesive can bond with more than two
formaldehyde molecules, which causes in a decrease in the
formaldehyde emission from particleboard. Melamin solves lower
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than urea in water. There are ether bridges apart from methylol
bridges in the cured melamine formaldehyde. This improves the
mechanical properties and water resistance and decreases the
formaldehyde emission from the particleboard. Melamine is a
formaldehyde scavenger because melamine is more reactive than
urea. The difference in the kinetic behavior of melamine and urea is
caused by the effects of nitrogen atoms in two compounds. The
nitrogen of amino methylol group in the methylol urea is less
nucleophilic. MUF adhesives dissolve lower in water, thus they
have higher bond strength and lower formaldehyde emission [3]. In
addition, the MUF has a higher thermal stability at high
temperatures than the UF adhesive.

Urea-formaldehyde had the lowest quality in terms of
physical and mechanical properties. UF adhesives have drawbacks
in terms of low water resistance and bonding and formaldehyde
release. Urea in the cured UF adhesive is easily solved in water. In
particular, this phenomenon is ascribed to the reversibility of the
amino-methylene bond, which also explains the low resistance of
UF against the influence of water and moisture, especially at high
temperatures.
Formaldehyde/urea molar ratio significantly affects the
physical and mechanical properties of particleboard. As the molar
ratio of formaldehyde was increased in the adhesive, all the
properties of the particleboards improved while the formaldehyde
emission increased. The formaldehyde-urea molar ratio
significantly affects the bond performance between the particles in
the particleboard. The main differences between the panels
produced with urea formaldehyde adhesives with high and low
contents of formaldehyde are due to their reactivity as a
consequence of the different free formaldehyde content and their
degree of crosslinking in the cured network. The increased
reactivity and crosslinking of the adhesive and the rate of hardening
in adhesives of higher formaldehyde/urea mole ratio causes tighter
and more compact board structure. For this reason, mechanical
properties increase, thickness swelling and water absorption
decrease and surface roughness improves due to high degree of
crosslinking and of the water into the particleboard is restricted.
There are no ether bridges, no unreacted branch- site methylol
groups and no other free formaldehyde in the adhesive at low mole
ratio [5]. Increasing the formaldehyde /urea mole ratio negatively
affected the formaldehyde emission of the test panels. This is due to
higher content of free formaldehyde in adhesive.

Table 2. The physical and mechanical properties of particleboards.
Panel
Type
1
2
3
4

MOR
MOE
(N/mm2)
(N/mm2)
12.64 (0.34) (a) 1684. 52 (37.33) (a)
13.78 (0.22) (b) 1845.27 (54.62) (b)
14.85 (0.48) (c) 2007.74 (65.33) (c)
16.01(0.56) (d) 2489.96 (44.78) (d)

IB (N/mm2)
0.301 (0.14) (a)
0.417 (0.28) (b)
0.503 (0.18) (c)
0.586 (0.22) (d)

Note: Numbers in the parenthesis are standard deviations. Different letters in
the same line represent statistical differences at 95% confidence level.

Based on EN 312 standard, 12.5 and 13N/mm2 are the
minimum requirements for MOR of particleboard general uses and
interior fitments (including furniture), respectively, while the
minimum MOE for interior fitment is 1800 N/mm2. The panel types
2, 3 and 4 had higher MOR and MOE for general purposes and
furniture manufacturing requirements. The panel type 1 satisfied the
required level of MOR only for general purposes. The IB data
ranged from 0.301 to 0.586 N/mm2. The minimal requirements of
internal bond strength for general purpose and furniture
manufacturing are 0.28 and 0.40 N/mm2, respectively. According to
the test results, while panel type 1 had the required level of IB for
general purposes, 2, 3 and 4 type panels met the required level of IB
for interior fitments. The results showed that test panels did not
have the required level of TS according to EN 312 standard due to
no usage of wax or other water-repellent agents in the
manufacturing of test panels. Average formaldehyde emission
values of the test panels are given in Table 2.

4. Conclusions
This study showed the adhesive type significantly affected the
physical and mechanical properties of particleboard. The
particleboards produced with the acrylic adhesive had the highest
physical and mechanical properties, followed by MUF adhesive,
and UF adhesive, respectively. The lowest formaldehyde emission
was observed for the acrylic bonded particleboards, followed by
MUF, and UF adhesive bonded particleboards, respectively. Based
on the findings obtained from the present study, the acrylic adhesive
can be efficiently used in the production of particleboard.

Table 2. The formaldehyde emission of particleboards.
Panel
Type
1
2
3
4

Thickness
swelling
27.35 (1.12) (a)
25.13 (1.08) (b)
22.45 (0.87) (c)
18.04 (1.32) (d)

Water
Formaldehyde
absorption
emission
82.33 (1.85) (a) 11.12 (0.03) (a)
79.64 (1.02) (b) 7.71 (0.05) (b)
74.28 (1.93) (c) 7.58 (0.04) (c)
68.45(1.22) (d) 0.03 (0.01) (d)
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Summary: The basic features of calculating the reliability of agricultural machinery are shown, in contrast to industries such as mechanical
engineering, radio and television equipment, automation systems and etc., in which machines and apparatus operate in steady modes, while
agricultural machines do in difficult soil and climatic and dynamic conditions.
Еconomic aspect of reliability is substantiated and patterns of change in the efficiency of use of agricultural machinery in time are
established, the economic parameters of reliability are determined. With the help of the theory of similarity and dimensions as well as the
planning of multifactor experiments, through the original installation manufactured by us, the basic physical and mechanical properties of
metal coatings are studied, obtained by welding under flux, there are relevant similarity criteria determined that characterize the process of
restoration of worn parts and, after processing of experimental data an analytical view of criterion equation is formed and rational modes of
the restoration of parts under submerged arc welding are set. Further, to optimize the process, the scheduling theory of extreme experiments
has been used and as factors in the regression equation there have been chosen most significant similarity criteria. In methodics elaborated
by us, it was obtained an adequate equation and by a method of steep ascent (movement along the gradient), there were determined optimal
modes of recovery for metal coatings with high physical and mechanical properties (hardness, wear resistance).
Under these regimes there were recovered worn ploughshares and their operational check showed an increase of resource as many as 1.4 ...
1.5 times. For surfacing worn parts with complex configurations (ploughshare plows, cultivators paws), we have manufactured a special
copier allowing to recover the items automatically, in a continuous mode. The feasibility study of the developed resource-saving innovative
technology has shown that the restoration of 800 ploughshares provides an yearly economic effect of EURO 1,462.
KEYWORDS: RELIABILITY, AGRICULTURAL MACHINERY, SUBMERGED WELDING, SIMILARITY CRITERION,
REGRESSION EQUATION, OPTIMIZATION, ECONOMIC
EFFICIENCY.
Of all the technical issues currently
existing on the global scale, the problem of reliability is the most
important. This circumstance is caused by the fact that it relates
to the quality of machines, complex systems, devices, as well as
to the economy, human security and high competitiveness in the
world market.The increase in the reliability of agricultural
machinery is of significant importance, as it does not yet meet the
modern requirements of science and production by its technical,
economic and other indicators.This is due to the fact that it
operates in very difficult soil and climatic conditions with high
alternating dynamic loads and an aggressive environment. In
addition, the culture of design, production, use, repair and
maintenance of these machines is still low.It is necessary not only
to create new, high-performance agricultural machines, but also
to ensure minimum costs for their upkeep in working order,
maintenance and repair.The last two components determine their
highly effective use and maximum return.The

Q

2 Cars

.Qjo.

1 Car

Qmak.

t
Q

Tret.
Tmax
Texp
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economic aspect of reliability is very important [ 1 ]. The
diagram below shows the change in the economic efficiency of
agricultural
machinery
in
time
(Fig.
1)
-Q
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Qexp

Table 1
The list of factors affecting the hardness of metal coatings
received

Figure 1: Changing the economic efficiency of a machine in time
According to this diagram, the comparison of machines
with different reliability levels should be based on the condition

by means of submerged arc welding.

of achieving maximum returns, taking into account the costs of

№

production and operation, as well as the positive effect that is
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Dimensi
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Dimensio
n,
expression
of symbol
values

1

The hardness of the
metal coatings
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ML −1 T −2

2

Size of restorable
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L

m

L

3

Amperage

А

4

Voltage

𝒥𝒥

𝒥𝒥

5

Feed rate of electrode

V

6

Electrical resistance
of the electrode

R

m. 𝑠𝑠 −1
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ML N−3 𝒥𝒥 −1

7

Deposition rate

8

Electrode density

V1

m. 𝑠𝑠 −1

LТ−1

9

Flux density

10

Departure electrode

11

Flux consumption

gained through their use by intention.
In the general case, the change in the total economic effect over
time in the operation of machines consists of two factors: on the
one hand, it is necessary to take into account the manufacturing
costs-Qmak., which includes their design, manufacture, testing,
transportation to the workplace, as well as
the costs of use (maintenance, repairs, diagnostics and other
preventive measures). These costs -Qmak. + Qexp. are negative
in the balance of economic efficiency.The use of agricultural
machinery for its intended purpose produces a positive effect
(profit) - .Qjo. The costs of operation in time Qexp. are
increasing in connection with the aging of machines, while the
change in Qjo., on the contrary, is decreasing, as a result of
frequent downtime of agricultural machinery due to preventive
work.Therefore, the curve of the total economic efficiency Qmak.
+ Qexp. + .Qjo.has a maximum and twice intersects the axis of
abscissas-t.T = Tret. is the time of the return of agricultural
machinery.From this point on, the agricultural machinery
generates a profit, but the process gradually abates due to the
increase in operating costs to t = Tlim., when again .Qjo = Qmak.
+ Qexp. When t>Tlim. the costs of operating a machine is greater
than the economic effect that the machine can provide.The
duration of the economic feasibility of using machines is in the
limit Tmax<Texp<Tlim. From the standpoint of reliability, the
comparison of different variants of machines is made taking into
account the profit that it gives in exploitation.
For example, in Figure 1, the initial cost of the machine 2 is
greater than the machine 1, but due to its high productivity,
quality and reliability, it gives a greater economic effect and can
be used in a longer time.
To improve the reliability of agricultural machines, we have
developed and manufactured an installation for the restoration of
worn parts by resource-saving technology with automatic
surfacing under a layer of flux.The installation differs from
analogues in that it allows stepless regulation of the surfacing
modes.Theoretical and experimental studies have been carried
out to optimize the surfacing process.As theoretical basis, it was
used the theory of similarity and dimensions [3, 4,5, 6], which
makes it possible to scientifically substantiate the setting of
experiments and, with the help of the similarity criteria, to take
into account the simultaneous influence of various factors on the
optimization parameter.As a parameter of optimization, we chose
the hardness of the welded metal coatings on which the wear
resistance and the life of the restored parts mainly depend.Table 1
presents the main factors that, according to the literature, have an
essential effect on the hardness of the coatings [1, 2,3]:

𝜐𝜐

ML2 T −3 𝒥𝒥 −1

v

ρ

ρ1
e

Q
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𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘. м−3
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𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘. м−3
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L
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According to the method developed by us, we obtained
characteristic similarity criteria and a general form of the criterial
equation for carrying out experiments:
H μ 𝐿𝐿2
𝑄𝑄𝑄𝑄

= 𝜑𝜑 �

𝜐𝜐𝜐𝜐

,

𝑉𝑉1 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 2 𝜌𝜌𝜌𝜌 2 𝑉𝑉 𝑒𝑒

𝑄𝑄𝑄𝑄 2 𝑉𝑉

,

𝑄𝑄𝑄𝑄

,

𝑄𝑄

𝜌𝜌

, , �…(1 )
𝐿𝐿 𝜌𝜌 1

After some transformations, according to our methodology, the
equation takes the form as follows:
Hμ 𝐿𝐿2
𝑉𝑉1
𝜐𝜐𝜐𝜐
𝑅𝑅 𝒥𝒥2 𝑐𝑐 𝜌𝜌𝜌𝜌2 𝑉𝑉 𝑑𝑑 𝑒𝑒 𝑒𝑒 𝜌𝜌 𝑓𝑓
= 𝐴𝐴( 2 )𝑎𝑎 ( )𝑏𝑏 (
) (
) ( ) ( ) … (2)
𝑄𝑄𝑄𝑄
𝑉𝑉
𝑄𝑄𝑄𝑄
𝑄𝑄𝑄𝑄
𝑄𝑄
𝐿𝐿
𝜌𝜌1
𝑥𝑥

Whereas𝐴𝐴 = 6�𝑐𝑐 ∙ 𝑐𝑐1 ∙ 𝑐𝑐2 ∙ 𝑐𝑐3 ∙ 𝑐𝑐4 ∙ 𝑐𝑐5 ;𝑎𝑎 = ; 𝑏𝑏 =
6
𝑥𝑥 3
6

; 𝑒𝑒 =

𝑥𝑥 4
6

; 𝑓𝑓 =

𝑥𝑥 5
6

;

𝑥𝑥 1
6

; 𝑐𝑐 =

𝑥𝑥 2
6

; 𝑑𝑑 =

𝑐𝑐, 𝑐𝑐1 , 𝑐𝑐2 , 𝑐𝑐3 , 𝑐𝑐4 , 𝑐𝑐5 − constantratios and𝑥𝑥, 𝑥𝑥1 , 𝑥𝑥2 , 𝑥𝑥3 , 𝑥𝑥4 , 𝑥𝑥5 exponents.They characterize the simultaneous influence of
individual parameters on the hardness of metal coatings and are
determined experimentally.The figure shows the results of our
experiments.
After mathematical processing of the experimental results, an
analytical form of the criterial equation is obtained:
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Hμ 𝐿𝐿2
𝑄𝑄𝑄𝑄

= 0,28

Table 3: Results of the Experiments

𝑉𝑉
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8
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6

+1
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7

+1
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220

1,59

8

+1

40

0,8
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1,57

№ of
Experim
ents

𝜐𝜐𝜐𝜐
𝑅𝑅 𝒥𝒥2 0,1 𝜌𝜌𝜌𝜌2 𝑉𝑉 0,06 𝑒𝑒 0.1 𝜌𝜌 −0,23
𝑉𝑉1
) (
)
( ) ( )
… (3)
∙ 10 ( 2 )0,12 ( )−0,13 (
𝑉𝑉
𝑄𝑄𝑄𝑄
𝑄𝑄𝑄𝑄
𝑄𝑄
𝐿𝐿
𝜌𝜌1
The checking of the equation for adequacy showed that the
relative error of the theoretical and experimental results did not
exceed 3%.Further optimization of the reduction process was
𝜐𝜐𝜐𝜐
𝑉𝑉
𝜌𝜌
carried out, where X1= 2 , X2= 1 andX3= were chosen as factors
10

𝜌𝜌 1

y ⋅ 10 6
1,48
1,50

that significantly influenced the hardness of the coatings.

The task was set so as to obtain the hardness response function
depending on the similarity criteria:
= f (X1 𝑋𝑋2 𝑋𝑋3
, ,

Y

)

.

.

1,62
1,64

.(4)

1,66

Y-Optimization parameter
H μ 𝐿𝐿2

Y=

𝑄𝑄𝑄𝑄

-.
The experiments were planned and the data were processed
according to the Box-Bencin plan [3,4,5] and the methodology
developed by us [8,9].With a small number of experiments-N =
15, this plan is convenient because the similarity criteria change
at three levels and have good statistical characteristics.The
mathematical model has the form [6]:

After mathematical processing of the experimental
results, we obtain:
n

y = b0 + b1 X 1 + b2 X 2 + b3 X 3 …(5)
The constant coefficients/ratios b0 , b1 , b2

b0 =
j = 1,2,3

by the experiments. Table 2 shows the experiment planning
matrix

+1

+1

-1

)

b3 = 25.10

Table 2: Experiment Planning Matrix
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x
x
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ents
0
1
2
3

1,62

K

= 1,6.10

bi =

6

∑yx

.

b1 = 2,5.10

i ij

i =1

3

;

n

,

(

b2 = 20.10 3

;

3

.

The regression equation has the form:
Alphabetic
Designation

-1

y = ( 1600 + 2,5X 1 + 20X 2 + 25X 3 ).10

3

...(6)

a

The equation was tested for the adequacy, significance of the

2

+1

-1

-1

-1

(1)

coefficients, homogeneity of the variance and satisfactory results

3

+1

+1

+1

-1

ab

were obtained. After this, the regression equation is obtained in

4

+1

-1

+1

-1

b

its natural form:
Hμ

𝐿𝐿2

𝜐𝜐𝜐𝜐
𝑉𝑉1 𝜌𝜌
3
= =(1379,2+0,13𝑄𝑄𝑄𝑄
2 +57,14 𝑉𝑉 +𝜌𝜌 )10 …(7)
1

5

+1

+1

-1

+1

ac

6

+1

-1

-1

+1

c

7

+1

+1

+1

+1

abc

Next, optimization was carried out using the steep ascent method

8

+1

-1

+1

+1

bc

[9,10].The gradient of the function is:

𝑄𝑄𝑄𝑄

→

As a zero level, there were selected:

∆ϕ =

X 10 = 60 ⋅ 10 8 ; X 20 = 0,45 ; X 30 = 195 ;
Variation intervals: I1=

∂ϕ → ∂ϕ → ∂ϕ →
i+
j+
k
∂x1
∂x 2
∂x3

∂ϕ
= b1 = 2,5
∂x1

20 ⋅ 10 8 ,I2=0,35, I3=25

Table 3 shows the results of the experiments conducted.

.103,

…(8)

∂ϕ
= b2 = 20
∂x 2

.103,

∂ϕ
= b3 = 25 .103
∂x3
With the change in the regression coefficients, a
movement is made in the direction of the gradient of the response
function. For this, the gradient components are defined:
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b1 I

1

= 2,5 ⋅ 10 3.20.10 8 = 5.10

Reducing the optimization parameter in the 12th

12

;

experiment shows that the result of the 11th experiment is the
most profitable or extreme.

b2 I 2 = 20 ⋅ 10 3.0,35 = 7.10 3 ;
b3 I 3= 25 ⋅ 10 .25 = 6,25 ⋅ 10
3

5

On the basis of the obtained results, it can be concluded
that when surfacing under flux of worn-out parts for obtaining

.

metal coatings with maximum hardness, the factors (similarity

Multiplying the gradient components by an arbitrary positive

criteria) should have the following values::

integer gives points that are also on the gradient:

𝑉𝑉1

I 11 = 50 ⋅ 1011 ⋅ 0.469 = 2,35.10.11 ;

X2=

I 1 2 = 7 ⋅ 10 3 ⋅ 0.469 = 0,33 ⋅ 10 4 ;

0,0015

will get a series of steep ascent, which are given in Table 4.

60

0,45

195

20

0,35

25

80

0,7

220

40

0,1

62

X3

Top level

The following welding modes correspond to these

м
сек

- 𝒥𝒥 = 225 А,Deposition

Rate

- 𝑉𝑉1 =

, Radius of the Electrode – 𝑒𝑒 = 12 мм, Voltage м

сек

.When restoring

details under these modes with the micro hardness of metal

y ⋅ 10 6

coatingsHμ = 10800Mega Pascal.

Main Level
Variation
Interval

=85.108

𝜌𝜌 1

𝜐𝜐 = 25 в , Electrode Feed Speed- 𝑉𝑉 = 0,03

Table 4: Data for a Steep Ascent

X2

𝜌𝜌

=1,69 X3= =307

Amperage

If gradient components are added to the main level, you

X 1 ⋅ 10 8

𝜐𝜐𝜐𝜐

𝑄𝑄𝑄𝑄 2

factors:

I 13 = 6,25 ⋅ 10 5 ⋅ 0.469 = 29.10 4 .

Factors

𝑉𝑉

X1=

Production tests of ploughshares restored through these regimes
have shown that their resource is increased by 1.4 ... 1.5 times,
and the technical-economic efficiency under the program of 800
parts amounts to 1462 Euro.

0

0; 60

0; 0,45

0;195

1,46

1

+1; 80

-1; 0,1

-1; 62

1,48

As a result of the theoretical and experimental studies carried out,
the following conclusions can be drawn:
- The economic aspect of reliability is justified, the patterns of
change in the efficiency of the use of agricultural machinery in
time are established, and economic indicators of reliability are
determined.
- Using the theories of similarity, dimensions and planning of
extreme experiments, optimization of the surfacing process under
flux has been carried out and the best modes for obtaining metal
coatings with maximum hardness have been established.
- Operational tests of the restored parts were carried out, which

2

-1; 40

+1; 0,45

-1;62

1,50

showed that their resource was increased by 1.4 ... 1.5 times.

3

+1; 80

-1; 0,1

-1; 62

1,62
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APPLYING A MODIFIED VARIATIONAL ITERATION METHOD TO THE
PLUNGE GALLOPING EQUATION
Assoc. Prof. Dr. Deleanu D.
Faculty of Naval Electro mechanics - Maritime University of Constanta, Romania
dumitrudeleanu@yahool.com
Abstract: The plunge galloping is a high-amplitude, low-frequency oscillation of a slender structure, such as iced conductors of a power
transmission line or bridge decks, essentially perpendicular to the wind direction. In the paper, an idealized model for the plunge galloping
is shortly reviewed and then a slight modification of the variational iteration method, applicable to weakly nonlinear problems, is employed
to obtain a system of two amplitude-frequency equations that provide both the transitional and long-term behaviours. The approximate
analytical results derived in the paper have been applied to a typical section model and the numerical results are contrasted with those
provided by the direct integration of equation of motion.
Keywords: PLUNGE GALLOPING, VARIATIONAL ITERATION METHOD, NUMERICAL SIMULATION

1. Introduction
y

Galloping is a wind-induced vibration of a lighting damped
slender structure exposed to moderate to high steady winds. It
affects mainly the power transmission lines and is characterized by
low frequency and large vertical amplitude. The vibration can last
for a few hours or several days and causes all sorts of damages,
including flashovers between vertically aligned phases, separated
insulator strings and even the failure of the hardware.
Different models, with a finite or infinite number of degrees-offreedom, have been proposed for understanding, controlling and
preventing galloping [1-3]. A significant role in this sense has been
played by the idealized one-degree-of-freedom model intensively
studied in the 1970’s concerning translational or rotational
galloping. In the paper, this model is shortly reviewed and then the
Variational Iteration method is used to derive trustworthy
approximate solution for the equation of motion.

•

y

•

−y


V rel

C y = a 1α + a 2 α 2 + a 3 α 3+ a 5 α 5 + a 7 α 7

ω=

where m is the body mas on unit length, r and k are the damping and
stiffness coefficients and F y the vertical aerodynamic force. It is

5
2η a 5  d ~
2η a 7
y


−
−
3 

U  dτ 
U5

(2)

where ρ a is air density, l the body length, d a suitable chosen
and α the angle of attack (incidence) of the body to the relative
wind (see Fig. 1).
Under the quasi-steady assumption, the coefficient C y can be

(6)

ε α 5 = −2η a 5 / U 3 , ε α 7 = −2η a 7 / U 5

(3)

so the equation of motion is transformed into a weakly nonlinear
Lienard equation:

to describe the force coefficient on a square cross-section.
Parkinson and Smith [5], in desiring to provide a more accurate
description for the force coefficient of the square section, have
proposed an odd polynomial of order seven

C y = a 1α + a 3 α 3+ a 5 α 5 + a 7 α 7

7
d~
y


 dτ 

ε α 1= −2 (β + η U a 1 ) , ε α 2 = 2η a 2 , ε α 3 = −2η a 3 / U ,

expressed as a polynomial in angle α . So, Blevins [4] have used
the cubic representation

C y = a 1α + a 2 α + a 3 α

3
d~
y

 −
 dτ 

Because the damping and aerodynamic forces are much smaller
than the stiffness and inertia forces, the terms in the left hand side of
equation (6) are at least one order of magnitude larger than those in
the other side. We highlight this by using the small parameter
ε << 1 :

dimension of the cross-section, C y the vertical force coefficient

3

, letting

and using the non-dimensional

2
d~
2η a 3
d 2~
y ~
d~
y
y


(
)
+
=
−
+
+
y
U
a
−
a
2
2
β
η
η
1
2
2

dτ
U
dτ
 dτ 

given by
1
F y = C y (α ) ⋅ ρ a d lV ∞2
2

ρ d 2l
k
r
,β =
,η = a
2 mω
4m
m

∞

V
y
quantities τ = ω t , ~
y = , U = ∞ , the equation of motion is
d
ωd
rewritten as

(1)

y

(5)

•

Noting that for small α ones has α ≅ tan(α ) = − y / V

•

2

α

y

In the paper, we have combined the above expressions to yield

Consider an elastically suspended cylinder-like body having a
constant cross-section of an arbitrarily shape that can perform only
a plunge oscillation of magnitude y perpendicular to the direction of

a flow of constant velocity V ∞ . Assuming that the elastic and
structural damping forces are linear, the equation of motion is
written as
••


V∞

Fig. 1. Dynamic model for the pure plunge galloping

2. Formulation of the problem

m y + r y+ k y = F


Fy

d 2~
y
dτ

2

2
3
5
7
 d~
d~
d~
d~
d~
y
y
y
y
y  
 + α 3
 + α 5
 + α 7

+~
+ α 2 
y = ε  α 1

 dτ 
 dτ 
 d τ  
dτ

 dτ 





 


(7)

(4)
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dB 1/ da + 2 A 1 B 1 )sinψ + d 2Y 2 / d τ 2 + Y 2 − (α 1− 2α 2 a sinψ +

3. Variation iteration method. Basic concepts

)

-

+ 3α 3 a 2sin 2 ψ + 5α 5 a 4 sin 4 ψ + 7α 7 a 6sin 6 ψ ⋅ D ]}ds

Consider a general nonlinear system as follows
L (u(t ) ) + N (u(t )) = g (t )

(8)

with D = A 1 cosψ − a B 1 sinψ + d Y 1/ d τ .

From (12) we conclude that ψ (τ ) ≅ τ . It follows that

where L and N are linear and nonlinear operators respectively, g is
a known continuous function and t is the time. The basic idea of the
method is to construct a correction functional for the system (8) in
the form

~ ) − g ( s )]ds
u n +1 (t ) = u n (t ) + λ (s )⋅ [L(u n ) + N(u
n

∫

τ

∫ sin(s − τ )sin s ds = 2 (τ cosτ − sinτ )
1
∫ sin(s − τ )cos s ds = 2 τ sinτ .

t

τ

(9)

0

Terms like τ sin τ and τ cosτ are called secular terms because
they increase slowly in time and become important after a long
period of time. The plunge galloping is a bounded oscillation, thus
we need to avoid the presence of such of terms by cancelling the
coefficients of sinψ and cosψ . For the Ο(ε ) part of the equation
(13) this yields

where λ is a general Lagrange multiplier that can be identified
optimally via the variational theory, u n is the approximate solution
~ denotes a restricted variation, i.e δ u
~ = 0 [6].
of order n and u
n

n

d 2u
+ ω 2u = g (t )
dt 2

Thus, for the equation

the Lagrange

sin ω (s − t ) . Having λ determined
ω
and using a selective zeroth approximation u 0 , several
approximations u n , n ≥ 1 can be determined with iterative formula
(9). Finally, the solution of problem (8) is given by
1

u (t ) = lim u n (t )

sinψ : − 2 A 1+ α 1 a +
cosψ : − 2 a B 1= 0

A 1=

The starting function ~
y 0 is selected considering a small
(11)

where the amplitude a and phase ψ are supposed to be slowly
varying in non-dimensional time τ [7, 8]
da
dψ
= ε A 1 (a ) + ε 2 A 2 ( a ) ,
= 1 + ε B 1 (a ) + ε 2 B 2 (a )
dτ
dτ

Y 1(τ ) =

d~
y0
+ α 3
d
 τ
y 0(τ ) +
=~

(

 2~

d~
d y0 ~
d~
y0
y0
+ y 0 − ε  α 1
+ α 2 
sin (s − τ ) ⋅ 
2
 dτ
dτ
d

 τ



3

d~
y0
 + α 5
d

 τ

τ

∫

5

d~
y0
 + α 7
d

 τ









)]

− α 7 a sin ψ + ε
7

7

2

[(A

1 dA 1/ da

− a B 12 − 2a B 2

α 12
8

−

(16)

α 22

 5α 1α 5 9α 32  4  35α 1α 7
a + 
a 2 + 
+
−
6
256 
 128
 32

+

135α 3 α 5  6  333α 3 α 7 875α 52  8 7910α 5 α 7 10
a +
a +
+
a + 
1024 
12288 
49152
 2048

+

30821α 72 12
a
393216

 ε α 3 a 3
sin 3ψ
 −
32


(18)

with a and ψ given by
3ε α 3 3
d a εα 1
=
a+
a ,
2
8
dτ

5

(ε α 1 )2 − (ε α 2 )2 a 2 − 9(ε α 3 ) a 4
dψ
=1−
dτ
8
6
256

)cosψ − (2 A +a A ⋅
2

(17)

The approximate solution (11) reduces to
α a 2 
cos 2ψ
~
y (τ ) = a cosψ + ε  2
1 +
3
 2 

5


 sin 3ψ +



Case 1: α 5 = α 7 = 0

2

 ds =



3

cos 2ψ   α 3 a 3 5α 5 a 5 21α 7 a 7
+
+
−
512
3   32
128

( )

7 

3

2

1 +


equation obtained by calling off the remainder of Ο ε 2 part in
(13). In what follows we consider the particular cases studied by
Blevins and, respectively Parkinson and Smith.

+ Y 1− − α 1a sinψ + α 2 a sin ψ − α 3a sin ψ − α 5 a sin ψ −
2

(15)

Finally, Y 2 is the solution of the second-order differential

{[

2

α 2a2 

A 2 = 0, B 2 = −

sin (s − τ ) ⋅ ε − 2 A 1 sinψ − 2a B 1 cosψ + d 2Y 1/ dτ 2 +

0

3α 3 3 5α 5 5 35α 7 7
a +
a +
a , B 1= 0
8
16
128

( )

The first iterate of (9) is

0

2

a+

By avoiding the secular terms in the Ο ε 2 part of the equation
(13) one obtain


d~
y0
dY 1 
+
= − a sinψ + ε  A 1 cosψ − a B 1 sinψ +
dτ
d τ 


dY 2 

+ ε 2  A 2 cosψ − a B 2 sinψ +
d τ 


d 2~
y0
d 2 Y 1 
= − a cosψ + ε  − 2 A 1 sinψ − 2a B 1 cosψ +
+
2
dτ
d τ 2 


dA
dB 1 

  A 1 1 − a B 12 − 2a B 2  cosψ − (2 A 2 + a A 1
+
da
da 


+ε 2

2

 + 2 A B ) sinψ + d Y 2
1
1
2


dτ



∫

α1

7
 α a 5 7α 7 a 7 
sin 5ψ − 35α 7 a sin 7ψ
+  5
+

1536 
128
 384

(12)

By differentiating ~
y 0 twice with respect to τ yields

τ

(14)

In this point we introduce a modification to the classical VIM in
that we require ~
y 1= ~
y 0 , meaning the approximate solution is
obtained after only one iteration. A first step to achieve this is to
cancel the rest of the coefficient of Ο(ε ) part in (13). It results a
linear second-order differential equation in Y 1 having the solution

4. Application to plunge galloping equation
deviation from the case ε = 0
~
y 0(τ ) = a cosψ + ε Y 1+ ε 2 Y 2

3α 3 3 5α 5 5 35α 7 7
a +
a +
a =0
4
8
64

From (14) one has

(10)

n →∞

~
y 1(τ ) = ~
y 0(τ ) +

1

0

0

multiplier results as λ (s ) =

(13)

2

1
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(19)

Indeed, for U = 4 < U b an initial displacement ~
y (0) = 0.5 is
slowly attenuated by the damping mechanism, as illustrated in Fig.
3. There exist an excellent agreement between the numerical
solution (continuous line), obtained by direct integration of eq. (6),
and its approximate counterpart (18) (red small circles). The angle
ψ increases almost linearly with τ (the relative errors between
them does not exceed 0.01%).
By increasing the speed at U = 20 > U b the structure evolves
into a plunge oscillation with the steady amplitude a = 4.7292. Fig.
4 shows, on the one hand, extracts of the transitional and stationary
phases and, on the other hand, a high accuracy of the approximation
(18).

For the steady-state solution, d a / d τ = 0 . If β + η U a 1> 0 ,
one has a single solution, corresponding to the equilibrium

β
a Hopf bifurcation appears
η a1

and the system performs a plunge oscillation with amplitude
a= −

4ε α 1
4 (β + η U a 1 )
= −
3ε α 3
3η a 3

(20)

Case 2: α 2 = 0
The oscillation is described by the law
 α a 3 5α 5 a 5 21α 7 a 7
~
y (τ ) = a cosψ − ε  3
+
+
128
512
 32


 sin 3ψ +



2

0.4

7

0.2

(21)

y (τ)/ d

7

4

0.6

α a
7α 7 a 
35 ε α 7 a
sin 7ψ
+ ε  5
+
sin 5ψ −
384
1536
128


5

U = 20

U = 20
1

0.8

y (τ)/ d

configuration (a = 0). At U b = −

0

0

-0.2

-2
-0.4

where the amplitude a verifies the differential equation

-0.6

-4

-0.8

d a εα 1
3ε α 3 3 5 ε α 5 5 35ε α 7 7
a+
a +
a +
a
=
dτ
2
8
16
128

(β + η U a 1 ) + 3η a 3 a 2+ 5η a35 a 4+ 35η a57 a 6= 0
8U

0

10

5

15

20

30

35

40

-6
460

50

45

465
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485

490

495

500

time τ

Fig. 4. The comparison between the time series solutions y (τ )/ d
obtained with exact and approximate equations (6) and (18) for U = 20 .
Red dots are for solution (18): (a) transitional phase; (b) stationary phase

The necessary time to reach the steady-state behavior has a
maximum near the bifurcation point U b . In Fig. 5 are reported as a
function of speed U the amplitudes of oscillation determined from
equations (20), (18) and (6). If the plot is realized after ∆τ = 300
units of time, then an important difference between solutions given
by (20), on one hand, and (18) and (6), on the other hand, is easily
observed. The system did not have enough time to pass over the
transient. An interval of ∆τ = 2000 units of time seems to be a
good option for ensure the overlap of the three solutions.

(23)

64U

25

time τ

(22)

The algebraic equation of non-zero steady amplitudes is a cubic
equation for a 2 :
4U

(b)

(a)
-1

The number of real roots (one or three) depends on the
coefficients [5].

5. Numerical results
In this section we have carried out a number of numerical
simulations for verifying the accuracy of the approximate solution.
We fixed β = 0.014,η = 0.0005 and chose U as a parameter.

∆ τ = 2000

∆ τ = 300

7

7

Case 1: α 5 = α 7 = 0

eq. (20)
eq. (18)
eq. (6)

6

a). The bifurcation point is U b = 10.37 , so we expect the system
comes to rest if U < U b or oscillates in accordance with the
formulas (18 -20) on the contrary.

5

5

4

4

amplitudes

amplitudes

According to Blevins, a 1= −2.7, a 2 = −1.8 and a 3= 31 (see Fig. 2

eq. (20)
eq. (18)
eq. (6)

6

3

3

2

2

1
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0
0
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non - dimensional speed U

non - dimensional speed U
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0.6

Fig. 5. The galloping amplitude as a function of speed
Left: ∆τ = 300 ; Right: ∆τ = 2000
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Case 2: α 2 = 0

Cy

Cy

0

0

-0.2

-0.2

-0.4

-0.4

We settled out the aerodynamic coefficients at the values used
by Parkinson and Smith, namely a 1= −2.69, a 3= 168, a 5 = −6270 and

-0.6
-0.6

-0.8

-0.8

(b)

(a)
0
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0.1

0.15

0.2

-α

0.25

0.3

0.35

-1

0.4

0
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0.1
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-α

a 7 = 59900 . The lateral force coefficient C y curve is plotted in

0.25

Fig. 2. The lateral force coefficient C y as a function of angle −α

Fig. 2 b. For small speeds U any initial disturbance is slowly
neutralized by damping (see Fig. 6, left panel). The influence of
Ο(ε ) terms in (21) is of little impact on the resulting motion.

a) Case 1; b) Case 2.
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Fig. 3. Left: The comparison between the time series solutions y (τ )/ d
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Fig. 6. The comparison between the time series solutions y (τ )/ d obtained
with exact and approximate equations (6) and (21) for U = 5 (left) and

obtained with exact and approximate equations (6) and (18) for U = 4 . The
red dots are for solution (18); Right: Evolution in time of amplitude a and of
difference between phase ψ and time τ for U = 4 .

U = 20 (right). The red dots are for solution (21).
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If U is further increased, at U b = 10.41 a Hopf bifurcation
changes the system’s behavior, which performs a plunge oscillation
with an amplitude proportionally to the speed. The right panel of
Fig. 6 presents a fragment of the time series solutions for U = 20,
obtained with (6) and (21) and where the Ο(ε ) terms were not
included. The two solutions agree extremely well, excepting a small
interval of time before the transition to be completed (see Fig. 7).

This leads to a region of oscillation hysteresis, between
U min = 12.9 and U max = 19.1 . For U ∈ (U min , U max ) , the
intermediate root corresponds to an unstable solution and the
amplitude of oscillation is equal to one of the remaining roots,
function on the initial conditions. Again, a relative long period of
time is required for reaching the steady-state solution (see Figs. 9
and 10).

U = 20

6. Conclusions

6

In the paper, we applied a modified variational iteration method
to the plunge galloping problem for deriving a system of two
differential equations describing the rate of change of the amplitude
and frequency of zeroth order solution. Two possible behaviors
have been deduced and they can be either an equilibrium state or a
periodic plunge oscillation. Using a typical iced covered crosssection of an electrical transmission line and two expressions for the
vertical aerodynamic force coefficient, we founded an excellent
agreement between the results provided by numerical integration of
the equation of motion and zeroth order approximate solution
obtained with variational iteration method. There is no need for
higher order approximations.
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Fig. 7. The time evolution of the oscillatory process for U = 20. The red
interrupted curve stands for the solution of (22).

For large amplitudes of oscillation, terms like α 5 a 5 or α 7 a 7
in (21) become important and distort in an unacceptable manner the
sinusoidal shape of curve ~
y (τ ) , as shown in Fig. 8.
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The algebraic equation (23) of non-zero steady amplitudes may
have one or three positive roots, depending on the speed U.
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TRANSFORMATION OF HETEROPHASE NON-METALLIC INCLUSIONS “HIGHMELTING PHASE SURROUNDING WITH LOW-MELTING COVER” IN STEELS
UNDER LASER ACTION
ТРАСНФОРМАЦИЯ ГЕТЕРОФАЗНЫХ НЕМЕТАЛЛИЧЕСКИХ ВКЛЮЧЕНИЙ «ТУГОПЛАВКАЯ ФАЗА,
ОКРУЖЕННАЯ ЛЕГКОПЛАВКОЙ ОБОЛОЧКОЙ» В СТАЛЯХ ПРИ ЛАЗЕРНОМ ВОЗДЕЙСТВИИ
Prof.. Dr. Sci. Gubenko S.
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Dnepropetrovsk, Ukraine
sigubenko@gmail.com

Abstract. Melting and crystallization of heterophase non-metallic inclusions “high-melting phase surrounding with low-melting cover”
was investigated. It was shown that under laser action the initial structure of inclusion-steel matrix boundaries transits into unstable
equilibrium high-energy condition that cause development of the dissipation processes connecting with aspiration of system inclusionmatrix to the state with minimum of free energy. In the result of the system heterophase inclusion-matrix transits to the state of unstable
equilibrium which determines structure and properties of laser-quenched interphase boundary. Processes of melting, fusion and dissolution of
non-metallic inclusions “high-melting phase surrounding with low-melting cover” and also of the melting of steel matrix play the great role
in transformation of interphase inclusion-matrix boundaries under laser action.
KEYWORDS: HETEROPHASE NON-METALLIC INCLUSIONS “HIGH-MELTING PHASE SURROUNDING WITH LOWMELTING COVER”, STEEL, STRENGTHENING, LASER TREATMENT
1. Introduction

2. Materials and Procedures

Except homophase non-metallic inclusions of oxides,
nitrides, sulphides, silicates there are different heterophase
inclusions in steels having various nature and structure [1]. The
first one are inclusions “high-melting phase (ph2) surrounding
with low-melting cover (ph-c1)” with interphase boundary phc1↔ph2. These inclusions influence on the character of
strengthening during laser quenching. In the process of laser
treatment different phases of these non-metallic inclusions are
fully or partly melted down or are remained hard [1, 2].
Distribution of temperature on the surface of specimen influence
on the process of interaction between inclusions and steel matrix
[3]. In spite of short-term treatment the energy of laser radiation
turns out sufficient for melting of the high-melting phase ph-2
and low-melting cover ph-c1, and also for the development of
mass transfer processes which lead to enrichment of steel matrix
with the elements of inclusions and also transfer of matrix
elements to the surface zone of inclusions. Areas of steel matrix
near non-metallic inclusions are the strongly oversaturated solid
solution [1, 2]. In steel matrix near non-metallic inclusions the
relaxation processes including speed local shear-rotational
deformation and elements of return and recrystallization are
occured. The character of steels strengthening depends on the
types of heterophase non-metallic inclusions and steel matrix,
speed transformations which flow in steel matrix. The goal of this
investigation was to research the processes of melting,
dissolution, crystallization of heterophase non-metallic inclusions
“high-melting phase surrounding with low-melting cover” in
hyper-nonequilibrium conditions and the influence of nonmetallic inclusions on the peculiarities of structural changes in
steel matrix and its strengthening under laser treatment.

Specimens made of
steels R7, 08Yu, 08T, 08Kp,
08Ch18N10T,ShCh15, NB-57, 12GS, E3, 60G were irradiated by
laser in GOS-30M installation with an excitation voltage of
2,5kV and pulse energy of 10, 18, 25 and 30 J at heating rate of
105 oC/s and cooling rate of 106 oC/s with the action time of (1,0,
2,5, 3,6, 4,2 and 6,0).10-3 s. Non-metallic inclusions were
identified by metallographic, X-ray micro spectral and
petrographic methods [1]. Distribution of elements,
microhardness and nanohardness of steel matrix near nonmetallic inclusions were determined.

a

3. Results and discussion.
Investigation of high-speed melting and crystallization of
heterophase inclusions discovered variety of processes happening
in inclusions and steel matrix near inclusions when in the
moment of melting micro metallurgical bath is formed and
melting of inclusion phases and steel matrix are interacted.
Melting of inclusions and both interphase boundaries inclusionmatrix ph-c1↔m and inside inclusions ph-c1↔ph2 connects with
formation of heavy disordered areas on surface of inclusions
(nucleus of melting) and abnormal mass transfer as the process of
melting of homophase non-metallic inclusions.
Both phases of inclusions “high-melting phase
surrounding with low-melting cover” in the moment of laser
action are melted but the behavior of their phases is differ with
degree of melting. Low-melting sulphide or silicate cover is
melted fully, high-melting phase of oxide or nitride is melted
partly or fully (Fig.. 1, a, b).

b

c

d

Figure 1. Dissolution and melting of heterophase non-metallic inclusions “high-melting phase surrounding with low-melting cover” under
laser action; x500
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On the surfaces of both phases mutual saturation was
discovered and interphase boundaries inside inclusions are not
legible. The interaction between interphase boundaries ph-c1↔m
and steel matrix is similar to interaction for homophase
inclusions. But low-melting cover of inclusion has interaction
with both steel matrix and high-melting phase of inclusion, so it
can to dissolve different atoms on the both sides and it can to
accelerate process of dissolution or melting if solubility of
elements in sulphide or silicate is sufficiently great. On surface of
high-melting phase of oxide or nitride saturating with elements of
low-melting cover the heavy disordered areas are formed which
pass into liquid low-melting phase. Since in the conditions of
laser action the relaxation processes in surface layers of both
phases of inclusion “high-melting phase surrounding with lowmelting cover” are not have time for happen the time for the
achievement of quasiequilibrium conditions on both interphase
inclusion-matrix boundaries ph-c1↔m and interphase boundaries
inside inclusions ph-c1↔ph2 is increased considerably. Inner
stresses in surface layers of both phases of inclusion control the
development of melting process which happens in limited
volume owing to preservation of contact between phases of
inclusion and also between low-melting cover and steel matrix.
Elementary act of stresses relaxation causes activation and
drawing in considerable number of atoms of both phases of
inclusion to the process of disordered similar melting.
In the moment of laser melting of inclusions “highmelting phase surrounding with low-melting cover” origin the
high degree of nonequilibrium of liquid phases (both phases of
inclusion and steel matrix) and bifurcation instability of melt.
This ensures gradient of vibration pressure on both interphase
boundaries inclusion-matrix ph-c1↔m and inside inclusions phc1↔ph2 (fully or partly liquid) which checks convective and
abnormal flows of mass transfer. Considerable stresses appearing
in thin surface layers of both phases of inclusion and steel matrix
in the result of local heat flashes of laser radiation together with
action of reactive forces of recoil by ejection from zone of
treatment of liquid allows to high-temperature deformation of
liquid interlayers continuing under crystallization during rapid
cooling.
After high-speed melting of inclusions “high-melting
phase surrounding with low-melting cover” happens the hypernonequilibrium crystallization connecting with formation of
microphases, nanophases and sometimes of amorphous phases.
It was shown the formation of gradient and composite
zones in steel matrix near non-metallic inclusions take place [1,
2]. Peculiarities of the structure of saturated zones in steel matrix
near heterophase non-metallic inclusions depends on their type.
All heterophase non-metallic inclusions promote the
heterogeneous strengthening of steel matrix. That connects with
its microalloying from inner sources – the different phases of
non-metallic inclusions and also with the origin of thermal

Amorphous cover forms on the base of silicate or sulphide phase.
Evidently silicate compositions have mostly display tendency for
amorphization. After laser quenching from liquid state in lowmelting cover zone with columner shape of grains and liquation
is formed (Fig. 1, c, d). Sequence of heavy distortion areas on the
surfaces of phase-cover ph-c1 and phase ph2 and also of the
movement of both interphase boundaries ph-c1↔m and phc1↔ph2 under process of melting one can to present with next
image (Fig. 2).
On the surface of phase-cover ph-c1saturating with
elements of steel matrix from one side and also saturating with
elements of phase ph2 from other side the heavy disordered areas
(the areas of melting) are formed (Fig. 2, a, b). Position of both
interphase boundaries is changed owing to their melting (Fig. 2,
b, c) in dependence on character of mass transfer between both
phases of inclusion and phase-cover ph-c1 and steel matrix. Lowmelting phase-cover ph-c1 is rapidly melted and it is become the
liquid medium in which the high-melting phase ph2 is melted
under transition of disordered areas into liquid phase-cover phc1. The phase-cover 1 is saturated with elements of phase ph2.
Process of melting of the inclusions “high-melting phase
surrounding with low-melting cover” is corresponded with the
change of distribution of forces near heavy disordered areas in
the surface layers in both phases of inclusion (fig. 2, d - f).
Action of liquid steel matrix causes the change of surface tension
of the phase-cover ph-c1 that breaks equilibrium shape of
boundary ph-c1↔m. Action of liquid phase-cover 1 causes the
change of surface tension of the high-melting phase ph2 and that
breaks equilibrium shape of the boundary ph-c1↔ph2.
Evidently grain boundaries of the both phases of
inclusion are melted more quickly than body of grains. That will
cause the transition of complexes of former grains (micrograins,
nanograins) into liquid state (Fig. 2, g, h). These complexes of
phase-cover 1are become the component of structure of liquid
steel matrix and liquid layer on the boundary of phases of
inclusion containing both complexes of phase of inclusion has
complicated structure. Evidently more complicated processes
happen in phase-cover 1 that causes with its contact with steel
matrix and phase 2 having different chemical composition and
structure. Complicated distribution of stresses in phase-cover 1
causes the moment stresses as in the moment of speed melting
and both speed crystallization that causes convective mixing of
layers
of
liquid
phase.
stresses, big density of crystalline defects and localization of
relaxation processes having high-speed character. The interaction
between phases of non-metallic inclusions and steel matrix
promote the formation of complicated composite zones in the
areas of saturating. Such zones consist of microstructural,
nanostructural and amorphous elements.

a

b

d

e
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c

f

g

h

Figure 2. Schemes of laser melting of inclusions “high-melting phase surrounding with low-melting cover”: F1ph-c1, F1ph2, F2ph-c1, F2ph2, F3ph-c1,
F3ph2 – forces of surface tensions on the interphase boundaries, σh-l – stresses on boundary between hard heavy distortion area of inclusion
and liquid steel matrix, σh-disor - stresses on boundary between disordered area and hard inclusion, 1 – inclusion-matrix boundary, 2 – zone
of steel matrix saturation with elements of inclusion, 3 – zone of saturation of phase-cover ph-c1 of inclusion with elements of steel matrix,
4 – initial position of inclusion-matrix boundary, 5 – interphase boundary inside inclusion, 6 – zone of saturation of phase-cover ph-c1 with
elements of phase ph2, 7 – zone of saturation of phase ph2 with elements of phase-cover ph-c1, 8 – initial position of interphase boundary
inside inclusion

“high-melting phase surrounding with low-melting cover” (one
oversaturated zone or first zone) is more bigger then far from
non-metallic inclusions (Table 1). Its value depends from
chemical composition and structure of steel defining degree of
strengthening by laser action. In the first (or sole) oversaturated
zone values of ( H in) in 1,41…1,86 times bigger (coefficient Ki)
then in steel matrix far from inclusion. These results are closed
to resulrs obtaining in [1, 2]. In the second and third
oversaturated zones values of nanohardness lower then in the first
zone but exceeds values of H n far from non-metallic inclusions
accordingly in 1,2…1,59 and 1,1…1,35 times. Thus cascade of
nanohardness values by removal from non-metallic inclusions
“high-melting phase surrounding with low-melting cover” was
observed. Value of nanohardness of steel matrix in all
oversaturated zones near non-metallic inclusions “high-melting
phase surrounding with low-melting cover” and value of
coefficient Ki depends from condition of non-metallic inclusion
“high-melting phase surrounding with low-melting cover”and
steel matrix in the moment of laser action. Values of H in and Ki
are maximum by fusion of non-metallic inclusions and steel
matrix, they are decreased by fusion of steel matrix near hard
non-metallic inclusion and they are minimum in the cases of hard
condition of non-metallic inclusion and steel matrix.

Near inclusions “high-melting phase surrounding with
low-melting cover” formation of saturated zones of steel matrix
is controlled with the phase-cover ph-c1 which is the source of
alloying of steel matrix (Fig. 3). Phase ph2 of inclusion do not
takes part in the formation of saturated zones in steel matrix. In
the results near these inclusions the composite liquation zones of
a few types are formed: the cascade type that bears witness about
formation of layers composite zones near such inclusions; “spot”
type with heterogeneous distribution of elements of phase-cover
ph-c1 and steel matrix; dispersed type that connects with
formation of “satellite” particles; complicated layer-dispersed
composite with cascade distribution of chemical elements.
Characteristic sign of saturated zones is bond of their formation
with behavior of the phase-cover ph-c1 in the moment of laser
action and with ability of their elements for the speed mass
transfer to steel matrix.
Analysis of oversaturated steel matrix areas near nonmetallic inclusions “high-melting phase surrounding with lowmelting cover” was shown that their structure is heterogeneous.
There are a few versions of their structure revealing by heat
etching under laser action. It may be one zone, or two zones, or
three zones (Fig. 4). By that in non-metallic inclusions surface
zone may be absebt or may be one zone or two zones.
Results of distribution of nanohardness of steel matrix
were shown that its value ( H in) near non-metallic inclusions

а

d

b

e

c

f

Figure 3. Zones of interaction between heterophase non-metallic inclusions and steel matrix under laser action: а – FeS+MnО,Al2O3, b –
(Fe,Mn)S+Al2O3, c - MnО,SiO2+ MnО,Al2O3, d - MnО,SiO2+Al2O3, e - MnО,SiO2+Al2O3, f – «satellite» inclusions; х500х6
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a

b

c

d

Figure 4. Distribution of chemical elements in inclusions “high-melting phase surrounding with low-melting cover”
and oversaturated zones of steel matrix after laser treatment
This connects with phenomemom of maximum
satiration of liquid steel matrix by fusion or full melting of nonmetallic inclusions [1]. In cases of fusion of oxides, sulphides,
silicates in the moment of laser action nanohardness of steel
matrix near non-metallic inclusions bigger then near hard nonmetallic inclusions and values of coefficient Ki in all
oversaturated zones increase. Saturation of steel matrix by

elements of non-metallic inclusions and their fix in solid solusion
promotes increase of H in and Ki values. Degree of steel matrix
saturation in the second and third zones less then directly near
non-metallic inclusions (in the first zone) that is confirmed by
and
Ki
values.
difference
of
H in

Table 1.
Values of nanohardness of steel matrix near near non-metallic inclusions “high-melting phase surrounding with low-melting cover” ( H in)
and far from them

H n under impuls energy 25J and action time 3,6. 10-3 s

Inclusion ph-c1 –
ph2, steel
FeS+Al2O3,
(Fe,Mn)S+
MnO·Al2O3,
08Yu
MnO.SiO2+
MnO·Al2O3,
60G
MnO·SiO2+
MnO·Al2O3,
FeO·SiO2+
Al2O3,NB-57
TiN+TiCN,
08Т

FeO-TiO2+ TiCN,
08Т

FeO-MnO+ SiO2,
08kp

Condition of
inclusion in the time
of laser action
liquid

liquid

Condition of steel
matrix in the time
of laser action
liquid

liquid

H n, х 10,
МПа
286

620

hard

liquid

hard,
fusion

fusion

liquid /
fusion

liquid

748

liquid

280

liquid,
hard

280

liquid
hard

260

Dependence of nanohardness of the first (or sole)
oversaturated zone of steel matrix near non-metallic inclusions
“high-melting phase surrounding with low-melting cover” has
non-monotonic view for all laser action time (Table 2). This

H in, х 10, МПа
in zones
1
2
531
(1,86)
524
429
(1,83)
(1,5)
1054
776
(1,7)
(1,25)
868
(1,4)
1190
890
(1,59)
(1,19)
1346
980
(1,8)
(1,31)
483
(1,73)
518
361
(1,85)
(1,29)
470
346
(1,68)
(1,24)
423
(1,51)
444
335
(1,7)
(1,29)
382
(1,47)

3
372
(1,3)
823
(1,1)
-

evidence about existence of certain ranges of laser beam energy
values that correspond to maximum strenghtening of local layers
of steel matrix.
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Table 2.
Influence of laser beam energy on nanohardness of steel matrix near inclusion (Fe,Mn)S+ MnO·Al2O3 in steel 08Uy under different time of
action
τimp, . 10-3, s
1,0
3,6

Wimp, J
10
432
465

18
495
520

25
520
524

ph-c1 of non-metallic inclusions in areas of enrichment of liquid
or hard steel matrix by abrupt cooling. In the result in steel matrix
near initial inclusions composite structure with dispersal particles
are formed. Appearance of “satellite” particles promotes
formation of dispersal composite layers or by presence in steel
matrix it promotes formation of zones with combine layersdispersal structure near non-metallic inclusions “high-melting
phase surrounding with low-melting cover”. Obviously variation
of regime of laser action will allows to regulate structure of these
composite systems.

Main factor of laser strengthening of local areas of steel
matrix is its microalloying from inner sources - non-metallic
inclusions “high-melting phase surrounding with low-melting
cover”. Creation of cascade of oversaturated zones near these
inclusions by formation of local liquational strengthened areas is
formation of layers composite near non-metallic inclusions.
Structure of these zones maybe single-phase (oversaturated solid
solusions) but often dispersal microphases and nanophases –
“satellite” particles are observed (see Fig. 3). Chemical
composition of “satellite” particles connects with initial inclusion
but slightly differs from it thanks to participation of elements of
steel matrix in their formation [1, 2]. Process of “satellite”
particles formation is connected with abnormal mass transfer in
the moment of inclusions and steel matrix melting then in steel
matrix areas enriching by elements of phase ph-c1 of inclusions
and also containing of complexes (clusters) of former nanograines of phase ph-c1 are formed. Local areas of the type of
metallic emulsion smelts are formed. They are “freezed” by
abrupt cooling and clusters of former nano-graines of phase phc1 of non-metallic inclusions are crystallized into “satellite”
particles. And also process of “satellite” particles formation
maybe connects with decrease of solubility of elements of phase

4. Conclusions.
Peculiarities of formation of contact interaction zones in
steel matrix in the conditions of abnormal mass transfer from
inner sources (non-metallic inclusions “high-melting phase
surrounding with low-melting cover”) by laser treatment are
connected with origin of
liquational strengthened zones
representing different types of composite layers. Gradiental zones
with cascade and “spot” distribution of elements and
nanohardness, dispercal zones with different types of
strengthening micro- and nanophases, “tunnel” zones, and also
zones with combine structure were formed.
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MODEL ADHESION WEAR OF FRICTION SURFACE
МОДЕЛЬ АДГЕЗИОННОГО ИЗНОСА ПОВЕРХНОСТИ ТРЕНИЯ
Candidate of Science, associate Professor. Shalygin M.G.
Faculty of Mechanical and Technical – Bryansk State Technical University, Russia
Abstract: The article deals with forming the adhesive bond of bodies at the crystal lattice level. There is offered a mathematical model for
determining the adhesion wear. There are carried out laboratory tests for model validation. There is found that the amount of adhesive wear
is nonline-arly dependent on the surface roughness inclination angle.
KEYWORDS: FRICTION, WEAR, ADHESION, MATEMATICS MODELING

tear-out is reduced to determining the figure volume bounded by
vectors l.
In order to build a mathematical model let us number the
molecules on which vectors l are directed and assign the vector an
index of the molecule to which it is directed. We note in par-ticular
that vectors l1…l8 lie on the surface of the body, vectors l9…l13
are directed from the sur-face deep into the body. Let us construct a
three-dimensional body model, built on top of 18 vec-tors in threedimensional space. Assume that the body is an ellipsoid of revolution.
Approximately volume of the figure bounded by 13 vectors
can be determined by the de-pendence
1
V = [l10 (l1 + l9 )(l8 + l2 ) + l13 (l7 + k9 )(l8 + l6 ) +
12
+ l12 (l5 + l9 )(l6 + l4 ) + l11 (l3 + l9 )(l4 + l2 )]
From practice it is known that adhesion is carried out by digging to a depth significantly greater than the intermolecular distance of two neighbouring molecules. For this reason, we can-not
say that the adhesive wear occurs to a depth greater than the intermolecular distance in the unit cell. Molecule located inside the
body volume, communicates with a larger number of neighbouring
molecules kk,, than a molecule located on the surface body and
having a certain number of uncompensated bonds v1. Moreover,
generally the number of possible neighbouring molecules k=kk+v1
is defined from the crystal lattice of the body.
The numerical value of the vectors l is by factors determining
adhesion tension load. At the same time it should be noted that the
actual surface profiles have irregularities such as roughness and
subroughness. Thus, the adhesive bond FB3 is formed on surfaces
disposed in relation to each other at a predetermined angle γ. The
vector value l depends on the angle volume γ, because part of the
body volume disposed closest to the top of asperity easier yields to
tension load. Then the expression for l has the form

1. Introduction
Adhesion of steel surfaces is usually described in terms of the dispersion forces. Many existing adhesion models do not take into
account the molecules adhesion within the solid body and the presence of irregularities on the parts surfaces. In the process of friction
machine parts are exposed to adhesive wear. Moreover, in general,
the amount of adhesive wear depends on the number of surface
interacting cycles (n). Work [2] is dedicated to determining adhesive wear at individual surface contact (n = 1). Approaching the
surfaces of two bodies at a distance forms adhesive bond FB3 (Fig.
1).

Fig. 1 Surfaces interaction during the adhesion at the nanoscale
There is also an intermolecular interaction in the volume of
the forces themselves FM.. In-termolecular force and adhesion
force can be determined by relationships proposed in work [1].

li =

2. Results and Discussions

v1 Fвз
tgγ
kFм G

where G - is shear modulus; k – is the possible number of
neighbouring molecules;

Let us assume that body 2 has the highest possible intermolecular
force FM2=>max and ad-hesive wear of the body is not possible.
Then, upon application of the shear load to body 2 there occurs
adhesive wear of body 1, which visually represents the tension load
on the surface.
Let us assume that the volume of the unit adhesive tear-out is
determined by the intermo-lecular interaction force in the body FM.
Then it is required to define vectors l, forming the vol-ume of tearout. For a body having a crystal structure the vector direction can
be determined by the shape of the unit cell, and the vector value is
determined by the interplay of the two neigh-bouring molecules in
the chosen direction. For example, steel, whose basic structure is
austenite, the direction and the number of vectors that determine
the amount of tear-out.
Thus, the vectors defining the scope of a single tear-out are
located in three mutually per-pendicular planes, the angle between
them is 45 degrees. The task of determining the scope of a single

k k = k − v1

– is the actual number of

neighbouring molecules.
It should be noted that the vectors directed deep into the body
have the number of neigh-bouring molecules which is equal to the
total number of possible molecules,

k = kk

, then for vectors

disposed on the surface

li =

Fвз
tg ( Fвз , Fм )
Fм G

,

aimed deep into the body

li =
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v1 Fвз
tg ( Fвз , Fм )
kFм G

.

Formulas for calculating these parameters is given in works

the tested steel has austenitic structure k = 18, the shear modulus of
steel G=79·109 Pa, the distance between the centres of the particles
r = 3.495 nm [3], compensated distance z0=2.86 Å [2], Hamaker’s
constant Aн=45·10-24 J [3].
The initial data, the results of calculations and experiments
are given in Table 1.

[1].

3. CONCLUSION
In order to test this theory, the experimental study of samples
was conducted on the installation SAV10. Before the experiment
samples of steel 1045 (Ra = 0.025) were purified by polar and nonpolar solvent. In order to fix the surface before the test (2a) samples
were examined under an optical microscope at a magnification
10000 fold.

Table 1: Determination of adhesive tear-out volume
Calculated
parameter
Calculated,
nm
Experiment,
nm

l2

l4

l6

l8

l9

V,
x105

59,651

59,94

59,65

59,94

16,57

1,241

54,43

66,30

54,43

66,30

16,65

1,258

Thus, there is a proximity of experimental and theoretical calculations. By theoretical expressions there were plotted the dependency graphs of the wear vector length l on the irregularities
angle γ (Fig. 3a) and the number of possible neighbouring molecules k (Fig. 3b).

a)

a)

b)
Fig. 2. The surface of steel 45:
a) before forming the adhesive cut-away; b) after forming the
adhesive tear-out.
Adhesive bond was considered formed when sample 2 is not
detached from specimen 1 by gravity. Sample 2 was connected to a
force sensor, sample 1 was rigidly secured to the mounting surface.
By applying a force to the sensor sample 2 was displaced. Adhesive
bond was considered broken at a time when there was a displacement of the sample relative to the other, then the surface of the
samples was investigated under the microscope (Fig. 2b). The resulting dark spots were considered tear-out, formed as a result of
adhesive wear.
The surface area and the wear-out depth were determined by
10 stains on 6 surface shots, after which the obtained values were
averaged. The volume of tear-out is calculated as half of the ellipsoid volume

V =

b)
Fig. 3 Dependence of the wear vector length on:
a) the inclination angle of irregularities γ to the adhesive bond
(if k = kk);
b) number of possible neighbouring molecules k (for γ = 680).

2
πabc
3

As can be seen from Fig. 5, vector l increases, if angle γ =
00…1150 and decreases with angles γ =1160…1800. With the increasing number of possible neighbouring molecules wear is re-

where a, b, c - the ellipsoid axis.
According to the above-mentioned relationships there was
counted the volume of single tear-out based on the conditions that
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duced, which means that the larger molecules the unit cell contains
and the smaller the distance is between them, then it is less prone to
adhesion. Using proposed in work [1, 4] model of adhesive wear
there is calculated an equation for determining the scope of a single
adhesive tear-out. In accordance with the model of adhesive wear
volume depends nonlinearly on the profile inclination angle and the
crystal structure of the steel. In future, using the methods suggested
in the works, it is possible to obtain a general expression for the
determination of a single adhesive tear of steel with any structure.
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Abstract: In the production of oil in the oil mill parts of the equipment wear due to contact with seeds which contain microabrasive
particles. This wear manifests itself by changing the dimensions and geometry of the screw press. The paper analyzes the influence of tribocorrosive wear on the workpieces of the screw press. The appearance of wear is most likely due to the action of aggressive media, in this
case the oilseeds. In the experimental part of this paper, on samples made of cast steel and austenistic stainless steel, following laboratory
tests were performed: electrochemical testing, testing of chemical composition of the base material, wear analysis, microstructure recording
and hardness testing. Based on the laboratory testing, conclusion was that the austenistic stainless steels 304L and 316L with nitrated
surfaces exhibit better resistance to tribo-corrosion wear in relation to cast steel GS-42CrMo4.
Keywords: TRIBOCORROSION, ELECTROCHEMICAL TESTING, WEAR, SCREW PRESS

Oil is dripping through these gaps. The gap size defines the
so-called work fields of which this type of press has a total of 7.
By using conical segments is achieved that the pressure increases
from the inlet to the outlet of the press, and because of the
gradual performance of the screw press, the press locally reaches
the value of 450 to 500 bar. The first unusual wears on the screw
press were observed three years after the installation, and the
approach to the prolonged lifespan consisted, first, of welding the
surfaces on the yarn colanders [5]. After 5 years of work with the
welded yarmas, it was noticed that they were re-damaged.
Conclusion was that by applying an additional material, hardness
of about 400 HB, achieved a prolongation of the yarms for
almost 70 %. The visual inspection showed that the functional
breakdown of the screw presses occurred due to: damages on the
gear housing, damages on the abutment surfaces and damages of
the yarn.

1. Introduction
It is commonly known that corrosion processes can not
completely stop, but they can also be slowed down and the
damage caused by corrosion can be reduced, such as breaks,
breakdowns and work related stoppages [1]. Corrosion also has a
negative impact on raw materials, semi-products and products.
Costs caused by corrosion can be classified into two main
categories: direct and indirect costs. Direct costs include
replacement of damaged parts and equipment caused by
corrosion, stoppages in production due to protection of corrosion
etc. Indirect costs, for example, are lower quality of the final
product and lower efficiency of corrosion damaged equipment
[2]. Screw presses represent a classic tribo system in which,
when relative movement between the media and the metal
surface occurs, metal parts wear. The oil seeds from which the oil
is sown, above all the sunflower, contains in its structure
microabrasive particles (SiO2) whose effect on the working
surface of the screw press can not be avoided. Therefore, one of
the basic requirements for the material (protective layer) of the
working parts of the screw press is in terms of raising wear
resistance. Examination of the wear process should enable the
operation of all these parts under the given conditions with
known and acceptable friction and wear values [3]. In addition to
the inevitable wear, damages are also noted caused by the
agressive media (sour soups). These damages are best expressed
in the tribocorosis of the gear parts which are in contact with the
other parts. One of the ways to extend the life cycle of worn-out
elements is replacement of worn-out stainless steel half-rings [4].

2.1. Analysis of gear unit housing damages
After a visual inspection, conclusion was that damage of the
working parts of the screw press came for several reasons. One of
them was damage of the gear unit housing, which resulted in the
unauthorized eccentric "swinging" of the colander and the
appearance of tribo-corrosion on its parts, Figure 1.

2. Visual examination of work parts of the screw
press
The main supporting parts of the screw press are the power
and movement gearboxes and the gear housing, the shaft of the
screw press and the yarn colanders, but the working parts are the
sledge segments and the knives of the colander buckle. The screw
is made up of splinter segments and conical rings which are
pinned to the shaft. The shaft is made in five stages with different
diameters. The diameter on the gear box is the biggest and it is
160 mm, and the smallest diameter is on the shaft at the end of
the screw press and it is 151,4 mm.. It should be noted that the
shaft (total length 4355 mm) is mounted only at the gear unit so
that the screw actually "floats" in the colander surrounded by
mill. Colander buckle is formed by bunding the blades on the
"yarn" brackets, which, after forming the paths, form a closed
colander around the bushing. The knives are constructed so that,
after stacking and forming the base of the basket, the respective
gap remains between them (0,75 mm the entrance to the press,
and to 0,17 mm at the end of the press).

Figure 1 Appearance of damaged gearbox.

Figure 2 shows the detail of the damaged half-ring on the
contact surface of the gear unit housing. Half-rings are made of
austenistic stainless steel AISI 304L and 316L, after which they
are placed on the contact surface. Half-ring tightening is done by
the appropriate screws made from the same stainless steel. By
control with the portable spectrometric chemical analyzer it was
determined that the gear housing was made of cast steel Cr-Mo,
and with portable hardness measure device it was found that the
hardness of its surface ranged from 210 to 235 HB. With detailed
surface control, conclusion was that damage is most likely caused
by the action of aggressive media (sour soups), and manifested it
by the appearance of tribo-corrosion on the parts of the reducer
which are in contact with the settling surfaces of the colander.
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3.1. Electrochemical testing
In order to simulate the conditions of aggressive media for
electrochemical testing, the following parameters were selected:
the tests were performed in a solution of saturated water with
CO2, pH value was from 4,8 to 5 at 50 °C. The Tafel's
extrapolation method was used to determine the corrosion rate
(vkor), while the diagram E-t was used to determine the corrosion
potentional (Ekor). The recording of the polarization curves was
used to determine the resistance of the material (Rp). The cyclic
polarization method was used to determine the area of
passivation and pitting potential (Epit) on test samples. Samples
for the tests were of the following dimensions: ϕ16x8 mm. The
examined chemical composition of the steels selected for this test
are shown in the Table 1.

Figure 2 Appearance of damaged reducers half-ring.

Tribocorrosion can be defined as a process of degradation of
the material due to the combined action of corrosion and wear
[6]. Dimensional control indicated that the base material of the
gearbox housing was locally damaged up to 8 mm (in diameter).
Except for damages due to dismantling, no major damages have
occurred on the reducers half-rings, Figure 3.

Table 1: Examined chemical composition of steel.
Chemical composition, %
Sample
C
Mn
Si
Cr
304L
0,030
2,0
0,75
17,00
316L
0,048 1,224 0,438 16,71
GS-42CrMo4 0,400
0,60
0,40
1,00

Ni
11,00
10,08
-

Mo
2,51
2,124
0,25

Electrochemical corrosion tests were performed according to
the standard ASTM G5-94 on the test device Potentiostat /
Galvanostat Model 273A EG & E with program SoftCorr III in
the Laboratory for the material protection in the Faculty of
Mechanical Engineering and Naval Architecture in Zagreb.
Measurements were performed in comparison with the reference
saturated calomel electrode (SCE) known potential + 0,242 V
according to a standard hydrogen electrode. General corrosion
parameters were defined: corrosion potential (Ekor), corrosion
power density (jkor), corrosion speed (vkor), resistance to
polarization (Rp), pitting potential (Epit) and potential for
protection (Ezpit). Corrosion potential (Ekor) was defined by
measuring the potential change in the period of 1000 sec. The
final measured value is used as a corrosion potential. Corrosion
potential is also called the potential of an open circuit Eok,
because the circuit is open during the measurement, ie the
electrochemical reaction is not performed on the working
electrode. By applying an external source, the working electrode
is polarized to the potential of ± 250 mV compared to the
potential of corrosion and measuring the power response. Tafel
diagram, which shows the dependence of the power in the
logarithmic scale on the applied potential, is obtained by
measurement. Extrapolation of linear anode parts (+ 250 mV in
relation to Ekor) and cathode (250 mV in relation to Ekor)
polarization curves and corrosion potential Ekor result in a
logarithm of corrosion power density jkor. Polarization resistance
of the material Rp is determined from the Tafel polarization
diagram for the area ± 20 mV compared with corrosion potential.
The results of the electrochemical tests are shown in the Table 2.

Figure 3 Macrorecordings of reducers half-ring.

Reason for the high wear of the base material caused by the
corrosion is aggressive media which passes between half-rings
and reducers housing. To solve this problem, silicon sealing
compounds are mounted between the half-rings and the reducers
housing. However, because of the high temperatures, these
gaskets hardened during operation, allowing aggressive media to
pass.

2.2. Analysis of screw press colander damages
Damages of the colander is the second reason for the end of
the functional operation of the screw press. On the part of the
colander located in the gasket with the gear housing, traces
indicate damages due to eccentric motion in the contact area of
the enclosure casing/colander, but also traces that can be
attributed to tribocorosis. After disassembling the half-ring, there
are also some damages visible on the base material of the screw
press. These damages are most likely the effect of action of the
agressive media (sour soups), Figure 4.

Figure 4 Appearance of the damaged colanders half-ring.

Table 2: Results of the electrochemical testing of samples.
jkor,
βA,
βK,
vkor,
Sample
V/dek V/dek
mm/god
µA/cm2
AISI 304L,
0,078
0,103
6,62
0,067
nitrided
AISI 316L,
0,988
0,039
6,71
0,069
nitrided
GS-42CrMo4,
0,088
0,598
86,62
1,003
improved

3. Experimental part
In the experimental part of the paper, electrochemical tests on
samples made of cast steel and austenitic stainless steel were
performed. These tests were performed to simulate conditions of
agressive media These tests were conducted to simulate
aggressive media conditions which largely contribute to the
wearing of screw presses. Austenistic stainless steel chosen for
this testing are 304L and 316L (Standard ASTM A240). By
nitriding these steels, modified contact surface was obtained.
Cast steel chosen for this testing is GS-42CrMo4 (EN-10083). In
this steel, a modified contact surface was also obtained by the
improvement process. After the electrochemical testing, further
examinations were perfomed.

Rp,
Ωcm2
3282
5254
250

After conducting polarization measurements, macrostructure
recording was performed. Figures 5, 6 and 7 show cyclic
polarization schemes and images of recorded macrostructure
patterns.
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a)
b)
Figure 9 Characteristic microstructure of test sample 316L.
a) edge; b) core

Figure 5 Cyclic polarization diagram and macro recording of sample
304L.

Characteristic microstructure of test sample GS-42CrMo4 is
shown in the Figure 10.

Figure 6 Cyclic polarization diagram and macro recording of sample
316L.

a)
b)
Figure 10 Characteristic microstructure of test sample GS-42CrMo4.

3.3. Hardness testing
Microhardness measurement was performed on the device
Durimet Leitz, with method Vickers HV 0,5 (load of 5 N).
Results of measured microhardnesses of test samples 304L and
316L are shown in Tables 3 and 4.
Table 3: Results of hardness testing of sample 304L.

Distance from edge, mm
0,03
0,04
0,05
0,07
0,08
0,16
0,22
0,32
0,50
0,75
1,00
1,25

Figure 7 Cyclic polarization diagram and macro recording of sample
GS-42CrMo4.

3.2. Recording and analysis of microstructure
Metalographic and hardness test give the complete
information about the material before and after the nitration
process. The microstructure of test samples was analyzed at their
edges and in the core. Samples made of stainless steel were
wiped in glycerin, while the sample made of cast steel was wiped
in nital (2 %). The characteristic microstructure of the edge of the
sample 304L is shown in the Figure 8.a., while the characteristic
microstructure of the core is shown in the Figure 8.b.

Hardness HV 0,5
1180
1172
1168
817
435
221
227
208
230
182
205
202

Table 4: Results of hardness testing of sample 316L.

Distance from edge, mm
0,03
0,04
0,05
0,07
0,08
0,16
0,22
0,32
0,50
0,75
1,00
1,25

a)
b)
Figure 8 Characteristic microstructure of test sample 304L.
a) edge; b) core

Characteristic microstructure of the edge of test sample 316L
is shown in the Figure 9.a., while the characteristic
microstructure of the core is shown in the Figure 9.b.

Hardness HV 0,5
1184
1200
1176
819
403
223
225
204
215
210
203
201

Measured vaules of hardness of impoved sample made of
cast steel GS-42CrMo4 are from 230 to 280 HV 0,5.
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4. Analysis of results

6. References

Results of electrochemical testing (shown in Table 2) show
that materials AISI 304L and AISI 316L have significantly
higher values of polarization resistance Rp in relation to the
material GS-42CrMo4, which has a twenty times lower
polarization resistance value. The corrosion rate values for
austenitic stainless steel are fairly similar, but for cast steel GS42CrMo4 are 14 times bigger in relation to the austenistic
stainless steels. Cyclic polarization diagram (Figures 5 and 6)
show that nitrated samples of austenitic stainless steel 304L and
316L are not tended to pitting corrosion, while the material GS42CrMo4 (Figure 7) shows tendency to the pitting corrosion.
This confirms the image of the macrostructure of the surface after
the test (Figure 7) with highlighted pitting. Metalographics
analysis of test samples show that samples made of material
304L and 316L (Figures 8 and 9) have austenitic structure with
recognizable double crystals that have finely divided the various
precipitates. In addition to the sample boundary, there is a
specific nitric layer followed by the austenitic structure of the
base material. Cores of both samples also have austenistic
microstructure. Microstructure values on the cross section of
samples 304L and 316L are measured from the edge to the core
(Tables 3 and 4) show that the microhardness of the samples is
the same and adequate for the applied method of surface
modification by nitrating.
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5. Conclusion
Even today, application of corrosion protection procedures in
the economy lags behind theoretical knowledge, largely due to
the rapid progress of corrosion protection technology. Numerous
studies have shown that with a single dollar invested in corrosion
protection can reach $ 3 to $ 6 in terms of longer life span and
greater reliability of the equipment [1]. Given the working
conditions of process equipment in the oil industry (whose parts
are exposed to the effects of tribo-corrosion), their life span
shortens and this results in the malfunctions. Material losses and
maintenance costs are also increased. There is a possibility of a
sudden cancellation of the plant elements, which would lead to a
halt in production. When replacing parts, special attention should
be paid to the resistance of the materials used to make them in
relation to the medium in which they are used. It is necessary to
know the mechanical and tribological resistances in the phase of
material selection during design. Material resistance is based on
the use of appropriate layers by extending the life of the press
during the long lasting part exploitation [7]. Based on the
performed tests and the results analysis conclusion is that the test
samples 304L and 316L have the same depth of nitrite layer.
Hardness values on the cross section of the edge of both samples
are equal and they are in range from 800 ÷ 1200 HV 0,5 which
are good requirements for the application in the tribosystem of
the screw press. Material 316L has a slightly higher resistance to
corrosion, but from an economic point of view, taking into
account the price of the basic material, 304L is to 45 % cheaper
compared to the 316L. Suggestion is that material 304L is used
for the work conditions in tribocorrosion conditions which are
present in the screw presses during the vegetable oil extraction.
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